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ABSTRACT

The work is concerned with single-mode optical fibre components which exhibit 
polarisation sensitive operation, and the effect such components have on the 
performance of the optical fibre ring resonator.

Polarisation sensitivity in the operation of optical fibre components is produced 
by evanescent field interaction either with a liquid crystal or a thin metal layer. In both 
cases access into the evanescent field of the guided mode is achieved by fibre polishing. 
In the former approach the polarisation selectivity results from the birefringent 
properties of the liquid crystal which replaces the fibre cladding, while in the latter from 
the polarisation sensitive coupling between the fibre and the lossy planar waveguide 
formed by the thin metal layer. A group of polarisation sensitive components including 
high quality polarisers, polarisation selective couplers and low loss high contrast 
intensity modulators are demonstrated using these two techniques.

The possibility of fabricating optical fibre ring resonators using polarisation 
maintaining fibre to render its performance immune to environmental perturbations is 
also investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The unavoidable polarisation 
cross-talk is found to produce severe polarisation instability, and several methods to 
overcome this problem are suggested. In particular, the possibility of incorporating 
polarisation sensitive components in ring resonators to achieve this goal is investigated 
in detail. The first fibre ring resonator exhibiting polarisation stabilized response is 
demonstrated employing a polarisation selective coupler based on liquid crystals.

Closely related to experimental investigations into ring resonators, limitations 
arising from phase modulating the ring optical path are also examined.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

Optical fibres are revolutionizing many areas of science and engineering. Their 
capability of guiding optical frequency electromagnetic waves with low loss is finding a 
spreading use in areas such as telecommunications [1] and sensing [2], [3]. Of 
particular significance are optical fibres which can support only the fundamental mode. 
These single-mode optical fibres offer the advantage of reduced loss, light traveling at 
one propagation constant and single transverse field distribution.

An ideal single-mode optical fibre has a perfect cylindrical symmetry both in 
shape and refractive index distribution. In the presence of this symmetry the waveguide 
exhibits no birefringent properties and the fundamental mode HEu can be expressed as 
the superposition of any pair of mutually orthogonal polarisation modes traveling at the 
same propagation constant p  . Such an ideal fibre preserves the polarisation state of 
light.

However real fibres deviate from this ideal symmetry. A slight shape deformation 
as well as anisotropic stress are always created during fabrication, giving rise to 
birefringence. Moreover, using a fibre is always accompanied by bends, twists and 
external pressure. These external perturbations cannot change the fibre shape due to the 
high Young modulus of glass but induce through the photoelastic effect changes in the 
refractive index profile, creating additional birefringence. In the presence of this 
intrinsic and extrinsic birefringence, which are furthermore dependent on ambient 
conditions such as temperature, the degeneracy of the fibre polarisation modes 
vanishes, and the fundamental mode is divided into two orthogonal polarisations 
traveling at different propagation constants. This has two important implications on the 
polarisation behaviour of single-mode optical fibres:
- single-mode optical fibres are actually dual moded.
- the polarisation state of light is not preserved and also fluctuates with environmental 
conditions [4],[5]
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The former counteracts the desired single propagation constant operation resulting 
in polarisation mode dispersion in telecommunications [6 ] and errors in phase reading 
sensors [7]. The latter is a subject of serious concern in any interferometric system 
where collinearity of the interfering beams is required [7], and also in coupling to 
polarisation sensitive components or integrated optics [8 ], In coherent detection 
schemes for telecommunications for example, polarisation fluctuations in the fibre link 
can even cause signal fading when the emerging polarisation state is orthogonal to that 
of the local oscillator [9].

The importance of these phenomena have made progress in the exploitation of 
optical fibres to heavily rely upon research performed to understand and control 
polarisation effects on optical fibre systems. Motivated by this fact, polarisation 
maintaining fibres in which the polarisation state of light remains almost unaffected over 
significant distances emerged over the last decade [10]. These fibres are powerful tools 
in handling polarisation and meet an expanding use in optical fibre systems. Effective 
control of polarisation in a real system also requires optical functions which are 
sensitive to polarisation, such as manipulation of the polarisation state, polarising, and 
polarisation splitting. Considerable effort has been focused in the last years on the 
implementation of optical fibre components which perform such functions. Strict 
performance requirements have to be met concerning the accuracy in operating the 
optical function, optical loss, complexity and cost. Moreover, the effect of these 
components as well as of polarisation maintaining fibres on the performance of systems 
needs to be quantified.

This thesis complements the existing work on understanding and controlling 
polarisation effects by investigating a group of all-fibre polarisation sensitive 
components and the implications such components have on the performance of a real 
system, namely the optical fibre ring resonator.

The optical fibre ring resonator is a passive resonant ring cavity formed by 
closing a fibre upon itself via a directional coupler. Its resonant type makes it the most 
phase sensitive of the fibre interferometers and consequently attractive in a variety of 
applications such as sensing, optical signal processing and spectral analysis of light 
sources [11], [12]. However, the multipath nature of the interferometer raises peculiar 
polarisation problems. The cavity birefringence creates two resonating polarisation 
eigenmodes, the resonance characteristics of which drift with ambient conditions. This 
polarisation drift severely limits its applications performance and needs to be explored 
and suppressed.

Practical optical fibre systems necessitate the optical functions to be performed 
without interrupting the light guidance in the fibre. The all-fibre devices investigated in
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this work are based on evanescent-field interaction with the fibre mode. Access into the 
evanescent field is achieved by side-polishing optical fibres [13]. The details of the 
technique used to fabricate such polished fibres are presented in Chapter 2, together 
with a few other all-fibre components which are extensively used in the 
experimentation.

Chapter 3 investigates two polarisation sensitive components based on liquid 
crystals. The polarisation selective element is a layer of aligned nematic liquid crystal 
which replaces the removed cladding of polished fibres. The birefringence of this layer 
creates a polarisation dependent cladding refractive index, and this property is used to 
produce high performance polarisers and polarisation selective couplers.

A different approach to realize polarisation sensitive components is suggested in 
Chapter 4. The polarisation selective element here is a thin metal layer which is 
deposited on the surface of a polished fibre to interact with the guided mode. The film 
(a few tens nm thick) is made of positive dielectric permittivity metal and acts as a lossy 
planar waveguide. Its effect on the fibre transmission is expressed by resonant coupling 
between the fibre mode and those supported by the thin metal film. This type of metal 
interaction is used to selectively couple and absorb a linear fibre polarisation into the 
metal. Further possibilities related to using semiconductor coatings for high-speed 
intensity modulators are also discussed.

Proper choice of the metal layer parameters can leave the fibre propagation 
characteristics almost unaffected. This property is used in Chapter 5 to build thin film 
electrode structures in proximity with the fibre core without disturbing the guided 
mode. Electrooptic materials such as liquid crystals are then used in combination with 
these electrodes to form an active cell which induces a variable cladding refractive 
index. Intensity modulators based on nematic and ferroelectric liquid crystals are 
demonstrated, performing switching times in the microsecond regime. The polarisation 
dependence originating from the birefringence of these electrooptic materials is 
examined.

The optical fibre ring resonator is introduced in Chapter 6  and its response is 
investigated under phase modulation in the cavity. High rate and nonlinear phase 
modulation are shown to create severe distortion on its transmission characteristics 
affecting its applications performance. Phase modulation in the ring resonator in 
principle does not involve any polarisation dependence; however, the investigation of 
these effects is essential as the experimental study of polarisation effects on ring 
resonators is inevitably related with phase modulation in the fibre ring. The distortion of 
the resonator response due to these effects can severely affect the correct interpretation 
of its experimental performance.
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Fabricating optical fibre ring resonators using polarisation maintaining fibre is an 
attractive possibility for making the device's polarisation performance insensitive to 
environmental perturbations. Chapter 7 investigates both theoretically and 
experimentally this possibility, revealing that the unavoidable polarisation cross-talk 
renders the device's performance strongly dependent upon the fibre ring birefringence. 
The effect of polarisation sensitive components, such as polarisers or polarisation 
selective couplers, on the polarisation properties of the resonator is investigated and it is 
shown that they can be used to drastically suppress this dependence. The first resonator 
exhibiting polarisation stabilized response is demonstrated by using a version of the 
polarisation selective coupler based on liquid crystal.

Finally, Chapter 8  reviews the main results of this work, draws the general 
conclusions and suggests possible future directions for handling and using polarisation 
effects on optical fibre systems.
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Chapter Two

FABRICATION OF SINGLE-MODE OPTICAL FIBRE
COMPONENTS

Single-mode optical fibres have already found wide application in 
telecommunications and stimulated great interest in other areas such as sensing, 
interferometry and optical signal processing. From a systems standpoint, effective 
usage of optical fibres requires optical operations including beam splitting/combination, 
polarisation manipulation, modulation etc. Miniaturized bulk-optic devices, such as 
beamsplitters or crystal polarisers, could be coupled to single-mode optical fibres for 
this purpose, but with limited success. High coupling loss, scattering, absorption, 
reflections as well as high cost and questionable mechanical stability make such hybrid 
systems unpractical.

Several all-fibre optic single-mode components have been developed instead, to 
replace bulk-optic devices. These components perform the required optical functions 
without interrupting the light guidance in the fibre, and have the potential for low loss, 
low back-reflection and rugged devices.

A major category of all-fibre components relies on interaction with the evanescent 
field which extends just outside of the fibre core. The realization of these devices 
requires access into the guided mode which is well protected deep inside the fibre 
cladding. Initially aiming at the fabrication of the optical fibre coupler, two main 
approaches have been developed for this purpose: fusion and polishing. The fusion 
technique relies on melting two fibres together in a controllable manner, until their cores 
are brought close enough to allow evanescent field coupling; this technique is almost 
exclusively used to produce couplers [1]. In the polishing technique, on the other hand, 
the cladding is partially removed on one side of the fibre by mechanical means to expose 
the evanescent field. Other techniques, such as chemical etching of the cladding [2], 
have found rather limited application.
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The polishing technique is used throughout this work for the fabrication of single
mode optical fibre components. The details of this technique are presented in this 
chapter together with a few well-established components used in the experimentation: 
The first, and more important, is the adjustable directional coupler which is the fibre 
counterpart of the bulk-optic beamsplitter/combiner. The other two are the polarisation 
controller and phase modulator to replace the bulk-optic rotatable fractional-wave plates 
and electrooptic crystal modulators.

2.1 The Polishing Technique

Polishing was first suggested for the fabrication of multi-mode fibre couplers in 
1978 [3]. A little later, in 1980, the first single-mode fibre coupler of the polished type 
was demonstrated by Bergh et al [4]. Since then, the technique has been widely used in 
research for the fabrication of various fibre components including polarisation splitting, 
wavelength selective or nonreciprocal couplers, polarisers, filters and intensity 
modulators. Moreover high performance interferometers, such as the Sagnac or Ring 
Resonator, have been built on a single strand of fibre using the polishing technique. 
Lately, the technique has been further developed to apply also to the popular 
polarisation maintaining fibres. From a commercial standpoint, the first single-mode 
fibre components and interferometers of the polished type became commercially 
available in the last few years.

2.1.1 Fabrication Description

The technique is straightforward in principal, however it requires some experience 
and care in practice. A length of optical fibre is first stripped of its jacket over a few cm 
and then glued in a curved slot cut in a glass block using optical adhesive. The role of 
the glass block is to provide a rigid substrate in which the fibre is firmly embedded. The 
top face of the unit is first ground and then polished to within a few pm from the fibre 
core in order to provide access into the evanescent field. A schematic view of such a 
device, called polished block from now on, with typical values of the associated 
dimensions is showed in Fig. 2.1. The radius of slot curvature Rc controls the length of 
the fibre over which the guided mode is exposed. For the value Rc = 25 cm used in this 
work the interaction region has the shape of a stripe along the fibre a few mm long and 
a few tens pm wide. Much bigger radii could elongate this region significantly, but they 
also increase the fabrication difficulty.
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OPTICAL ADHESIVE
OPTICAL FIBRE GLASS BLOCK

1 cm
250 |lm- 1 2 5  Mm

Figure 2.1 Schematic view of a polished block (not to scale). The slot and fibre dimensions 

correspond to standard 125 pm diameter single-mode fibres.

Grinding is performed on a flat steel plate using a hard abrasive (e.g. Aluminum 
Oxide of 3 Mm size particles). The procedure is fast but rude to the glass surface [5]; 
for this reason grinding is stopped around 10-15 Mm from the core, just before the 
evanescent field is accessed. The depth of grinding can be calculated to an accuracy of a 
few Mm from the dimensions of the oval intersection between the curved fibre and the 
grinding plane, which can be seen in Fig. 2.1.

A smooth finish to the glass surface is then given by polishing. This is performed 
on a flat soft plate using this time a softer abrasive (e.g. Cerium Oxide of 1 \im size 
particles). The fabrication is completed when the block is polished to the required depth 
into the evanescent field, typically a few pm from the core. The exact depth of polishing 
is, as expected, an important parameter for the performance of the polished fibre. The 
method used to control this depth will be discussed later in this chapter.

2.1.2 Polarisation Maintaining Optical Fibres

FUNDAMENTALS: Polarisation maintaining fibres offer the attractive feature of 
preserving a specific polarisation state of light over significant distances [6 ]. These 
fibres exhibit a strong intrinsic birefringence which creates two well defined orthogonal
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Figure 2.2 Cross-section of polarisation maintaining optical fibres. In (a) the birefringence is 

created by shape (elliptical core fibre) and in (b) by anisotropic stress (Bow-Tie fibre). A typical 
field pattern of the H E ny polarisation mode is shown in (c)

polarisation modes having significantly different propagation constants. Such strongly 
mismatched modes remain relatively uncoupled throughout the waveguide; an input 
state of polarisation (SOP) identical to one of the polarisation modes is therefore 
preserved along the fibre. The strong intrinsic birefringence is created by either a non- 
circular core or large anisotropic stress. Early fibres of the first category used a 
dumbbell-shaped core [7], while their successors employ highly elliptical cores [8 ],[9]. 
The stress in the fibres of the second category is created by elliptical cladding [10], 
elliptical jacket [1 1 ] or stress-inducing members which are embedded close to the core. 
Such stress-inducing members can have the form of asymmetric refractive index pits 
[12], rods as in PANDA fibres [13] or bows as in Bow-Tie fibres [14]. In all these 
highly birefringent fibres the polarisation modes are linear, aligned with the fibre 
birefringent axes. The cross-section of an elliptical core and Bow-Tie fibre can be seen 
in Fig 2.2. The stress in the latter is generated by the thermal expansion coefficient 
difference between the highly doped bows (pulling members) and the surrounding 
cladding. In both cases the two polarisation modes are the HEllx and HElly having the 
major electric field component along the symmetry (birefringent) axes and px > py .

An important comment should be made at this point. The electric field lines of 
each polarisation mode are not perfectly parallel with the birefringent axis but are 
slightly curved as shown, exaggerated, in Fig 2.2(c). Thus, the polarisation modes are 
not exactly linearly polarised and a minor orthogonal component of the electric field is
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always present. However, this component has been shown in stress-induced 
birefringent fibres to be less than -40 dB compared to the major one [15]; in ordinary 
fibres it is even smaller, less than -70 dB. Bearing the above limits in mind, from now 
on such polarisation modes will be treated as linearly polarised.

In contrast to the above highly linearly birefringent fibres, highly circularly 
birefringent fibres have also been developed [16]. In these fibres the circular 
birefringence is created by twisting the fibre during fabrication and the polarisation 
modes are the two counter-revolving circular polarisations. Although these fibres 
possess some interesting properties such as the fact that no axis alignment is required in 
splicing, their modest polarisation holding ability makes them unattractive. Such fibres 
will not be met in this work, and henceforth highly linearly birefringent fibres will be 
referred to as hi-bi fibres without confusion.

The major aspect of concern in hi-bi fibres is their polarisation holding ability. 
External perturbations such as bends (especially microbends), twist, or lateral stress, as 
well as imperfections created during fabrication generate an additional birefringence 
which can locally change the fibre polarisation modes introducing polarisation cross
talk. The cross-talk is dependent on the magnitude and direction of the parasitic 
birefringence and also on the spatial period of the perturbation [17]. Nevertheless, as 
the intrinsic birefringence of hi-bi fibres is much greater than the one created by usual 
perturbations, the latter does not normally deteriorate the polarisation holding ability 
significantly. Two parameters commonly used to describe the polarisation holding 
ability of hi-bi fibres are the normalized modal birefringence B and the modal beatlength 
Lb at which a random SOP is periodically repeated

B =  ( 2 1 )

Lb = -22- = JL (2.2)
A P B

where X is the free-space wavelength of light, A/3 = \px - fiy \ and Aneg  is the 
difference between the modes effective refractive indices. A large modal birefringence 
B or equivalently a small beatlength Lb are required in hi-bi fibres. It is well known 
from standard coupled-mode theory [18] that maximum power transfer between modes 
occurs when the period of external perturbations matches that of the beat-length. The 
natural stiffness of the fibre prevents external perturbations with very short periods 
(less than 1 mm) thus submillimetre beatlengths are desirable for high performance 
operation. Indeed, this requirement is met in today's state of the art stress-induced hi-bi
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fibres. Such fibres can perform cross-talk levels of the order of -40 dB/Km or less, if 
care is taken to avoid strong perturbations.

Several attempts have been made to design hi-bi fibres so as they guide efficiently 
only one of the linear polarisation modes while the orthogonal suffers a significant 
attenuation [19]-[22]. Such single-polarisation fibres should be free from cross-talk 
problems. However, there are still some drawbacks associated with these fibres. They 
usually operate over a narrow spectral window and exhibit significant loss even for the 
guided polarisation. Such fibres will not be met in this work.

A comparison between hi-bi fibres using stress or shape birefringence appears to 
favor the former. State of the art stress-induced birefringent fibres operate close to the 
fracture point of the materials, and generally exhibit a birefringence which is 
significantly larger than that obtained in shape-induced birefringent fibres. Moreover, to 
utilize effectively the geometrical effect in the latter, a large refractive index difference 
between core and cladding is required which tends to increase the optical loss. In 
contrast, the core in stress-induced birefringent fibres is optically buffered from the 
doped members generally resulting in lower loss. The polarisation maintaining fibres 
used in this work are stress-induced birefringent of the Bow-Tie type manufactured by 
York.

ALIGNMENT OF HI-BI FIBRES: The polishing procedure described earlier 
applies also to hi-bi fibres, with an additional precaution: that the fibre geometric axes 
should be aligned with the substrate frame. This is done to ensure that when the 
polished block is mated with another birefringent structure, such as another polished 
block to form a coupler, no mutual misalignment of the birefringent axes appears.

The alignment of the fibre birefringent axes can be achieved by several methods. 
Imaging techniques involve alignment of the internal structure that create the 
birefringence either by direct observation under a microscope or by examination of the 
diffraction pattern obtained by side illumination of the fibre.

In this work, an elastooptic technique similar to that reported in [23] is used to 
align the fibre axes. The fibre, stripped of its jacket, is placed on a special jig where it 
can be laterally pressed and also rotated. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the principle of this 
technique. The lateral stress F creates, through the elastooptic effect, an extrinsic linear 
birefringence which perturbs the fibre polarisation modes. The perturbation has the 
form of a small rotation of the initial birefringent axes which is the result of the vectorial 
addition of the intrinsic and extrinsic birefringences. For fixed F , the rotation angle 6 
is a function of the misalignment angle a  between the direction of F and the fast fibre 
axis (i.e. the axis of the polarisation mode with the smaller propagation constant). No 
axis rotation ( 0  = 0 ) takes place only when stress is applied along a fibre birefringent
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Figure 2.3 Elastooptic alignment of the birefringent axes of a hi-bi fibre.The lateral force F 

induces a linear birefringence which rotates the initial birefringent axes of the fibre, giving rise 

to polarisation cross-talk. No cross-talk is produced when the force is exerted along one of the 

fibre axes.

COE-*H
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SLOW AXIS FAST AXIS
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u

90 DEG
FIBRE ROTATION ANGLE

Figure 2.4 Polarisation cross-talk in a hi-bi fibre as a function of the azimuth angle of lateral 

stress. The cross-talk is minimized when the applied force is along one of the fibre axes.
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OPTICAL FIBREOPTICAL ADHESIVE

Figure 2.5 Photograph of a Bow-Tie highly birefringent fibre polished block. The block has 

been cut perpendicular to the fibre axis at the point of minimum core-surface separation. Only 

the lower bow can be seen, the upper having entirely been removed by the polishing. The fibre 

core can be distinguished as a bright spot.

axis. In this case the extrinsic birefringence affects only the magnitude and not the 
direction of the total birefringence.

In terms of light propagation, the axes rotation is expressed as cross-talk between 
the polarisation modes. This effect is used to align the fibre axes. For this purpose light 
from a broadband source is linearly polarised along a birefringent axis of the fibre. The 
intensity of the power coupled to the orthogonal polarisation mode is monitored at the 
fibre output using an analyser while the fibre is rotated. Fig. 2.4 shows a typical plot of 

this power as a function of the fibre rotation adjustment. Clearly, there are two fibre 
orientations for which coupling is minimized, corresponding to the fast and slow axes 

being aligned with the direction of stress.

The technique allows also identification of the fibre axes. The fast axis of the 
induced birefringence coincides with the direction of F. Thus, the vectorial addition of 
the birefringences yields a more sensitive dependence of the axis rotation 6 on a  when 
the stress is applied to the slow axis. Therefore the sharpness of the curve's minima 

identify the axes, as shown in Fig. 2.4. For the same reason, alignment is more 

accurate when done in respect with the slow axis. The accuracy of axis alignment using 

this method is typically around 1 degree. It is essential the axes alignment to be carried 
out exactly at the fibre point that will form the interaction region, as internal rotation of 

the birefringent axes of several deg/cm may be present in hi-bi fibres [24].
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After the slow axis of the hi-bi fibre is aligned in the vertical direction, the 
pressing plates are removed and the usual glass substrate is raised from below to house 
the fibre. This step is done with care to avoid fibre twisting from rolling against the 
walls of the slot. The rest of the fabrication procedure is the same as in the case of 
ordinary fibres.

Fig. 2.5 shows a photograph of the cross-section of a hi-bi fibre polished block 
taken using a microscope The block has been cut perpendicular to the fibre axis at the 
point of minimum core-surface separation. The lower bow can be clearly seen, 
revealing good alignment of the slow axis perpendicular to the polishing plane. The 
upper bow has entirely been removed by the polishing. The core to surface separation is 
estimated to be ~2 pm (core diameter: 5 pm).

2.1.3 Characterization of Polished Blocks

POLISHING DEPTH: The depth of penetration into the evanescent field is a 
critical parameter for the performance of polished fibres. In usual single-mode fibres the 
evanescent tail extends into the cladding at a rather short distance, typically 5  to 1 0  pm; 
therefore the depth of polishing should be controlled to even submicron accuracy. Such 
an accuracy is difficult to obtain with mechanical measurements and an indirect optical 
method is used instead.

The method relies on the measurement of the throughput attenuation when an 
overlayer of appropriate refractive index is placed on top of the polished surface as in 
Fig. 2.6. The normalized intensity transmission of a polished fibre as a function of the 
overlayer refractive index is showed in Fig. 2.7; the fibre is ordinary, single-mode at 
the wavelength X -  633 nm and Cargile immersion liquids of known refractive indices 
have been used as overlayers. The four curves were measured on the same polished 
block but at different polishing depths. Curves (a)-(c) show that as long as the overlayer 
refractive index nov is smaller than the effective refractive index of the fibre mode neff 
-  p  lk0 , kQ : vacuum wavenumber, the overlayer effectively replaces the removed 
cladding and the fibre transmission remains constant. For n ^  the mode becomes
leaky from the side of the overlayer and a sharp drop in transmission occurs, the level 
of which depends on the minimum thickness of remaining cladding d0 . For larger 
values of nov the transmission gradually increases which is due to the increasing 
refractive index discontinuity at the polished surface. Curve (d) corresponds to the case 
of the fibre being polished into the core. In this case the fibre is strongly perturbed 
resulting in significant radiation loss even when < neg . This perturbation depends 
on the mismatch between the overlayer and fibre refractive indices and is therefore
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Figure 2.6 Cross-section of a polished optical fibre along its axis; nov is the overlayer 

refractive index.
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Figure 2.7 Experimental intensity transmission of a polished fibre as a function of the 

overlayer refractive index (A = 633 nm). Curves (a)-(d) correspond to increasing polishing depth. 

Planar waveguide notation is used to characterize the fibre polarisation modes.
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reduced as nov approaches n ^ .  For > neff the situation is as in the other cases.
Curves (a)-(c) in Fig. 2.7 were obtained over a change in polishing depth of only 

a few Jim. Clearly, the drop in transmission which occurs for nQv = nejf  is very 
sensitive even to small changes in dQ. This maximum attenuation is used to control the 
polishing depth during fabrication and also characterize the polished blocks.

Several attempts have been made to use this measurement to accurately calculate 
the minimum core to surface separation dQ [25]-[27]. However, in practice this 
information is not always necessary unless accurate modelling of the device is required. 
Furthermore, ambiguities in the exact values of the other associated parameters make the 
accuracy of these methods questionable. For these reasons, the maximum attenuation 
will be used to characterize the depth of polishing, instead of the thickness of remaining 
cladding.

POLARISATION PROPERTIES: The removal of a substantial part of the 
cladding destroys the fibre symmetry resulting in polishing-induced birefringence. Two 
phenomena contribute to this effect: a) stress which is developed along the polished 
surface [28] and b) the D-like shape of the polished fibre [29]. Both mechanisms create 
a small linear birefringence having the optical axes aligned with the polished surface; the 
magnitude of this birefringence increases, as would be expected, with polishing depth. 
This effect is understood in Fig 2.7 where each transmission curve becomes 
polarisation sensitive in the leaky mode operation; the fibre polarisation having the 
electric field normal to the surface (TM-like mode) exhibits a slightly higher attenuation.

Nevertheless, polishing-induced birefringence in ordinary fibres has been 
measured to be rather small, unless the fibre is polished almost to the core [28]. Typical 
values of B ranged, depending on the polishing depth, between 1 and 5 x l 0 - 5 which 
yield beatlengths of the order of a few cm. To provide a reference for comparison, state 
of the art hi-bi fibres have Lb < 1 mm and beatlengths met in ordinary fibres, as the 
result of the small residual birefringence, range from 1 0  cm to a few m.

Polishing affects the birefringence of hi-bi fibres in a much more pronounced and 
complicated way. In addition to the above effects, polishing alters significantly the 
strong internal birefringence of these fibres. In the polished bow-tie fibre shown in Fig.
2.5 for instance, one of the two stress-inducing members can be clearly seen to be 
removed, releasing some of the internal stress. Polishing-induced changes in the 
birefringence have been measured to be comparable with the initial intrinsic 
birefringence (e.g. ~1(M in [30]). An interesting aspect concerning the polishing of hi- 
bi fibres is that the effect on the fibre's birefringence depends on the axis along which 
polishing is performed [30]. This is the result of the different amounts of stress released 
in each case, and raises an important precaution: if synchronization between the modes
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of two hi-bi fibres is required (e.g. as in the case of a hi-bi fibre coupler), both fibres 
should be polished along the same axis and at similar polishing depths.

What also is of great importance in hi-bi fibres is the polishing-induced cross-talk. 
If the fibre axes were perfectly aligned with the polished surface, no cross-talk would 
be expected, for the same reason discussed earlier in the axes alignment section. 
However, in practice a small misalignment is always present introducing polarisation 
mode coupling. Although no detailed study of this effect has yet been made, 
experimentation has showed that the cross-talk is very sensitive to both misalignment 
angle and polishing depth. In typical hi-bi polished fibres manufactured at UCL, and 
which exhibited misalignment angles of a few degrees and max. attenuation of around 
35 dB, this cross-talk was normally kept below -25 dB. However, for much larger 
misalignment and/or polishing depths, even complete deterioration of the polarisation 
holding ability has been observed. This implies that unless excellent alignment of the 
fibre axes is achieved (< 1 deg), hi-bi fibres should not be polished nearly to the core.

LOSS & MECHANICAL PROPERTIES: A final aspect in characterizing polished 
blocks is the quality of the polished surface. Fibre polishing does not actually differ 
from classic glass polishing for bulk-optic devices; similar values for surface flatness 
and roughness are therefore in principal obtainable. Flatness expresses the macroscopic 
surface level variation over the entire polished block. Flatness values smaller than the 
visible wavelengths (~0.5 |im) have routinely been measured by observing the 
interference fringes between the polished surface and an optically flat crystal. 
Roughness, on the other hand, expresses the microscopic irregularities of the polished 
surface. This parameter is of concern only on the small interaction region where the 
evanescent field extends to the surface, but is critical for the loss performance of the 
polished fibre. Roughness comparable with the wavelength of the propagating mode 
would cause significant loss due to light scattering. However, the loss of polished 
fibres is generally very small (less than 0.1 dB, unless polished into the core) indicating 
excellent roughness values of the order of a small wavelength fraction.

2.1.4 Directional Coupler

Transfer of power between two optical fibres is the prerequisite for most fibre 
applications. A tunable directional coupler can be formed, as suggested by Bergh et al 
[4], by placing two polished blocks in contact with each other to bring the cores in close 
proximity, as in Fig. 2.8(a). In practice the coupler is placed in a special holder where 
the bottom block stays fixed while the position of the top one can be transversely 
adjusted as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). An immersion liquid of refractive index similar to that 
of the cladding is inserted between the polished blocks to optically match the
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Figure 2.8 Tunable polished optical fibre directional coupler. A cross-section along the fibres 

revealing the cores proximity is shown in (a). In (b) the top block is translated to tune the 

coupling.

claddings. The liquid also acts as a lubricant to allow one block to be easily slid over the 
other. The coupler is then firmly pressed to minimize the liquid thickness and the 
coupling is varied by translating the top block and therefore adjusting the core to core 
separation.

The polished coupler was theoretically investigated first by Digonnet et al [31]. 
Briefly, the coupler is characterized by two parameters:
- The maximum coupling coefficient c0, which is a measure of the modal field overlap 
between the two fibres at the point of minimum core to core separation. Thus c0 
expresses the coupling strength.
- The effective coupler length Lc , which is the length of the equivalent parallel-fibre 
coupler having the same coupling coefficient c0 . The meaning of Lc is that the bent- 
fibre coupler of Fig. 2.8(a) can be equally well described by a parallel-fibre coupler 
which has a (constant) coupling coefficient cQ and an appropriate physical length Lc . 
The effective coupler length is related to the fibre parameters and bend radius as:

For the standard value of Rc = 25 cm used in this work, Lc is of the order of 1-2 mm.
In Fig. 2.8(a) light is assumed to enter the coupler from ports 1 and 2, and exit 

from ports 3 and 4 after having interacted in the coupling region. Using standard

(2.3)
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coupled-mode theory, the complex electric field amplitudes E lt i = 1 - 4 at the coupler 
ports are interrelated as [18]

£ 3 = il-K  E i+ j tie £ 2  (2.4a)

£ 4  = j  tie £ 1  + trie £ 2  (2.4b)

where tic = sin(c0  Lc ) , and the exp(-y'G#) implicit time dependence of the propagating 
fields is adopted.

If only fibre 1 is excited ( £ 2  = 0), the coupler equations (2.4) reduce to

£ 3  = tT ic  Ei (2.5a)

£4 = j  tie  Ei (2.5b)

which in terms of optical powers are expressed as

£3 = (1 -k)£ i = cos2(Co£c)£ i (2 .6 a)

£ 4  = jc£i = sin2(CoLc)Pi (2 .6 b)

Parameter k  expresses the power fraction coupled to fibre 2, therefore k  is the 
normalized intensity coupling constant, or simply coupling constant as it will be called 
for short.

A typical coupling curve as a function of the coupler adjustment is shown in Fig.
2.9. Light was launched in one of the fibres and the power coupled to the other was
measured while the upper polished block was transversely offset, as in Fig. 2.8. When 
the offset is large ( > 1 0  pm) the cores are sufficiently separated and no coupling takes 
place. For smaller values of offset the cores are close enough to allow coupling. 
Coupling increases with fibre proximity and is maximized (~100%) for the particular 
coupler at zero fibre offset.

The above description neglects any polarisation dependence. In the presence of 
fibre birefringence, the two polarisation modes have slightly different propagation 
constants and modal field distributions, therefore coupling is generally polarisation 
dependent. However, in couplers made of ordinary fibre this dependence is very small 
unless the fibres are polished almost to the core. When varying the input SOP, typical 
values of the coupling constant variation A k  Ik  were measured to be of the order of 
10-3; thus, to a good approximation ordinary fibre couplers can be considered as 
isotropic.

However, this is not the case for hi-bi fibre couplers. The strong intrinsic 
birefringence of these fibres creates a significant differential coupling constant between
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Figure 2.9 Experimental coupling curve of tunable polished coupler. The coupling constant 

is shown as a function of transverse fibre offset.

the slow and fast axis polarisations. Typical values of A k / k  are now of the order of 
10’2  or more. A major aspect of concern in hi-bi couplers is the polarisation isolation. 
In addition to the cross-talk induced in each fibre by polishing, cross-talk arises also 
from the mutual misalignment of the bireffingent axes of the fibres. This effect has been 
shown to be dependent on the misalignment angle between the fibre axes, fibre 
birefringence and coupling strength [32]-[34]. The hi-bi fibre couplers fabricated in this 
work, and which allowed 1 0 0  % coupling, typically exhibited polarisation cross-talk 
less than -25 dB.

The coupler loss can be conveniently described by a uniform intensity loss 
coefficient y  as

(P4 + P3) = y(P \+ P i)  (2.7)

To incorporate loss in the coupler equations (2.4), their right parts are simply multiplied 
with fy~. Loss in polished couplers is in principle low, usually below 0.1 - 0.2 dB. 
Finally, coupler directivity is kept to negligible levels, less than -70 dB [31].
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2.2 Other All-Fibre Components

Two single-mode fibre components which are extensively used in the experimentation 
are described in this paragraph. What these components have in common is that they are 
not based on evanescent field interaction. Instead, the optical function is produced by a 
simple, and clever, configuration which does not involve any fibre process. These two 
components are the polarisation controller and phase modulator which are extensively 
used in the experiments, and are included here for purposes of clarity and completeness.

2.2.1 Polarisation Controller

In bulk-optics, the SOP of light can be modified using birefringent retardation 
elements such as quarter or half-wave plates [35]. Fibre counterparts of these 
components can be realized by inducing in the fibre a controllable amount of linear 
and/or circular birefringence. This can be achieved in a variety of ways including fibre 
bending, twisting and lateral or longitudinal stress [36]-[44]. The all-fibre fractional- 
wave plate devices used in this work were fabricated as suggested by Lefevre [39].

Briefly, the fibre is bent into a loop of radius Rp , as illustrated in Fig. 2.10. The 
lateral stress induced by the bending produces a linear birefringence, having the fast 
axis in the plane of the loop. The difference A/z between the indices of these local 
polarisation modes is [39]

An = ^ ( l+ < T X p i2 -P n )^ jj 2 (2-8)

where p n  and P 12 are photoelastic tensor elements, a  is Poisson's ratio and rQ the 
outer cladding radius of the fibre. For fused silica cr = 0.16 and at the wavelength 
A = 633 nm we have n = 1.46, p n  = 0 . 1 2 1  and P 12 = 0.270 [45].

To make a A/m retardation device, m: integer, by coiling N  turns of fibre around 
the loop, the loop radius should satisfy the relation

2n&nNRp = ^  (2.9)

For example, to make a quarter-wave plate (m = 4) with one fibre loop (N = 1) using 
standard 125 |im diameter fibre at A = 633 nm, Eq. (2.13) yields Rp =2.1 cm. Care 
should be taken to avoid a very small loop radius (e.g. Rp < 1 cm) which could cause 
significant bending loss. Increasing the number of turns can relax any requirements for 
such small radii. In practice, the coil of Fig. 2.10 is formed by wrapping the fibre
around a thin metal disc machined to the required radius. The disc is attached onto a
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A

Figure 2.10 All-fibre fractional-wave plate (see text).

base where it can be rotated while the fibre tails, points A and B, are anchored on the 
base.

To rotate the birefringent axes of the fibre plate with respect to an input SOP, the 
coil is simply rotated at an angle 6 as shown in Fig. 2.10. If the fibre is fixed at point C 
on the disc, then twisting of the sections AC and BC at the same angle 6 occurs. The 
optical activity induced by this twisting rotates an input SOP at an angle f  6 , where f  
= 0.08 for silica fibres [46]. Therefore, the net axes rotation is (1 -0 $  • fo r example, to 
rotate the birefringent axes by 45 deg, the plates should be physically rotated by 48.9 
deg.

Noting this small correction in the rotation angle, the operation of the all-fibre 
fractional-wave plate is identical to that of its bulk optic counterpart. In general, two 

A/4 plates, each rotatable by ± 48.9 deg, are capable of transforming any input SOP to 
any other desired at the output. As ordinary single-mode fibres do not affect the degree 
of polarisation, such a controller can be used to adjust the SOP at any point along a fibre 
by compensating for any intermediate birefringence.

The accuracy of the polarisation controller in adjusting the SOP of light is limited 
by tolerances in the associated dimensions, as well as by the presence of any parasitic 
birefringence. To evaluate this accuracy a simple experiment was performed on a single 
strand of fibre, single-mode at A = 633 nm. Light was first passed through a 50 dB 
crystal polariser to ensure a high degree of polarisation and then launched in the fibre. A 
similar polariser was placed at the fibre end and the transmitted power was monitored. 
An in-line polarisation controller, built as described before, was used to vary the SOP 
and the ratio between the minimum and maximum values of the detected signal was 
recorded. The two values correspond to linear SOPs at the fibre end which are parallel 
to the polariser axes. The procedure was repeated for many different polariser
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orientations and fibre bends/twists to ensure that the controller had functioned a variety 
of polarisation transformations. The vast majority of the extinction ratios obtained was 
better than -45 dB reaching often the polariser limit (50 dB), indicating a very good 
control on the SOP. It can therefore be deduced that a required SOP can be produced by 
the controller with a purity of at least 45 dB.

2.2.2 Phase Modulator

The phase of light in a fibre can be modulated by simply changing the length of 
the fibre mechanically. Such a modulator can be formed by bonding a length of fibre to 
a piezoelectric material; a voltage applied to the material changes its dimensions and 
consequently the fibre length. Phase modulators based on this principle were first 
suggested by Davies and Kingsley [47].

In their approach, which is also followed in this work, N  turns of fibre are 
wound around a piezoelectric tube as illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The fibre is fixed in place 
using wax or double-sided tape. A voltage applied across the tube wall changes the tube 
diameter and consequently stretches the fibre L by a length AL. The corresponding 
change in phase can be calculated as [48]

A 0 = 22J lA L  i_ a l ( p n . ( P n + P i 2 )cr)] (2. 10)
A

Two contributions to AL can be seen in Eq. (2.10). The first is simply the result of the 
fibre elongation by AL . The second is the result of the refractive index change induced 
by the photoelastic effect as the fibre is stretched. For fused silica, the photoelastic 
effect actually reduces the phase shift created by the fibre elongation. At X = 633 nm, 
this reduction is calculated from Eq. (2.10) to be 22%.

The change in fibre length when a voltage V is applied to the tube can be simply 
expressed as [49]

AL = 2ndy^V  N (2.11)

where ^ 3 3  is the element of the piezoelectric tensor relating the strain and electric field in 
the radial direction. It is interesting to note that the fibre elongation is independent of 
both the tube radius and wall thickness. Thus, to maximize the depth of modulation 
using a given length of fibre, small radius tubes are preferable in order to maximize N . 
However, the radius should be kept big enough to avoid bending loss. Tubes used in 
this work had a radius of 2.5 cm which induces negligible loss in single-mode fibres.

Combining Eq. (2.10) and (2.11), a linear relationship between phase shift and 
applied voltage is obtained
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Figure 2.11 Piezoelectric tube optical fibre phase modulator (see text).

A0 = 4 * 2 n d & \ i -  a ^ - { p i 2 - ( P u + P n ) c r )  
X L 2

V N (2.12)
The tubes used in this work were made of the piezoelectric ceramic PZT 5-H 
manufactured by Vemitron. Using X = 633 nm and J 3 3  = 0.593 nmIV for the above 
material, Eq. (2.12) predicts that a voltage-tum product of 149 is required to produce a 
phase shift of 2k  . Phase shifts of this order of magnitude can therefore be produced by 
employing moderate voltages and fibre lengths. For example, 1.57 m of fibre wound in 
10 turns around a 2.5 cm radius PZT requires 15 V to produce 2k  phase shift.

It should be underlined that the above description is valid only within the linear 
region of operation of the PZT, that is at frequencies far from the mechanical resonant 
frequencies of the tube. Close to such resonances, the response of the modulator 
becomes strongly nonlinear producing phase modulation more than one order of 
magnitude larger in compare to the linear operation.

2.3 Conclusions

Polishing offers attractive features which are not simultaneously met in other 
alternative techniques. The interaction region, over which the evanescent field is 
exposed, has the form of a flat surface of optical quality. This enables complex and 
delicate optical structures to be easily and accurately built in the vicinity of the guided 
mode. Moreover, the strength of interaction with the fibre mode can be accurately
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adjusted by controlling the polishing depth during fabrication. The technique is also 
applicable to any kind of fibres, both ordinary and polarisation maintaining. On the 
other hand, although polishing includes a rather drastic change in the fibre geometry, 
the process leaves the guidance characteristics of ordinary fibres almost unaffected. 
Polishing can therefore be considered as a general purpose flexible technique for the 
fabrication of components based on evanescent field interaction.

There are drawbacks in the method, however. Polishing of hi-bi fibres is 
accompanied by a significant change in their intrinsic birefringence, which is often 
expressed as deterioration of their polarisation holding ability. It should be noted, 
however, that this is a common feature of all configurations involving a drastic process 
of a hi-bi fibre, and can be suppressed by a more accurate alignment of the geometrical 
axes of the fibre. A second drawback is related to economic considerations. Polishing in 
its present form is a rather time-consuming procedure involving considerable 
workmanship; therefore the cost of polished devices may be relatively high. However, 
further development of the technique could reduce this cost significantly. Such a 
development should include procedure standardization and automation, as well as in- 
process polishing depth monitoring [50].
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Ch^jjter Three

PASSIVE OPTICAL FIBRE COMPONENTS BASED ON 
LIQUID CRYSTALS

Controlling polarisation effects on optical fibre systems requires optical functions 
which are sensitive to polarisation. A major optical process of this kind is selecting a 
specific polarisation state of the guided mode. All-fibre optic polarisers and polarisation 
selective couplers can be used for this purpose. Polarisers allow only one linear state of 
polarisation (SOP) to propagate in the fibre, while the orthogonal one is attenuated. 
Polarisation selective couplers split an input field into two orthogonal linear SOPs. One 
SOP remains in the input fibre while the other is coupled to the second fibre; thus the 
operation is equivalent to that of a bulk-optic polarisation beam-splitter. Such 
components are desirable in optical fibre systems for many reasons. An obvious 
application is to increase the degree of polarisation of light. Fixing or isolating a desired 
linear SOP at a specific point of a fibre configuration is another possibility. For 
example, suppressing one of the two linear polarisation modes in hi-bi fibres is often 
necessary to ensure single-propagation constant operation; on the other hand, splitting 
between two orthogonal SOPs is often required by polarisation diversity detection 
schemes in coherent telecommunications.

Several methods have been followed for fabricating all-fibre polarisers. Most of 
them utilize the polarisation dependent absorption in a metal layer which is brought in 
proximity with the fibre core [1] - [8 ]. Extinction ratios up to 60 dB and loss values less 
than 0.5 dB are the best results reported [6 ]. An extinction ratio of 60 dB has also been 
demonstrated using a birefringent solid crystal on top of a polished fibre [9]. Yet, a 
similar polariser using liquid crystals has been reported, however only operating at 
elevated temperatures [10]. Another approach is based on designing single-polarisation 
fibres so as the suppressed mode suffers a significant attenuation over short fibre 
lengths [11] - [13]. Extinction ratios of 50 dB and loss of 0.5 dB over 1 m of fibre are 
reported in [1 2 ].
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Polarisation selective couplers have been demonstrated using three approaches. 
The first employs long fused couplers which allow several coupling cycles; the 
polarisation splitting is created by the cumulative effect of the differential coupling 
between the fibre polarisation modes. Extinction ratios of 17 dB have been reported 
using both ordinary [14], [15] and hi-bi fibres [16], with a loss of 1 - 2 dB. The second 
approach applies only to hi-bi fibres and suppresses the coupling of one polarisation 
mode by producing a propagation constant mismatch between the fibres for the specific 
polarisation. This mismatch is produced either by using dissimilar fibres or by polishing 
same fibres along orthogonal axes, or by a combination of both [17] - [21]. Best results 
are reported in [21] and include an extinction ratio up to 25 dB and loss of 0.1 dB at X = 
1.55 pm. The third approach uses a thin metal interlayer between two polished fibres to 
selectively couple the TM-like mode via a surface plasmon wave supported by the 
metal/cladding interface [6 ]. This method is reported to produce extinction ratios of 30 
dB and loss less than 1 dB at X -  1.3 pm.

In this chapter a polarisation selective mechanism is introduced in optical fibre 
devices by allowing the evanescent field to interact with a strongly birefringent material. 
In such a device the refractive index which is experienced by the guided field becomes 
polarisation dependent. This effect is used to fabricate optical fibre components which 
are sensitive to polarisation.

Two such components are presented in this chapter. In the approach followed, the 
birefringent material is a layer of liquid ciystal which is inserted on the polished fibre 
surface to partially replace the removed cladding. The polarisation dependent refractive 
index of the liquid crystal can be used to selectively couple out a linear SOP of the 
guided field, thus polarising the fibre mode. On the other hand, if a liquid crystal layer 
is sandwiched between two polished blocks to form a coupler, the coupling becomes 
polarisation dependent. This effect can be used to selectively couple only one linear 
SOP from one fibre to the other.

First, the properties of liquid crystalline materials are reviewed. The optical fibre 
polariser and polarisation selective coupler based on liquid crystals are then discussed. 
Finally, the performance of the components is compared with that of alternative 
approaches followed in the past.

3.1 Physics of Liquid Crystals

It is well-known that matter exists in three forms: solid, liquid and gas. 
Crystalline materials are normally solids in which the molecules are well-arranged in 
three dimensions. When a crystalline solid is heated at its melting point, it transforms
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Figure 3.1 Molecular ordering in nematic and smectic liquid crystals.
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into an isotropic liquid loosing its anisotropic properties. However, there are certain 
substances which do not directly pass from a crystalline solid to an isotropic liquid and 
vice versa, but exhibit an intermediate phase in which they flow like liquids but still 
possess the anisotropic physical properties of crystalline solids. This type of phase is 
termed liquid crystalline phase or mesophase, and the materials are called liquid crystals 
[22].

Liquid crystals (LCs) are generally organic in nature and consist of rod-shaped 
molecules which are approximately oriented parallel to each other. Due to their 
elongated shape, the molecules are anisotropic by themselves. However, it is their long 
range orientational order that creates the macroscopic anisotropic properties. Depending 
on the kind of molecular ordering, LCs are classified in two major types: nematic and 
smectic. The molecular ordering of each kind can be schematically seen in Fig. 3.1. In 
the nematic state there is no restriction of the molecular arrangement except that the 
molecules should be on average aligned in one direction, called the director. The 
molecules can move in all three dimensions as well as rotate freely along the long 
molecular axis. Smectic LCs, on the other hand, exhibit a structure in which the 
molecules are restricted to be arranged in layers. In addition, the layers can now slide 
one over the other, giving rise to the flow characteristics. Nematic LCs have a simpler 
structure and are easier to use; the alignment of the director for example is much easier 
produced in nematics than in other types of LCs. This type is met in most LC 
applications, such as displays, and is also the one used in this chapter.

Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the molecules, the bulk anisotropic properties 
of LCs are expressed in terms of two components, one along the director and the other 
perpendicular to it (the two components mutually perpendicular to each other and
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Figure 3.2 Two different types of liquid crystal alignment with respect to a reference surface.

In the homogeneous alignment the LC molecules are parallel to the surface and on average 

aligned along a given direction. In the homeotropic the molecules are standing perpendicular to 

the surface.

orthogonal to the director are almost the same). As far as the optical properties are 
concerned, LCs exhibit two refractive indices depending on the polarisation of light. A 
linear SOP along the director experiences a higher (extraordinary) refractive index ne , 
while a linear SOP normal to the director a lower (ordinary) refractive index nQ. 
Therefore, LCs have properties analogous to those of uniaxial crystals.

To take advantage of the birefringence of a LC, its molecules should be aligned in 
the desired direction with respect to a reference surface. Two types of liquid crystal 
alignment are commonly used. In the homogeneous alignment the molecules are kept 
parallel to the surface and also aligned in a desired direction. In the homeotropic 
alignment the molecules are standing perpendicular to the surface. Both types are 
schematically showed in Fig. 3.2.

Many methods, largely empirical, have been developed for aligning LCs. 
Alignment is generally produced by surface forces which are deliberately developed on 
the surface confining the LC. This is usually done by coating the surface with a very 
thin (a few nm) layer of a suitable material. Treating the surface with lecithin is a usual 
way to produce homeotropic alignment. Coating the surface with polyimide and rubbing 
it in the desired direction or oblique evaporation of materials like MgF2  or SiO are 
methods to create homogeneous alignment. A simple method to produce homogeneous 
alignment on a glass surface is also to rub the surface in one direction with a soft cloth. 
This is believed to create microscopic grooves on the glass surface, which force the LC 
molecules to sit inside. This method, although in principal inferior compared to the 
other techniques, can be successfully applied on high quality glass surfaces like the 
ones of polished fibres offering simplicity and flexibility in the experimentation.
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The orientation of the molecules can also be controlled by means of an external
%electric field utilizing the electrooptic properties of LCs. However, this chapter deals 

only with passive optical fibre components based on LCs and therefore their electrooptic 
properties will not be discussed here. This is done in detail in chapter 5, where active 
components are examined. ,

LCs offer the advantage of being low-cost and easy to use materials. They usually 
exhibit the liquid crystalline phase overa wide temperature range, many tens of °C, 
including room temperature. The birefringence An = ne - nQ is high, typically one order 
of magnitude larger than the core-cladding index difference of single-mode fibres. 
However, what is of great importance when using LCs in conjunction with optical 
fibres, is that the ordinary refractive index nQ should be lower than that of silica. This 
requirement is not usually mdt among LCs, in which both the refractive indices are 
normally larger than that of silica (-1.46 at X = 633 nm). This is merely the result of the 
display oriented interest of LC industry, in which only the birefringence is important, 
rather than an inherent optical property of the material. However, LCs can be in 
principle chemically engineered to the required refractive indices. Indeed, low refractive 
index nematic LCs have been developed over the last few years [23],[24]; one of these 
materials is used in this work. Finally, a matter of concern when using LCs in 
conjunction with optical fibres is that their refractive indices exhibit a relatively high
temperature dependence in comparison to that of glass.\

3.2 Nematic Liquid Crystal polariser

It has already been discussed, section 2.1.3, that when an overlayer is placed on 
top of a polished fibre, the light transmission becomes strongly dependent on the 
difference nov - neff between the refractive indices of the overlayer and the guided 
mode. For nov < neff the transmission is unaffected, while for nov > neff the fibre mode 
becomes leaky and most of the light is lost. If a birefringent material like a LC is used as 
an overlayer, each of these conditions can be simultaneously satisfied for a different 
polarisation. One linear SOP can remain guided while the orthogonal suffers a high 
loss, the device virtually polarising the fibre mode. A prerequisite for this action is that 
the LCs refractive indices should span the mode index nê  .

The idea of using a birefringent material to produce evanescent field polarisers is 
old. In the early days of optical fibre components, Bergh et al first demonstrated in 
1980 such a polariser using an appropriate solid crystal [4]. LCs were also tried for the 
same purpose by Liu et al [5] in 1986. However, the material used had to be heated to 
beyond 62 °C to be in the liquid crystalline phase and moreover no insight into the
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1
various parameters involved was given. Rather than to launch a fundamentally new 
idea, this work uses LCs to demonstrate how high quality polarisers operating over a 
wide temperature range, including the room temperature, can be designed. All the 
results presented are for the wavelength of X = 633 nm.

*
3.2.1 Description '

f
LCs offering refractive indices compatible with that of silica are at present of the 

nematic type. The material used was the BDH mixture 14616 [24] which exhibits a 
nematic phase between 10 and 53.5 °C. Over the whole temperature range the ordinary 
refractive index nQ of the LC is kept lower than that of fused silica (-1.458).

To build a high extinction ratio polariser, the fibre transmission for nov > neff 
should be minimized. Recalling Fig. 2.7 showing this transmission for various 
polishing depths, we conclude that the fibre has to be polished nearly to the core, 
though the latter should not be reached in order to retain the low loss for the guided 
polarisation. Ordinary single-mode fibre of York Technologies was polished for this 
purpose until its maximum attenuation achieved by the oil drop test was in excess of 60 
dB. The fibre transmission was first measured as a function of the overlayer refractive 
index as shown in Fig 3.3. The transmission curve can be considered to a good 
approximation to be polarisation independent (differences less than 1 dB were observed 
at the higher refractive indices when varying the SOP). Also shown in Fig. 3.3 is the 
variation of the LC's refractive indices with temperature, from 10 to 53.5 °C. Clearly 
the material can be used to build low-loss polarisers over the entire temperature range. 
However, the extinction ratio is expected to vary with temperature following the drift of 
ne on the slope of the transmission curve.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates two different alignments of the nematic LC. In case 1 the 
director is perpendicular to the block surface (homeotropic alignment) and the device 
polarises along the y -axis (TE-like polariser). In case 2 the director lies parallel to the 
block surface, forming an angle a  with the y -axis (homogeneous alignment), and the 
device polarises along the x -axis (TM-like polariser). The latter approach is expected to 

produce higher extinction ratios, since the effective extraordinary refractive index n/  
seen by the unwanted TE-like mode can be optimized by choosing an appropriate 
alignment angle a  according to the formula for uniaxial crystals [25]

I--------------     vy.-U
V (ne sin a  )l + (n0 cosa Y

Aligning the LC at an angle a  effectively shifts the range of ne' experienced by 
the unwanted TE-like mode to lower values which correspond to lower levels of
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Figure 33  Intensity transmission of an ordinary polished fibre as a function of the overlayer 
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Figure 3.4 Two different alignments of the NLC molecules on a polished block working as a 

polariser. (1) and (2) correspond to homeotropic and homogeneous alignment, respectively.

transmission, enhancing the extinction ratio of the polariser. If the whole temperature 
range is required for operation then the optimum angle a  can be calculated from Eq. 
(3.1) to be 45 deg.

The same approach can also be followed with polarisation maintaining fibres. 
However, in this case the imperfect alignment of the fibre birefringent axes is expected 
to affect the device's performance.
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3.2.2 Ordinary Fibre Polarisers

Experiments are described separately for ordinary and hi-bi fibres because of the 
different polarisation properties they exhibit. It should be noted that the details and 
arguments discussed in this section are of more general interest and are not restricted to 
testing only LC polarisers. For example, the transmission and polarisation properties of 
both ordinary and hi-bi fibre polished blocks are tested using the same arguments and 
experimental arrangements.

The experimental set-up used to test polarisers made of ordinary optical fibre is 
shown in Fig. 3.5. Light from a He-Ne laser (X = 633 nm) was first intensity 
modulated at a frequency f 0 using a mechanical chopper and passed through a 50 dB 
Glan-Thompson polariser (P) to ensure a high degree of polarisation. The light was 
then focused by a microscope objective (MOl) into one fibre pigtail of a 3 dB fused- 
coupler. The wave from one of the coupler outputs was collimated by M02 and detected 
by a silicon photodetector DR connected to a digital voltmeter, allowing monitoring of 
the launched power. The other output of the coupler was successively spliced to an all
fibre polarisation controller (PC) and then to the polished block under test. The 
emerging light was collimated by M03 and detected by a second photodetector D, the 
output of which was measured on a lock-in amplifier. Both of the detectors’ outputs 
were also monitored on an oscilloscope. The coupler and polarisation controller were 
made of ordinary fibre, single-mode at X -  633 nm.

e-Ne LASER P

- /

CHOPPER

MOl M02 Dr VOLTMETER

DEAD ENDct

PCno SI SCOPE

MO 3 D 1
S2 POLISHED BLOCK

f o LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER

Figure 3.5 Experimental arrangement for testing optical fibre polarisers made of ordinary 

fibre. (P: polariser, MO 1,2,3: microscope objectives, S I,2: splices, PC: polarisation controller, 

D, Dr : detectors)
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To measure the extinction ratio of the polariser under test, the SOP of light 
incident to the polished block was varied using the polarisation controller, while the 
transmitted intensity I  was monitored from the lock-in amplifier. The extinction ratio R 
was defined as

R = 10 log ( ^ - 1  (3.2)

where and are respectively the minimum and maximum values of transmission 
measured.

The measurements were normalized for any variations of the laser power and/or 
launching conditions using the reference signal detected by DR. To examine the 
polariser's performance at different temperatures, the device was put in an oven and 
heated up, or cooled down using ice. The temperature was monitored from the polished 
block by means of a calibrated digital thermometer.

A comment should be made at this point, concerning the SOPs producing and 
I max' From the geometry of the device, we expect these SOPs to be the two orthogonal 
linear polarisations aligned with the polished surface. This was approximately 
confirmed by observing the scattered light from the interaction region through a large 
area polariser. Nevertheless, the accuracy of this observation is not high, leaving some 
ambiguity in the exact direction of these two SOPs. However, this information is not of 
great importance in practice. As ordinary fibres do not preserve the SOP of light, it is 
rather indifferent if the linear polarisation which is selected in the interaction region 
deviates slightly from the TE or TM-like one.

For the TE-like polariser (case 1 in Fig. 3.4) the surface of the block was first 
treated with lecithin, which gives homeotropic alignment, and then a drop of LC was 
placed on top. The extinction ratio as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
The solid line represents the expected values according to the transmission 
characteristics of the polished block and the variation of ne with temperature illustrated 
in Fig. 3.3. The polariser produces an extinction ratio better than -30 dB at lower 
temperatures, and reaches -45 dB at higher ones. There is good agreement between the 
experiment and expected response, except close to the nematic/isotropic transition 
temperature. The proposed explanation for this discrepancy is that the surface forces 
induce a higher degree of alignment near the surface than in the bulk. Since the 
evanescent field is exponentially decaying in the LC, the interaction with the material is 
concentrated very close to the surface, so the effective extraordinary refractive index 
seen by the light is greater than the bulk measured ne . This effect becomes pronounced 
near the nematic/isotropic transition temperature where the order parameter of the LC, 
which expresses the quality of molecular ordering, drops rapidly. The small hysteresis
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Figure 3.7 Extinction ratio of an ordinary fibre TM-like polariser as a function of 

temperature. The solid line shows the expected response. The broken lines correspond to the 

limits of the polarisation controller (-45 dB) and input polariser (-50 dB).
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observed is attributed to the monitored temperature of the glass block, which changes 
faster than in the LC.

For the TM-like polariser (case 2), rubbing the surface in a given direction with a 
lens tissue was enough to induce homogeneous alignment. The extinction ratio for 
alignment at the optimum angle a  = 45 deg is shown in Fig. 3.7. In this case the 
performance of the polariser is expected to be in excess of -45 dB over the whole 
temperature range (solid line). Indeed almost all the measurements scan the range 
between -45 and -50 dB, which corresponds to the reproducible limit of the polarisation 
controller (discussed in section 2.2.1) and the nominal limit of the input polariser. It is 
reasonable to assume that the two isolated measurements at higher temperatures which 
are a little worse than -45 dB are also limited by the polarisation controller.

The above results show good agreement between expected and experimental 
performance of ordinary fibre polarisers. Similar agreement was also observed in other 
experiments utilizing various polishing depths and LC alignments. The extinction ratio 
can be tailored by choosing the appropriate polishing depth and/or LC alignment. 
Homogeneous alignment is preferable offering the flexibility of tuning the extraordinary 
refractive index experienced by the guided mode. Although the extinction ratio varies 
with temperature following the temperature dependence of the LC refractive indices, the 
drift can be kept at very low levels allowing high performance operation over a wide 
range of temperatures, including room temperature.

The loss of the polariser was measured as the drop in transmission when LC was 
placed on top and the SOP was adjusted for maximum transmission; the block itself 
with no overlayer did not show any measurable loss (the accuracy of the cut-back 
method was 0.1 dB). The loss was found to be independent of the alignment direction, 
but varied with subsequent measurements between 0.2 and 0.36 dB; these values 
indicate very low scattering in the LC. The discrepancies are believed to be due to 
different qualities of alignment obtained in each try. A better quality of alignment, easily 
obtained with the alignment techniques used in LC displays, should routinely reproduce 
the lower loss. The loss did not show any appreciable change between the temperatures 
of 15 and 35 °C.

3.2.3 Polarisation Maintaining Fibre Polarisers

Using hi-bi fibres to build LC polarisers is accompanied by an additional 
complexity. The suppressed polarisation should be one of the fibre linear polarisation 
modes, which are not necessarily perfectly aligned with the overlayer birefringence. 
This situation is shown in Fig. 3.8 illustrating the cross-section of a LC hi-bi fibre 
polariser. The fibre axis is slightly misaligned with the normal to the polished surface,
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Figure 3.8 Cross-section of a LC polariser made of polarisation maintaining fibre. The 

birefringent axes of the fibre are generally misaligned to the overlayer birefringence by an 

angle a.

and perfect homeotropic alignment of the LC is assumed for simplicity. For this LC 
alignment, the best extinction ratio is produced between the linear SOPs along the x  and 
y axes. Indeed, this is the extinction ratio measured in ordinary fibre polarisers 
discussed earlier. However, this ratio has no meaning in hi-bi fibres where the 
extinction ratio should be measured between the fibre polarisation modes (linear SOPs 
along the slow and fast axes). The existence of the misalignment angle between the fibre 
and LC birefringence degrades the performance of the polariser. Moreover, the 
extinction ratio is further deteriorated by the polishing-induced cross-talk between the 
fibre polarisation modes. For these reasons, the performance of hi-bi LC polarisers is 
expected to be inferior in compare to that of ordinary fibre ones.

Testing a hi-bi fibre polariser introduces some additional complexity such as the 
identification of the fibre geometrical axes to ensure excitation of only one polarisation 
mode. The experimental set-up used to test such devices is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. The 
beams of a He-Ne laser and a short coherence length collimated laser diode 
(A = 820 nm) were first made coincident using an adjustable mirror (M) and a crystal 
beam-splitter (BS). The dual beam was then chopped at a reference frequency f 0 , 
polarised by the 50 dB crystal polariser (P) and launched simultaneously into the hi-bi
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Figure 3.9 Experimental arrangement for testing polarisers made of polarisation maintaining 

fibre (M: mirror, BS: beam-splitter, P: polariser, MOl,2: microscope objectives, A: analyser, D: 

detector).

fibre pigtail of the polished block under test. The direction of the linear polarisation 
entering the fibre was adjusted by rotating the fibre end and/or the input polariser P. The 
collimated output was first passed through a 50 dB crystal analyser (A) and then 
measured on the lock-in amplifier.

The role of the laser diode was to help in tracing accurately the orientation of the 
fibre birefringent axes on both fibre ends. The large birefringence of hi-bi fibres makes 
the two polarisation modes exhibit a significant optical path difference. If this difference 
is much longer than the coherence length of the light source, then on emerging the two 
polarisation modes are incoherent. This means that the transmission detected after the 
analyser is not the result of any interference between the polarisation modes, but simply 
a weighted sum of the intensities carried by them. Thus if the He-Ne light is blocked, 
the transmission extremes when rotating the analyser correspond to the analyser's axes 
being aligned with those of the fibre. Once the analyser is aligned with a fibre axis at the 
output, the orientation of the fibre axes at the input is found by minimizing the overall 
transmission. This simple technique is capable of identifying the direction of the fibre
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birefringent axes with an accuracy of a small fraction of one degree. It should be noted 
that this method cannot be applied using the He-Ne light due to its much longer 
coherence length. In this case the transmission after the analyser is the result of 
interference between the polarisation modes and is also dependent on the relative phase 
between them. No safe conclusion can now be drawn from the detected extremes.

A comment should be made at this point concerning the experimental arrangement 
used for testing ordinary fibre devices (Fig. 3.5). In principle, the same set-up could 
also be used to test hi-bi fibre polished blocks; in this case the SOP entering the hi-bi 
fibre section at splice 2 could be adjusted using the polarisation controller, instead of the 
polariser used in the set-up of Fig. 3.9. Following the same argument as above, the 
polarisation controller can be safely used to excite only one polarisation mode in the hi- 
bi fibre provided that measurements are taken with a broadband source. For the same 
reason, the set-up is unsuitable for measurements using a narrowband source such as 
the He-Ne laser.

Once the orientation of the fibre axes is known, the isolation ratio between the 
fibre polarisation modes can be measured. To do this, the linear input polarisation is 
aligned with one of the fibre axes and the analyser is used to measure the intensity 
emerging from the same axis as well as that coupled to the orthogonal mode. If these 
intensities are respectively / 2 and /2 then the isolation ratio is expressed as

To ensure that the measured value is not the result of cross-talk induced by other 
reasons, care is taken to avoid stressing the fibre when setting it. The isolation ratio 
measurements are more accurately performed with the low coherence source, since it 
avoids any coherent interference at the various coupling points. This interference may 
cause variations of the measured cross-coupled intensity depending on the relative 
phases of the interfering fields [26].

The extinction ratio of the polariser is expressed in an analogous way to that of 
Eq. (3.2), with the difference that Imin and Imax are now replaced by the intensity 
transmissions of the two linear input polarisations aligned with the fibre axes (no 
analyser is used for this purpose). To measure the extinction ratio, the same power 
should be successively launched on each polarisation mode. However, it can be seen 
from Fig. 3.9 that the light is launched directly into the hi-bi fibre pigtail and no 
reference path is available to monitor the launched power. This is done to avoid the 
polarisation cross-talk induced by components such as hi-bi couplers which would be 
necessary to provide such a reference arm. The lack of reference path can be overcome 
by measuring the extinction ratio simply as the drop in transmission when LC is placed 
on top and light is launched on the unwanted mode. This procedure implies that if the

(3.3)
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Figure 3.10 Extinction ratio of a hi-bi fibre TM-like polariser as a function of temperature.

The solid line represents the expected response for a polariser made of ordinary fibre.

same power was launched on the orthogonal (transmitted) mode, the transmission 
would be unaffected by the existence of the LC. Indeed, as will be discussed later, the 
loss of the hi-bi fibre polariser was found to be very low, justifying the above 
assumption.

York bow-tie polarisation maintaining fibre with a beatlength of Lb = 1 mm was 
used to build LC polarisers. Hi-bi fibres should not be polished to the same depth as 
ordinary ones for two reasons. First, the polariser's extinction ratio is expected to be 
limited by the imperfect isolation of the polarisation modes. Second, this isolation is 
deteriorated significantly when the fibre is polished nearly to the core. For these reasons 
the blocks used were polished to a maximum attenuation of up to 50 dB. The results 
presented here were obtained using a polished block of 50 dB max. attenuation. The 
isolation ratio, in the absence of any overlayer, was measured with the low coherence 
source to be Q -  27.5 dB.

The LC was aligned homogeneously at an angle a  = 30 deg; for this alignment the 
extinction ratio should ideally be better than the above isolation ratio over the entire 
temperature range. The extinction ratio of the polariser as a function of temperature is 
shown in Fig. 3.10. The solid line represents the expected response if the polariser was
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made of ordinary fibre. The extinction ratio can be seen to be maintained almost the 
same for all temperatures. Linear extrapolation of the measured values yields an 
extinction ratio R = -26.1 dB. A similar value was also measured when the LC was 
aligned at a  =35 deg, indicating that no further optimization could be achieved.

As initially anticipated, the extinction ratio is limited by the polishing-induced 
cross-talk between the polarisation modes as well as by any misalignment between the 
fibre and LC birefringence. The measured extinction ratio agrees well with the isolation 
of the polished fibre with no overlayer {Q = 27.5 dB). This indicates that the 
performance of the polariser could be enhanced by further suppressing any 
misalignment of the fibre axes in the substrate block. Nevertheless, the extinction ratio 
of hi-bi fibre polarisers still would not be expected to reach that of ordinary fibre ones. 
Even in short lengths of hi-bi fibres, the isolation between the fibre modes hardly ever 
exceeds the value of Q = 45 dB, posing an upper limit on the extinction ratio that can be 
produced in practice. However, it should be noted that the modest performance of hi-bi 
fibre polarisers is not the result of using LCs, but of the degradation of the polarisation 
holding ability by polishing. Similar limitations would be expected in any approach 
which involves strong perturbation of the hi-bi fibre.

The explanation for the ambiguity in the extinction ratio appearing in Fig. 3.10 
can be explained as follows: To measure the extinction ratio, only one polarisation mode 
(the TE-like in this case) must be excited. However, there is always cross-talk between 
the fibre modes which takes place before the polished block under test. As the He-Ne 
light exhibits a significant coherence length, the two polarisation modes reach coherent 
at the polished block; thus the exact SOP in the interaction region varies slightly with the 
phase difference between the fibre modes. Small temperature drifts can change this 
phase difference making the SOP to drift with them. The drift of the extinction ratio is 
dependent on the level of the unwanted mode and can be suppressed by accurate 
alignment of the input polariser and avoiding strong fibre perturbations. However, there 
is always some residual cross-talk which creates the observed drift.

The loss was measured as the drop in transmission when LC was placed on top 
and only the TM-like mode was illuminated. Once again the polished block itself, with 
no overlayer, did not show any measurable loss (< 0.1 dB). The measured loss varied 
slightly from the value of 0.15 dB between different experiments . This value is smaller 
than that measured on the ordinary fibre polariser; this is attributed to the smaller 
polishing depth used, which makes a smaller portion of the guided field travel in the 
LC.
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3.3 Nematic Liquid Crystal Polarisation Selective Coupler

In a polished coupler made of identical fibres, the cores are surrounded by a 
uniform cladding as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). At a fixed wavelength, the coupling is 
dependent only on the minimum core to core separation dc , which alone determines the 
modal field overlap between the two fibres. Such a coupler shows little polarisation 
dependence which arises only from the fibre birefringence, as discussed in section 
2.1.4. If the cladding between the two cores is partially replaced by a dielectric buffer 
layer as shown in Fig. 3.11(b), the coupling becomes also dependent on the refractive 
index n and thickness d of the layer. Moreover if the buffer layer is birefringent, 
different SOPs of the interacting fields face a different layer refractive index, and the 
coupling becomes polarisation dependent. This effect can be used to introduce a large 
differential coupling constant between two orthogonal SOPs of the light.

3.3.1 Principle of Operation

To highlight the effect of the buffer layer it is recalled from basic waveguide 
theory [27], that lowering the cladding refractive index in a waveguide increases the 
mode confinement in the core. This means that for n < ncu the buffer layer tends to 
reduce the modal field overlap between the two fibres, thus reduces the coupling. For 
n = nci the situation is equivalent to that of case (a) and the layer does not affect the 
coupler's performance. For n > nci the layer becomes a planar waveguide itself. In this 
case the coupler should be analysed as a three-waveguide structure and its performance 
cannot be described as a perturbation of an ordinary coupler. The coupling between 
these three waveguides is difficult to control as the power exchange between the fibre 
modes and those supported by the layer must be also taken into account. Therefore, the 
latter case appears to be impractical and will not be examined in this work.

A suitable birefringent material should therefore exhibit two basic properties. 
First, it should easily take the form of a thin layer (a few |im). Second, both the 
refractive indices experienced by the fibre mode should be lower than that of the 
cladding. LCs fulfil both these requirements. They can easily form thin aligned layers 
on glass surfaces. On the other hand, mixtures like the one used in the previous 
paragraph (BDH 14616) exhibit an ordinary refractive index nQ lower than that of a pure 
silica cladding. However, at this time no LC is available with both its refractive indices 
nQ and ne satisfying this condition. This means that, in contrast with the LC polarisers, 
the useful birefringence is limited to nd - nQ and not all the available LC birefringence 
ne - nQ can be used.
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Figure 3.11 Polarisation selective optical fibre coupler. The uniform cladding o f a 

conventional polished coupler (a) is partially replaced by a NLC layer to allow polarisation 

sensitive coupling (b).

To assess the function of the device as a polarisation selective coupler, the 
coupling mechanism between the fibres of a conventional polished coupler must first be 
examined. Referring to the coupler of Fig. 3.11(a) and assuming that only input port 1 
is illuminated, the powers at the coupler outputs are given by Eq. (2.6) which are 
repeated here for convenience

Eq. (3.4) reveal a basic property of the coupler. Power is periodically exchanged 
between the two fibres with a coupling period Lp = n IcQ. Letting the coupling start at 
z = 0, the powers in the fibres evolve along the coupler length as

P3 = COS2(CoLc )P \ (3.4a)

P4 = sin2(CoLc )Pi (3.4b)

P3 ( 2  ) = P icos2(tt z ILp ) 

Pa(z ) = P \sm \n z  /Lp ) (3.5b)

(3.5a)
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and the final powers at the coupler outputs are given for z =LC = const. (It is reminded 
that the effective coupling length Lc is dependent only on the fibre parameters and light 
wavelength). Varying the core to core separation dc changes the coupling period Lp, and 
thus the power splitting. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 where the coupled power is 
plotted along the coupler length for different coupling periods Lp .

If Lp > 2Lc , complete coupling is not possible over Lc (k<  1) and the case is 
characterized as "undercoupled". In case 2 the coupler is adjusted so as Lp to match 2Lc 
resulting in total power transfer between the two fibres { k =  1). If the coupling strength 
is further increased, thus Lp < 2LC , the power is totally coupled before the coupler end 
and is then partially coupled back again (k  < 1); this case is characterized as 
"overcoupled". Clearly, if Lp can be further reduced, complete coupling takes place 
whenever Lp = 2Lc (2m +l), m = 0,1,2...

The same coupling mechanism also takes place under the presence of the LC 
buffer layer, provided that n < nd . The only difference now is that the coupling period 
Lp is dependent not only on the core to core separation dc, but also on the layer's 
parameters and the SOP of the mode. The possible ways for the device to operate as 
polarisation selective coupler are illustrated in Fig. 3.13. One SOP, denoted as SOP 1, 
should totally couple to the second fibre, thus for this polarisation Lp = 2Lc. However, 
there are two possibilities for the orthogonal SOP 2. In case (a), the coupling strength 
should be drastically reduced so as Lp »  Lc (strongly undercoupled case). Only a 
minimal, but finite, fraction of the launched power can now be coupled. In case (b), the 
coupling strength should be increased so as Lp = Lc (overcoupled case). All the power 
now couples back to the initial fibre. The same would also happen for Lp - L clm  , m = 
1,2.., if the coupling strength could be further increased. The desired way of operation 
is determined by the thicknesses dc and d, and also the LC's refractive indices n1 and n2 
seen by SOP 1 and 2, respectively.

To realize the first case, SOP 1 must experience a higher layer refractive index 
than SOP 2 («j > n2). If the maximum allowed value for nx is used, which is ni = nci, 
complete coupling of SOP 1 determines the core to core separation dc . To suppress the 
coupling of SOP 2, n2 should be as low as possible and the LC thickness d should be 
maximized. The first is limited by the LC's ordinary refractive index nQ ; the second 
depends on the polishing depth of the blocks and is limited by dc (d = dc for fibres 
polished to the core).

Fig. 3.14 shows the LC alignment producing the required refractive indices. The 
director is aligned homogeneously at an angle a  to the axis normal to the fibre (y -axis) 
so as the effective extraordinary index seen by the TE-like mode (SOP 1) to be 

He = nci. The TM-like mode (SOP 2) experiences the ordinary refractive index n0 . If 
the BDH 14616 nematic LC is used {nQ= 1.452, ne = 1.5 at A = 633 nm and
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Figure 3.14 Homogeneous LC alignment in a polarisation selective coupler.

T = 25 °C), the required alignment angle a  for ne' = nci = 1.459 is 67 deg. In practice, 
the fabrication procedure is straight-forward although it requires some precision. The 
two fibres are polished to a large depth, preferably nearly to the core. The LC, aligned 
as in Fig. 3.14, is inserted between the polished blocks and the spacing is adjusted, e.g. 
by using spacers, until complete coupling for the TE-like mode is achieved. No further 
adjustment is required. The device's performance is basically determined by the LC's 
ordinary refractive index nQ , which should be as low as possible.

To realize the second case, the coupling strength should be greater for SOP 2, 
thus n2 > ni- Allowing this time n2 = nd , it is the complete coupling back of SOP 2 
which determines the core to core separation. Once dc is determined, the required total 
coupling of SOP 1 can be achieved by adjusting d and/or n\. However in contrast with 
case (a), it is only discrete pairs of these parameters which now produce this result. This 
is because the coupling periods of SOP 1 and 2 should be simultaneously matched to 
2Lc and Lc , respectively. The LC alignment of Fig. 3.14 can still be used in this case. 
SOP 1 and 2 correspond now to the TM and TE-like modes respectively, with n\ = nQ 
and n2 -  nd .

Nevertheless, the fabrication procedure involves now a substantial degree of 
accuracy. As the refractive index experienced by SOP 1 is fixed at the value of n0 , the 
adjustment of coupling can be achieved only via d , which means that the polishing 
depth of the blocks should be determined with a high accuracy. Alternatively, the need 
for critical determination of the polishing depth can be transferred to the LC alignment 
which is easier to readjust. Tuning should start now from the coupling of SOP 1 which 
determines, for given polishing depths, the LC thickness d and therefore also the cores'
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separation dc . The coupling back of SOP 2 can now be adjusted by choosing the 
appropriate alignment angle a , which determines the effective extraordinary refractive 

index ne\
Comparing the two cases discussed, case (a) appears to be more feasible. The 

coupling period must be accurately adjusted only for one SOP, while in case (b) this 
must be done for both SOPs. Moreover, in case (b) the device's performance is 
critically dependent on parameters such as polishing depth or LC alignment which 
cannot be continuously adjusted during assembly but must be set in advance. In 
contrast, none of these parameters are critical to the device's performance in case (a). 
However, there is also a drawback for case (a). Complete suppression of coupling of 
SOP 2 is not possible, and high performance operation should require a large effective 
LC birefringence nd - nQ which may be limited by the available materials.

3.3.2 Theoretical Description

The conventional polished coupler shown in Fig. 3.11(a) can be theoretically 
described using standard coupled mode theory, allowing elegant analytical solutions 
[28]. However, in the case of the polarisation selective coupler the presence of the 
intermediate layer complicates the structure and no analytical solution to this problem is 
known. A numerical solution could in principle be obtained, but suitable methods, such 
as the Finite Element Method, involve a high degree of complexity putting them beyond 
the scope of this work.

A possible way to evaluate the device's performance is to use a planar waveguide 
approximation. The fibres are approximated by planar waveguides and the whole 
structure is analysed as a multilayer waveguide. In this approach the polarisation 
selective coupler of Fig. 3.11(b) is approximated by a 7-layer array, as shown in Fig. 
3.15.

An immediate concern that arises is the validity of such a model in describing the 
real device. The coupling mechanism is identical in both cases (the coupler equations
(3.4) are still valid), therefore the model can be safely used to describe the device 
qualitatively. Nevertheless, the model's accuracy in describing the device quantitatively 
is questionable. It should, however, predict the device's performance with reasonable 
accuracy, if care is taken for the planar approximation of the fibres to retain the basic 
waveguiding characteristics.

An obvious way of modelling a step-index fibre as a 3-layer planar waveguide, 
would be to keep the same core and cladding refractive indices nco , nd and use the 
fibre's core diameter for the core layer thickness dco. Unfortunately there is little 
resemblance between the guiding characteristics of such a planar waveguide and the
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Figure 3.15 Planar waveguide approximation of the polarisation selective coupler of Fig. 

3.11(b). Each fibre is approximated by a 3-layer array with nci = 1.459, nco -  1.462 and dco = 3

|im.

initial fibre. The mode index generally appears to be different, and sometimes even a 
second order mode can be supported. Therefore, the parameters of the equivalent planar 
waveguide should be better determined considering physical arguments.

A first consideration is that when the LC layer (or generally an overlayer structure) 
is brought in contact with the polished fibre, the interface occurs with the fibre cladding; 
thus to leave the role of the layer unaffected, the cladding refractive index must be kept 
the same. For York single-mode fibres at X -  633 nm, the cladding has a measured 
refractive index nd = 1.459. A second requisite is that the guided mode should have the 
same effective refractive index nejf. This is important for an additional reason. Coupling 
is determined by the modal field overlap between the two waveguides. As the decay of 
the evanescent field in dielectric waveguides is dependent on the difference neff~ nci , it 
is essential to keep this difference constant. The value of nejj  was measured by 
monitoring the overlayer refractive index for which the maximum throughput attenuation 
of the polished fibre occurred, as described in section 2.1.3. For the fibres used in this 

work, neff was measured as 1.461 ± 0.0005. This value determines the possible pairs 
of nco and dco . To fully determine the parameters, one more criterion is needed. Such a 
criterion could be the fraction of the modal power propagating in the cladding. 
However, this information was not available for the fibres used, therefore the specific 
pair of nco and dco was chosen arbitrarily. The values rtco = 1.462 and dco = 3 |im 
yield effective indices 1.460794 and 1.460791 for the TE and TM mode respectively,
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and seem to be a reasonable choice when compared with the measured fibre peak core 
index 1.465 and core diameter 5.2 (im.

To analyse the multilayer configuration of Fig. 3.15, a theoretical model based 
on matrix formulation of the layers was derived. The details of this analysis are given in 
Appendix A. The model can handle any number of layers (dielectric or metal) and 
calculates the propagation constants and modal field distributions of all the supported 
modes (guided or leaky), both TE and TM.

If the whole coupler assembly is examined as one waveguide structure, two 
supported modes appear for each of the TE and TM polarisations. For each polarisation, 
these normal modes of the coupler are the two possible superpositions of the modes of 
the individual waveguides. The in-phase superposition yields the symmetric coupler 
mode travelling at a propagation constant , while the out of phase superposition the 
antisymmetric one with propagation constant pant. Typical field distributions of the 
coupler modes can be seen in Fig. 3.16. Knowledge of the propagation constants p ^  
and PanJ allows direct calculation of the coupling period Lp which is the beatlength 
between the two normal modes of the coupler:

Referring to Fig. 3.16, this can be realized as follows: When light carried by waveguide 
1 enters the coupling region, it excites equally both the coupler modes. At the end of the 
coupling region, the light in each waveguide is given by the (complex) addition of the 
two coupler modes. If the modes are out of phase (the modal beatlength is twice the 
coupling length), they cancel each other in waveguide 1 and all the light appears 
(couples) to waveguide 2. On the other hand if the modal beatlength matches the 
coupling length, the coupler modes are added in phase and all the light appears again in 
waveguide 1 ; thus the beatlength between the coupler normal modes is the coupling 
period Lp . As there are two different pairs of symmetric and antisymmetric modes (one 
for each of the TE and TM polarisations), the coupling period Lp will also be different 
for the two polarisations.

In what follows, an input power Px is assumed to enter the coupling region at port 
1. First, the coupling period Lp (and thus cQ = % ILp ) is calculated using Eq. (3.6) for 
both the cases of TE and TM-polarised input field. In each case, the transmitted and 
coupled powers P 3 and P4 are then calculated using Eq. (3.4). The device is 
characterized by two extinction ratios R j E and R tm* F°r either case of input 
polarisation, if the remaining power in the unwanted output port is Px, i = 3 or 4 
depending on the specific case examined, the extinction ratio is expressed as
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Figure 3.16 The TE normal modes of a conventional coupler (no interlayer between the two 

cores: n = nci ). The coupling period is determined by the beatlength between the two modes 

(nc[ -  1.459, nco = 1.462, dco = 3 pm, dc -  2 pm).

&TE ,TM = 10 log J  (3-7)

In the calculations, the aforementioned planar approximation of the fibre is used and the 
effective coupling length Lc was calculated using Eq. (2.3). For the standard fibre bend 
radius Rc = 25 cm, A = 633 nm and fibre parameters nci -  1.459 and nef f -  1-4608, this 
length was calculated as Lc = 1.05 mm.

Case (a) is examined first. In this case the TE mode experiences a LC refractive 
index n = nci= 1.459 and should completely couple to port 4, while the TM mode faces 
the ordinary LC index n = nQ and its coupling should be minimal. The extinction ratios 
Rte and Rtm are therefore defined from P3 /(P3 + P4) and P4 /(P3 + F4), respectively. 
Complete coupling of the TE mode (P3 = 0), necessitates a core to core separation 
dc = 2.15 pm. For this value of dc , the extinction ratio RTM was calculated as a 
function of the ordinary LC refractive index for various normalized thicknesses of the 
LC layer d !dc , as shown in Fig. 3.17. For nQ = 1.459, the situation is as in the case of 
the TE mode and the device operates as a usual coupler {Rjm * 0 dB), irrespective of 
the other parameters. For nQ < 1.459, the extinction ratio can be seen to decrease with 
nQ (in dB), and as initially anticipated the decrease is faster for thicker LC layers. High 
performance polarisation splitting, e.g. RTM < -30 dB, is possible but the appropriate 
LC must have a relatively low ordinary refractive index (n0 ~ 1.440). For the available
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BDH 14616 nematic LC exhibiting nQ = 1.452, the extinction ratio for maximum LC 
thickness (d /dc = 1) is limited to -12.8 dB.

The extinction ratio can be significantly improved by elongating the effective 
coupling length. The lower branch of curves in Fig. 3.17 were calculated for fibre bend 
radii Rc = 50 and 100 cm, which yield Lc = 1.48 and 2.09 mm respectively. Clearly, the 
extinction ratio decreases much faster than in the case of Rc = 25 cm used before, 
relaxing the LC requirements to meet a desired performance.

All the above results were obtained assuming perfect coupling for the TE mode 
(P3 = 0). In practice, they can be a little improved at the expense of a slightly degraded 
performance for the TE mode, so as both modes exhibit a similar extinction ratio. In the 
previous example of the BDH 14616 LC, increasing dc from 2.15 to 2.3 (im gives RTE 
= -16 dB and RTM = -14.7 dB. It is noticeable that such a small change in the core to 
core separation has a drastic effect on RTE . In practice, however, this is not a problem 
since dc can be accurately adjusted while monitoring P3, in a way analogous to that 
used in usual polished couplers.

To facilitate the comparison between the two cases, in case (b) the two modes are 
still assumed to face the same LC refractive indices as in case (a). The TE mode should 
now couple back to port 3, while the TM mode should couple to port 4. Thus, the 
extinction ratios RTE and RTM are now defined from P4 /(P3 + P4) and P3 /(P3 + P4), 
respectively. Coupling back of the TE mode (P4  = 0) now necessitates a smaller core to 
core separation dc = 1.2 |im. This is expected since a larger coupling strength is 
required for the coupler to operate in the overcoupling regime. For this value of dc, the 
extinction ratio for the TM mode is plotted in Fig. 3.18 again as a function of the 
ordinary refractive index for various normalized LC thicknesses. The dependence of 
Rtm on nQ is now completely different. For each LC thickness d /dc there is a particular 
value of nQ which gives a perfect extinction ratio (P3 = 0). The sharp dip of each curve 
reveals the resonant mechanism used for the separation of the TM mode. The slope of 
the curves can be seen to vary with the LC thickness, the thicker layers (and thus higher 
nQ required) producing a larger sensitivity on nQ. Nevertheless, in all cases RTM is 
critically dependent on nQ and d !dc . For example, in the case of d /dc = 0.5, a change 
in nQ of just 0.001 (0.07%) can deteriorate the extinction ratio to -20 dB. However, the 
attractive feature of this approach is that the required LC ordinary refractive indices are 
significantly larger than in case (a); such values are readily met among the available 
LCs. The BDH 14616 LC was calculated to fulfil the device's needs for d > 0.6dc = 
0.72 |im.

In all the above results both waveguides were assumed to have the same polishing 
depth, that is dol = do2 . Negligible differences were observed when, keeping dc and d 
constant, different values for dol and do2 were used.
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Before concluding the section, a comment concerning the effect of the 
birefringence of the individual waveguides on the operation of the device must be made. 
As described earlier in section 2.1.4, the coupling constant of a conventional optical 
fibre coupler readily shows a small polarisation sensitivity, arising from the fibre 
birefringence. However, even in the case of hi-bi fibre couplers this birefringence is 
inadequate to produce a significant polarisation selectivity over the short coupling 
lengths met in polished couplers (~ 1 mm). In a variety of couplers examined, coupling 
constant differences of less than 5% between the two fibre polarisation modes were 
observed. Thus the birefringence of the individual waveguides should not affect the 
performance of the suggested device and the discussion so far applies to both ordinary 
and hi-bi fibre devices.

The specific planar waveguide approximation used shows an inherent shape 

birefringence B = 3x1 O' 6 (Lb = 21.1 cm), which is comparable with the one induced by 
polishing in ordinary fibres. In the absence of the LC layer, the difference in the 
coupling constant between the TE and TM mode was calculated to be less than 1%. This 
result confirms the small polarisation dependence observed in ordinary fibre couplers 
and shows that the polarisation selective action is entirely created by the LC layer.

Both the ordinary and hi-bi fibres used in this work had almost the same cladding 
index nd = 1.459 and mode index n ^ -  1.461 (a difference in neff of ~0.0005 between 
the two polarisation modes of hi-bi fibres was also present). Therefore, the above 
theoretical results can equally well describe either ordinary or hi-bi fibre polarisation 
selective couplers. However in the latter type, and especially in the cases where large 
polishing depths are required, the polarisation cross-talk is expected to limit the 
performance in a way analogous to that met in LC polarisers.

In conclusion, the multilayer model confirms all the arguments discussed in the 
previous paragraph and is shown to be a useful tool in examining the interplay of the 
device's parameters. As far as the numerical results are concerned, the accuracy of the 
model cannot be guarantied but it should be enough to produce values close to those of 
the real device, at least of the same order of magnitude.

3.3.3 Experimental Investigation

The major fabrication parameter affecting the performance of the polarisation 
selective coupler is the quality of the LC cell. Over the interaction region this layer must 
be uniform, with good LC alignment in the required direction, and have a thickness that 
can be controlled with accuracy.

The homogeneous alignment was produced by rubbing both the polished surfaces 
with a soft lens tissue, as in the case of the LC polarisers. To ensure identical alignment
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at the desired angle a  on both surfaces, the blocks were placed parallel to each other on 
a grid of lines plotted at various angles to the (common) fibre axis. Rubbing was then 
performed on both blocks simultaneously.

The gap between the two polished surfaces was provided by spacers. Two kinds 
of spacers were used: a) 2 pm glass spheres which were blown on the bottom block 
(having however the interaction region covered to keep it clear from the spacers) and b) 
5 pm mylar sheet spacers. The two polished blocks were then placed on a usual coupler 
jig, pressed firmly, and the LC was inserted by capillary action. The LC thickness was 
controlled with accuracy by simply varying the pressure applied on the top block.

The quality of the LC cell was examined by observing the colouring of the 
interference fringes through a large area polariser. The LC layer, sandwiched between 
the glass surfaces, forms a Fizeau interferometer the filter response of which depends 
on the thickness and refractive index of the layer. When a well-aligned LC is observed 
with polarised light, it exhibits the same refractive index over the whole alignment area. 
Hence the layer shows the well-known interference fringes which are only determined 
by the variation in the LC thickness. The colour of the fringes changes smoothly when 
the axis of the polariser is rotated. On the other hand, a misaligned LC shows an 
irregular colouring or no colouring at all as the observed refractive index varies 
randomly over the alignment area.

Rubbing was found to produce good quality alignment, although it is believed that 
the quality could be further improved by employing other more sophisticated 
techniques. Nevertheless, such techniques could not be applied in the fibre-optics 
laboratory environment (e.g. evaporation of Si02 requires clean room facilities), making 
the large number of alignments needed to investigate the device problematic. Rubbing 
was therefore preferred offering the compromise between alignment quality and 
flexibility in the experimentation. However, the quality of alignment dropped after a 
number of experiments, which was due to the various orientations of the microscopic 
grooves created on the surfaces by rubbing over the successive tries. A few drops of 
polishing slurry were used to smoothly figure-polish the surfaces in a circular motion to 
bring them in the initial condition.

The flatness of the polished blocks was found to be an important parameter 
affecting the uniformity of the LC cell. Although good flatness values (< 0.5 pm) were 
routinely produced, many of the polished blocks used in these experiments exhibited a 
significant variation of the surface level of the order of 1-2 pm. The quality of the LC 
cell is important only on the small interaction region, thus even such flatness values do 
not necessarily produce a significant surface level variation on the area of interest, and
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also do not affect the quality of alignment. However, flatness is still important because 
the shape of the LC cell becomes dependent on the position of the spacers. The 5 |im 
mylar spacers were of particular help in these cases; they were positioned on either end 
of the bottom block allowing smooth adjustment of the gap by pressing. As the spacers 
were sufficiently separated from each other, the gap could also become smaller than the 
spacers' thickness due to slight bending of the block.

The experimental arrangement used to test the devices can be seen in Fig. 3.19. 
The set-up is based on that used for testing LC polarisers made of ordinary fibre, 
allowing phase-sensitive measurement of the transmitted and coupled intensities which 
are detected by Da and Db respectively. The ratio of gains between the two detectors was 
used to calibrate the measurements. Also, care was taken to prevent partial detection of 
the light by focusing the emerging beams exactly on the windows of the detectors' 
photodiodes. By alternating the detectors, the measured intensities showed changes less 
than 0.05 dB.

Case (a): A pair of ordinary fibres, single-mode at X = 633 nm, were polished 
almost to the core by letting their max. attenuation to be more than 70 dB. To give a 
measure for comparison, max. attenuations of around 30 dB are required for total power
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transfer in usual couplers. The polished blocks were used with the BDH 14616 nematic 
LC to form a polarisation selective coupler as described above. Tuning of the device 
was performed by adjusting the transverse offset between the fibres as well as the 
spacing between the polished blocks by controlling the applied pressure. The required 
adjustment was found by monitoring the extreme transmitted and coupled powers while 
the SOP was varied using the polarisation controller. For a specific coupler adjustment, 
the extinction ratios RTE, RTM were calculated using Eq. (3.7) for the SOPs which 
produced the maximum and minimum coupling respectively.

A variety of LC alignment angles a  were tried in order to investigate the 
performance under different birefringence values of the LC layer ne' -n0 experienced by 
the TE and TM-like mode. The results are summarized as follows:

i ) In all cases, best results were obtained for zero transverse fibre offset, hence the 
transverse adjustment was set at this value and the coupler was tuned only by varying 
the blocks' spacing.
ii) For any LC alignment it was always possible to adjust the spacing so as to 
produce almost complete coupling for the TE-like polarisation; in all experiments, R je  
could be tuned to values better than -25 dB ( k >  0.997). However, this required 
relatively thin LC cells which simultaneously degraded the value of RTM. A slight 
increase in the LC thickness d led to a compromise between the two extinction ratios. 
The optimum adjustment was taken as the one for which RTE ~ RTM.
iii)  The extinction ratios were better for smaller LC alignment angles a , i.e. larger 
values of effective birefringence ne'- n0 . Interestingly, best results were obtained for 
ne~ neff» while it was initially anticipated that ne' should be limited by nd to avoid 
waveguiding in the LC layer. The proposed explanation for this small discrepancy is 
that at ne'= nê  the mode supported by the cladding-LC-cladding (nd  - ne'~ nd ) 
assembly has an index lower than nê , and thus no significant coupling with the fibre 
mode takes place, the situation being still similar to that when ne'< nd .

For the optimum alignment angle a  » 64 deg producing ne'~ neg  at room 
temperature, the device demonstrated an extinction ratio RTE = R j m  = -17 dB. By 
slightly decreasing d , the values changed to RjE = -25.5 dB and RTM = -14.5 dB, 
confirming that the performance is limited by the relatively high LC ordinary 
refractive index nQ-  1.452. It is noticeable that these values match well with the 
theoretical predictions of the previous paragraph (case d jdc = 1), especially when 
encountering that the experiment was performed for neff~ 1-461 instead of 
ne~ nci = 1-459 used in the theory. This indicates that the planar waveguide 
approximation can be used to describe the device quantitatively with fair accuracy.

The method of rubbing used to align the LC was not accurate enough to control 
the direction of alignment with a high accuracy, and thus accurate ranging of the 
extinction ratios with alignment angle could not be obtained. However, R jj?  and
Rtm  were found to degrade up to -12 dB when alignments at larger angles, up to 10 
deg more, were tried.
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i v ) The extinction ratios were found to drift with temperature following the relatively 
large temperature dependence of the LC indices (dnQ /dT = -2.6x1 (H, dne /dT = - 
6xl(H). The device was heated a few °C above the room temperature and then let to 
smoothly cool down while the temperature was monitored on both polished blocks to 
compensate for temperature gradients. The drift of the extinction ratios was measured 
within a temperature variation of less than 1 °C to avoid coupler detuning by any 
differential contraction of the various parts of the metal coupler holder. Changes of 
the order of - 1 and + 5 dB/°C were measured for RTM and RTE respectively. The 
significant difference is produced by two reasons: first due the larger temperature 
dependence of ne in compare to that of nQ , and second due the much longer coupling 
period of the TM-like mode which makes it more insensitive to the rest of the coupler 
parameters. The latter can be easily understood by recalling the coupling curves of the 
two polarisations shown in Fig. 3.13.
v ) The loss was measured by comparing the sum of the emerging powers P3 and 
P4 with the input power P i , using the cut-back method. The loss behavior was vastly 
different for the two polarisations.

The TM-like mode always exhibited a very low loss ranging up to 0.2 dB and 
often limited by the accuracy of the cut-back method (0.1 dB). The small variation 
was independent of the alignment angle a  and is attributed to different qualities of 
alignment obtained. This behaviour is expected as this mode remains guided in the 
same fibre always facing the ordinary refractive index nQ. It is noticeable that the loss 
values are a little better compared to the corresponding case of the LC polariser where 
similar polishing depths were employed; also, the low values were still preserved 
even for bad LC alignments. This is believed to be due to the stronger homogeneous 
alignment induced by the close proximity of the two polished blocks, irrespective of 
the specific direction of the LC molecules on the polished surfaces.

In contrast, the loss of the TE-like mode was very sensitive to the quality of the 
LC cell, and the experiment had often to be repeated to produce low loss for this 
polarisation. In more than 10 experiments performed at various alignment angles, the 
loss ranged between 0.3 and 0.7 dB. The larger loss values observed for this 
polarisation are expected since a larger fraction of the modal field now propagates in 
the LC layer. Moreover, the loss is critically dependent on the quality of the LC 
alignment as large light scattering is induced by the microscopic inhomogeneities 
present in a non-well aligned LC. The latter factor dominated the loss performance of 
the device and no dependence on the exact alignment angle or LC thickness was 
observed. It must be noted that in unsuccessful tries, which produced bad quality LC 
cells, the loss for the TE-like SOP increased even up to 1.5 dB.

It was characteristic that low loss was always accompanied by better extinction 
ratio values. The best loss values for the the TE-like polarisation (0.3 dB) were 
measured in the same experiments which gave the best extinction ratios RTE = RTM 
-  -17 dB.
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v i) When the LC was aligned at angles producing ne'> nejf  and the TE-like 
polarisation was selected, light was observed to spread in the LC revealing clear 
waveguiding in the layer. Small variations in the thickness of the LC yielded dramatic 
changes in the behavior of this polarisation. The light could be adjusted either to 
couple to the second fibre, remain in the LC layer, or partially couple back to the 
initial fibre. This action can be explained as coupling between the fibre modes and 
those supported by the LC layer. Interestingly, the interplay of the modes could be 
adjusted to produce good extinction ratios (better than -20 dB) for both polarisations; 
however, a high loss for the TE-like polarisation (~ 3 dB) was also always present. 
The high loss is attributed to light lost by spreading in the LC planar waveguide, 
v i i ) Neither the loss nor the extinction ratios were affected when the device was left 
over a period of a few weeks. Only a small coupler readjustment was required to 
return the device to the initial condition. The detuning is believed to be due to 
environmental changes such as in temperature or shocks; in practice the two blocks 
should be sealed together preventing such effects.

A polarisation selective coupler was also formed and tested using hi-bi fibre, 
single-mode at X = 633 nm with a beatlength of Lb = 1 mm. Both fibres were polished 
to a 50 dB maximum attenuation to avoid degradation of their polarisation holding 
ability. For this polishing depth the isolation ratios of the polished fibres were measured 
(in isolation) using a low-coherence source as Q i = 29 dB and Q 2 = 27.5 dB. The 
extinction ratios Rjm , RTE were calculated as in Eq. (3.7) when light was launched on 
the fast and slow fibre axis, respectively.

The performance of the device did not show any differences in comparison with 
that of the ordinary fibre one. All the above description and arguments apply equally 
well in this case, with the exception of the extinction ratios which were now limited to 
Rtm = r te = -11 dB for optimum LC alignment. Clearly, this was the result of the 
smaller polishing depths used, which limited the thickness of the LC layer id ldc < 1).

An additional characteristic of hi-bi fibre couplers is the polarisation isolation Q in 
the output fibres when only one fibre polarisation mode is launched. In the case of the 
polarisation selective coupler, this parameter is important only in the output fibre where 
the launched polarisation appears; thus for the TM-like input polarisation (slow axis) 
Qtm was measured in fibre 1, while for the TE-like polarisation (fast axis) Qje was 
measured in fibre 2. The isolation was found to vary with the exact coupler adjustment 
and also between different experiments tried, but it was always kept for both 
polarisations in excess of 22 dB, the majority of values being better than 25 dB. Similar 
values were measured when the two polished blocks were used to form a conventional 
hi-bi coupler, indicating that the presence of the anisotropic LC layer did not affect the 
polarisation holding ability of the coupler. The experimental performance of both the 
ordinary and hi-bi fibre polarisation selective couplers is tabulated in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Experimental Performance of the Liquid Crystal Polarisation Selective Coupler at 

X = 633 nm.

Extinction ratio (dB) Loss (dB)
Ordinary fibre Hi-bi fibre

TM-like polarisation -17 -11 <0.1
TE-like polarisation -17 -11 0.3

Two more pairs of polished fibres (one ordinary and one hi-bi) were tested as 
polarisation selective couplers. No significant differences from the above results were 
observed.

Although no LC data were available at wavelengths beyond the visible, all the 
devices were also tested at X = 820 nm using a dual beam launching arrangement similar 
to that shown in Fig. 3.9 (note that the single-mode operation of the fibres is preserved 
at longer wavelengths). Qualitatively, the above description is still valid even for this 
case. Unfortunately, no evaluation of the performance could be made as the LC 
refractive indices were unknown at this wavelength. However, it was observed that 
larger block spacing was required for best performance and also the extinction ratios 
were improved by a few dB. This can be explained by recalling that increasing the 
wavelength in a waveguide decreases its V number, hence spreads the evanescent field 
deeper in the cladding increasing the modal field overlap between the two fibres. A 
larger core to core separation is now required for the coupling of the TE-like mode, and 
thus a thicker LC layer is allowed which enhances the polarisation selectivity.

Briefly, the experimental results verified the anticipated polarisation selective 
operation. The approach was shown to have a straight-forward fabrication process and 
be applicable to both ordinary and hi-bi fibres. The performance was found to be 
determined basically by two factors: the LC ordinary refractive index n0 and the quality 
of the LC cell.

The former determines the useful birefringence of the LC layer and thus the 
maximum extinction ratios that can be produced. The LC used in the experiments, not 
designed for the requirements of this application, exhibited a rather high ordinary 
refractive index which allowed a useful birefringence of only 0.009 (18.8 % of the 
overall LC birefringence). In spite of this fact, good extinction ratios of the order of - 
17 dB were measured in ordinary fibre devices. An appropriate LC with nQ ~ 1.445 
should easily produce extinction ratios better than -25 dB. A low ordinary refractive
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index would also allow thinner LC layers, and thus smaller polishing depths. This is 
especially important when using hi-bi fibres, where large polishing depths must be 
avoided to prevent degradation of the polarisation holding ability. An alternative way to 
overcome material limitations could be to elongate the interaction length by employing a 
larger bend radius of the fibre in the glass block.

The latter is critical mainly for the loss performance. Although the flatness of the 
polished blocks as well as the quality of LC alignment in the experiments were not the 
best that can be produced, low loss values of the order of 0.3 dB were repeatedly 
measured. Optically flat surfaces and high quality LC alignment are routinely produced 
in the optics and LC display industry. By employing their techniques, the above or even 
smaller loss values should be reproducibly realized.

Finally, no wavelength limitations are imposed by the approach, which should be 
equally well applied at all wavelengths of interest. Nevertheless, a drawback of the 
method is the large temperature dependence of the extinction ratios which necessitates 
operation under controlled ambient temperature. Temperature shielding could also 
reduce this dependence. However, it must be noted that all devices based on coupling 
between two fibres (e.g. polished or fused couplers) are in principle temperature 
dependent and cannot tolerate large temperature variations [29].

Experiments were also performed trying to realize case (b) of operation. 
Unfortunately, no successful performance could be produced. According to the 
theoretical model, very small core to core separations (of the order of 1 pm) are required 
in this approach in order to allow a whole coupling cycle for the TE-like polarisation. 
Nevertheless, complete coupling back of this mode could not be obtained in the 
experiments, which is attributed to the non-flat polished surfaces prohibiting the spacing 
from reaching such a small value. However, it is believed that this case could be also 
realized if optically flat polished surfaces were created.

3.4 Conclusions

Two all-fibre components aiming at polarisation control in optical fibre systems 
were examined in this chapter. The optical fibre polariser and polarisation selective 
coupler presented utilized the birefringent properties of liquid crystals and were shown 
to have the potential for high performance operation.

The ordinary fibre LC polariser demonstrated extinction ratios which were limited 
by the accuracy of the measurements to -50 dB, with a loss of only 0.2 dB. Such 
extinction ratio values are clearly comparable with the best results reported using other
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approaches, while the loss is the lowest reported for such high extinction ratios. The 
performance of the hi-bi fibre LC polariser was limited by the unavoidable polarisation 
cross-talk in the fibre, producing extinction ratios typically better than -25 dB, with loss 
values as low as 0.15 dB. Results reported in the literature concern mainly ordinary 
fibre polarisers and thus comparison with other approaches could not be made. 
Nevertheless, such a comparison would also be misleading being determined by other 
parameters, such as fibre axes alignment accuracy, rather than by the approach itself. 
However, it is stressed that the loss of the presented hi-bi fibre polariser is the lowest 
ever reported. Both types of polarisers operated successfully over the whole temperature 
range of the nematic LC used (10° - 53.5°C).

The polarisation selective coupler performed extinction ratios of -17 dB and loss 
of the order of 0.3 dB. This extinction ratio appears to be inferior when compared with 
the best of the results reported using alternative approaches. However, it must be 
underlined that this is clearly the result of the limited effective LC birefringence used and 
is not related to any fundamental limitation or fabrication difficulty. As soon as LCs 
with lower ordinary refractive index become available, the device should easily produce 
excellent extinction ratios. On the other hand, the loss was low, similar to that of 
conventional couplers and compares favorably with most of the other approaches. 
Bearing in mind that the suggested device should exhibit the low wavelength 
dependence of the usual polished couplers, it appears to be an attractive candidate for 
high performance polarisation splitting.

Engineering of appropriate LCs, better suited to the requirements of fibre-optic 
applications, would also help in optimizing the performance. In the case of the polariser, 
the already available LCs are sufficient for low loss, high extinction ratio operation. In 
the case of the polarisation selective coupler, significant enhancement could be obtained 
by LCs having an even lower ordinary refractive index. Improvement could also be 
obtained in the temperature range of the nematic phase of the materials and possibly in 
the temperature dependence of their refractive indices. The engineering of suitable liquid 
crystalline materials is facilitated by the fact that the components presented are passive 
in nature, thus no requirements concerning the LC electrooptic properties have to be 
met.

Another attractive feature of the suggested devices is that the fabrication follows a 
straight-forward procedure and is applicable to any type of fibre, both ordinary and hi- 
bi. Although the components were tested at X -  633 nm where the LC data were 
available, no limitation on the wavelength of operation is apparent and the components 
should be easily realized also at longer wavelengths.
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Chapter Four

POSITIVE PERMITTIVITY METAL-COATED OPTICAL
FIBRE COMPONENTS

Optical fibres are totally dielectric waveguides. In such a non-absorbing structure, 
light propagation can have a significant polarisation dependence only in the presence of 
a strong birefringence. Such a birefringence can be produced either in the fibre itself, as 
in hi-bi fibres, or by allowing the guided mode to interact with an external birefringent 
structure, as done in the components presented in the previous chapter.

Another possibility to introduce polarisation sensitive operation, is to utilize the 
interaction of the guided light with a metal. The presence of a conductive material is 
always accompanied by light absorption which in principle is polarisation dependent.

In the approach suggested in this chapter, a thin metal film is placed on the 
polished surface of an optical fibre to interact with the guided mode. The film is made 
of positive dielectric permittivity metal and constitutes a lossy planar waveguide. Its 
effect on the propagation characteristics of the fibre is determined by the coupling 
between the fibre mode and those supported by the metal layer. If a layer mode (either 
TE or TM-polarised) is synchronized with that of the fibre, resonant coupling between 
them occurs resulting in strong absorption of the corresponding fibre polarisation in the 
metal. It is stressed that this type of metal interaction is not related to excitation of 
surface plasmon waves at the metal interface. The metal films used in this work have a 
positive dielectric permittivity and therefore do not support such waves, as it will be 
detailed later in this chapter.

The study of positive permittivity metal-coated fibres aims at two goals.
- The first is to utilize the polarisation dependent light absorption for the fabrication of 
all-fibre polarisers.
- The second relates to applications extending beyond those for polarisation control in 
optical fibre systems.
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The realization of all-fibre electrooptic components necessitates the presence of 
electrodes in the vicinity of the guided mode. The possibility of bringing a conductive 
layer in proximity with the fibre core without disturbing the fibre guidance 
characteristics is investigated in this chapter. In addition, semiconductors also belong to 
the category of positive permittivity materials. As the optical properties of 
semiconductors can be altered by external means, such as electric field or light, these 
materials appear to be attractive for all-fibre modulation schemes. Knowledge of the 
way the conductive layer affects light guidance is of primary importance in such 
applications.

A significant difference between the two goals is that in the latter the polarisation 
sensitivity introduced by the metal layer is in principle undesirable. The study of 
polarisation effects aims in this case either at suppressing them or evaluate the 
limitations they impose.

First, a general discussion on metal-clad optical waveguides is made, which 
reviews the previous work on the topic and introduces the approach followed in this 
chapter. The waveguiding properties of the positive permittivity metal film are then 
analysed, and its effect on the propagation characteristics of optical fibres is examined. 
Finally, the potential of the metal interaction for the aforementioned applications is 
discussed and evaluated.

4.1 Metal-clad Optical Waveguides

Light propagation in a metal is always accompanied by ohmic loss. Such 
materials are characterized by a complex relative dielectric permittivity

e = e '+ je f ' (4.1)

and a complex refractive index

n = VF =nre +j nim (4.2)

The imaginary part of the complex refractive index nim is directly related to light 
absorption. The intensity of an optical wave propagating in the metal is attenuated as 
exp(-a z ), where parameter a  is known as the absorption coefficient

a  = 4 n n 'm (4.3)
X

The values of e and n for various metals and semiconductors at X = 633 nm are
listed in Table 4.1. It is noted that in the form of thin films, the exact values of the
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Table 4.1 Optical Constants of Metals and Semiconductors at A = 633 nm

£ ' e" nre »im
Au [i] -10.2 0.96 0.15 3.2
A1 [i] -47.56 16.8 1.2 7

Ag....... [i] -16 0.52 0.065 4
Cr [i] 4.95 14.72 3.2 2.3
ITO [ii] 3.6 0.095 1.9 0.025
Si [iii] 15.05 0.15 3.88 0.019
GaAs [iv] 13.65 1.48 3.7 0.2
Ge* [i] 14.43 19.54 4.4 2.22

* amorphous
i) evaporated, American Institute of Physics Handbook, 3rd edition (McGraw-Hill, 1972).
ii) (Indium-Tin-Oxide) sputtered, measured at NPL.
iii) bulk, Properties of Silicon (INSPEC, IEE, London, 1988).
iv) R. K. Willardson and A. C. Beer (editors), Semiconductors and Semimetals, vol. 3, 

Optical Properties of III-V Compounds (Academic Press, New York, 1967).

optical constants of the materials can vary depending on the preparation methods and 
deposition conditions, film thickness, as well as the quality of the substrate surface. 
The metals can be classified into two major categories with respect to the sign of the real 
part of the permittivity. Those which have e ' < 0 are known as negative permittivity 

metals, while those who have e ' > 0 are characterized as positive permittivity ones. 
This distinction will be shown to be of fundamental significance for this work.

A comprehensive discussion on the dispersion of the permittivity of metals can be 
found in [1]. For the present needs it is enough to notice that at the visible and near- 
infrared wavelengths which are of interest in optical fibres, most of the metals belong to 
the first category. Such materials are characterized by a large conductivity and always 
exhibit a large value of nim (Eq. (4.2) stipulates nre < ). Their penetration depth
8 = 1/a is typically a small fraction of the light wavelength. On the other hand, there 
are a few metals as well as all the semiconductors which belong to the category of 
positive permittivity materials. In this case nim can be orders of magnitude smaller as 
can be seen from Table 4.1 (Eq. (4.2) now stipulates nre > nim), and thus these 
materials can exhibit substantially smaller optical absorption.

Metals have received a considerable interest in the field of optical waveguides. 
Hybrid planar waveguide configurations incorporating a metal cladding have been
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Figure 4.1 Metal-clad polished optical fibres employing thick (a) and thin (b) metal layers. 

In the latter case the transmission of the fibre is also dependent on the optical properties of the 

overlayer.

extensively studied over the last twenty years [2] - [17]. The interest for such metal-clad 
waveguides was motivated by the possibility of fabricating active devices where metal 
parts are required for the application of an external electric (or magnetic) field, isolating 
adjacent guiding dielectric layers [12], [13], and realizing polarisers and mode filters 
[14] - [17]. Following the rapid evolution of optical fibres over the last decade, metal- 
clad fibres were also investigated aiming almost exclusively at the fabrication of all-fibre 
polarisers [18] - [30]. Basically, the physics of interaction between the guided mode 
and the metal is the same for both cases of waveguides; thus, most of the work on 
metal-clad planar waveguides was applied to fibres.

In principle, two metal-clad fibre configurations have been implemented and are 
shown in Fig. 4.1. In the first, a semi-infinite metal layer is brought close to the fibre 
core to interact with the guided mode. By "Semi-infinite" is meant that the metal layer is 
thick enough to make the functioning of the device insensitive to the properties of any 
overlayer. Metal thicknesses much larger than the penetration depth can safely satisfy 
this condition. In the second configuration, interaction takes place between the 
evanescent field and a thin metal film, typically a few tens nm. The operation in this 
case becomes dependent on the optical properties of the overlayer. Access into the 
evanescent field is usually provided by polishing, although a few approaches employed 
fibres drawn from specially modified preforms to allow insertion of the metal close to 
the core [21] - [23].
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In the presence of the metal layer, the fibre mode suffers attenuation which is in 
principle polarisation dependent. By examining the underlying physics of the 
interaction, the approaches taken to date can be classified into two main categories:

The first applies to the configuration of Fig. 4.1(a), where the tail of the 
evanescent field simply penetrates the semi-infinite metal layer. As the boundary 
conditions on the metal/cladding interface are different for the TM and TE polarisations, 
the fraction of the modal power which propagates in the metal (and thus the optical 
absorption) is also different for the two polarisations, with the TM-like one suffering a 
larger attenuation. This effect has been used for the fabrication of all-fibre polarisers 
using both negative and positive permittivity metals [18] - [23]. The drawback of this 
method is that the differential loss between the two SOPs is moderate, and high 
extinction ratio polarisers can be realized at the expense of a high loss even for the 
transmitted polarisation.

The second type of interaction is based on the excitation of a lossy surface mode 
which can be supported by the metal/dielectric interface. Such modes are commonly 
known as surface plasmon waves; their field distribution has its peak amplitude at the 
interface and decays exponentially in both the metal and dielectric [31], [32]. Efficient 
excitation of a surface plasmon wave, and thus strong light absorption in the metal, is 
achieved by matching its mode index with that of the fibre. The polarisation selectivity 
is provided by the fact that these modes are inherently TM-polarised, therefore they can 
be excited only by TM-like fibre polarisation. A surface plasmon wave can be 
supported either at the single metal interface of Fig. 4.1(a) (a dielectric buffer layer is 
also inserted in this case), or in the more complex case of Fig. 4.1(b) where both the 
metal interfaces contribute to the build-up of such a mode. This resonant type of metal 
interaction offers a significant enhancement on the differential loss between the TM and 
TE-like fibre polarisations since only the power of the former is selectively concentrated 
and absorbed in the metal [24] - [30]. Polarisers with extinction ratios of up to 60 dB 
and loss less than 0.5 dB are reported in [28]. An interesting feature of the approach is 
that the TM-like mode which is selectively coupled to the surface wave is not 
necessarily lost but can be subsequently coupled to a second fibre forming a 
polarisation selective coupler [28]. However, there is a fundamental restriction for the 
materials that can be used in this type of metal interaction. Surface waves can only be 
supported between materials having opposite sign of permittivity, therefore the metal 
must belong to the category of negative permittivity materials. Al, Ag and Au have been 
typically used in the literature.

This chapter presents a type of metal interaction that has not been considered 
before. The configuration involved is that of Fig. 4.1(b) where the thin metal layer is 
made of positive permittivity materials (no surface plasmon modes can therefore exist).
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The metal film, being sandwiched between the dielectric cladding and overlayer, forms 
a metal-core planar waveguide which can generally support a number of lossy TM and 
TE modes. Of particular interest is the case of very thin metal layers, in which only the 
fundamental TE0 and TM0 are allowed. The close proximity of the lossy planar 
waveguide with the optical fibre core results in evanescent coupling between the two 
waveguides. Efficient coupling can take place only when the mode index of either the 
TE0 or TMq metal mode matches that of the fibre, leading to strong power transfer (and 
thus absorption) of the corresponding fibre polarisation in the metal. The polarisation 
selective mechanism arises from the fact that in a metal-core planar waveguide the 
indices of the TE0 and TM0 modes are generally different, thus synchronization 
between the two waveguides can be achieved only for one polarisation.

As this type of metal interaction is also based on resonant absorption of a fibre 
polarisation in the metal, the approach should offer the large differential loss between 
the TM and TE-like fibre polarisations which is required in all-fibre polarisers. The 
second interesting feature of the method is that it allows the use of materials that could 
not be used before for such thin film resonant metal effects. Two interesting types of 
such materials are those which have a small value of n^  (thus reduced optical loss) and 
semiconductors.

4.2 The Thin Positive Permittivity Metal Film Waveguide

To investigate the interaction between the optical fibre and the thin metal film, it is 
essential to analyse first the waveguiding properties of the latter in isolation. Particular 
emphasis must be given to how the modal indices of the metal-core waveguide are 
related to that of the fibre (nejj = 1.461 at X -  633 nm), since the interaction is based on 
resonant coupling between the two waveguides.

The three-layer metal-core planar waveguide under investigation is schematically 
shown in Fig. 4.2. It consists of a positive dielectric permittivity metal layer of 
thickness d and complex refractive index n = nre + j  nim , sandwiched between two 
semi-infinite dielectrics: the fibre cladding {nci), which plays the role of the substrate, 
and the overlayer {n ^ ). Of all the parameters only the substrate refractive index is fixed 
(fibre cladding), therefore the waveguiding properties for a specific metal can be 
controlled by varying the metal thickness d and/or the overlayer refractive index .

The model for multi-layer waveguide structures which is detailed in Appendix A 
was used to calculate the dispersion curves of the metal-core waveguide. Each mode is 
characterized by a complex propagation constant
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P  =  P re+ jP im  (4.4)

or equivalently a complex effective refractive index

_  P  _  Pre . Pim (A
n‘ff  T  T  } I T  ( -5)A>o A o

The meaning of neff is analogous to the complex refractive index of absorbing 
materials; its real part Pre/kQ represents the mode index, while its imaginary part

Pim lk0 determines the absorption coefficient a  of the propagating mode, as calculated 
from Eq. (4.3).

For positive permittivity metals Eq. (4.2) predicts that nre > nim. The possible 
values of nim can be seen from Table 4.1 to cover a range of at least two orders of 
magnitude. To facilitate the analysis, two cases of materials are examined separately: 
Those which have nre »  nim, and those for which nre ~ nim .

In what follows, the term "metal" will be used to refer to positive permittivity 
metals, unless otherwise specified.

4.2.1 Metals with Small Imaginary Part of the Refractive Index

Very few metals including a number of metal alloys exhibit refractive indices with 
an imaginary part being much smaller than the real part. Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) is such 
an example (n = 1.9 + j 0.025) having a value of nim which is nearly two orders of 
magnitude smaller than that of nre. On the other hand many semiconductors, such as
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GaAs or Si, belong to this type of positive permittivity materials. The small value of 
reflects the fact that these materials exhibit reduced optical loss. For instance at X -  633 
nm, the penetration depth in ITO is 8 = 2 |im (~3A ), while in A1 which is a negative 
permittivity metal it is only 7.2 nm (~A / 90).

ITO is examined in this section as a representative of the materials with small 
value of rifa. This metal alloy is widely used in the liquid crystal display industry in the 
form of thin almost transparent films [33], [34]. It offers excellent mechanical 
properties and can be easily sputtered on a glass surface making it attractive for 
experimentation with polished optical fibres.

Fig. 4.3 shows the dispersion curves of the ITO metal-core waveguide as a 
function of the metal thickness at X -  633 nm, for the case of symmetric waveguide 
(nov = nci= 1.459). The modes indices fire/k0 can be seen from Fig. 4.3(a) to exhibit 
clear similarities with those of a symmetric dielectric planar waveguide. This is not 
surprising since nim for ITO is so small that the complex refractive index 
n = 1.9 +j 0.025 can actually be taken as a perturbation of the real refractive index 
n -  1.9. The fundamental (zero-order) modes are supported for any core thickness; for 
very small values of d (a few nm) their indices are just above that of the cladding 
(horizontal dotted line) and they subsequently rise with the metal thickness. The first- 
order modes appear beyond a thickness of 260 nm following a similar behavior. Even 
higher-order modes should appear for even thicker metal layers. It is not surprising that 
the TEj and TMj modes are supported for such relatively thin cores since the refractive 
index profile of the waveguide is very high: nre - ncl = 0.441 which is two orders of 
magnitude larger than that of single-mode fibres. Only a small but fundamental 
difference with dielectric waveguides can hardly be distinguished. Close to cut-off the 
first-order modes exhibit indices slightly lower than that of the cladding 

(fire lk0 < 1.459). This is due to the small but finite imaginary part of the propagation 
constant which can still provide a transverse mode confinement even for f$re/k0 slightly 
lower than nd [8]. This is a characteristic feature of the influence of the metal and 
cannot be met in dielectric waveguides where the cut-off occurs for neff= nd . Finally, 
the TE modes can be seen to exhibit larger indices than the TM modes.

The attenuation of the modes can be seen in Fig. 4.3(b). Basically, it is 
determined by the portion of the modal field which propagates in the metal. For modes 
indices well above the cladding level, most of the light propagates in the core (strong 
guidance) and the modes suffer a large attenuation which asymptotically tends to that of 

light propagating entirely in the metal (p im/k0 —> nim = 0.025). Near cut-off, or for 

d —> 0 as far as the fundamental modes are concerned, the attenuation decreases rapidly 
as most of the modal power propagates in the cladding. The TE modes, being confined 
more in the core, are found to be attenuated more than the TM ones of the same order.
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Figure 4.3 Dispersion curves of the symmetric ITO metal-core planar waveguide as a 

function of the metal thickness (A = 633 nm, n = 1.9 + j  0.025, nov = ncl = 1.459). The real 

and imaginary parts of the complex effective refractive index are shown in (a) and (b) 

respectively.
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Regarding to interaction with optical fibres, it is important to highlight how a 
mode index (either TE or TM) can be matched to that of the fibre (fire jk0 = 1.461). Due 
to the large profile of the waveguide, the modes indices are generally much higher than 
this value. The resonant condition can be achieved either for very thin metal layers (d 
*10  nm) as far as the fundamental modes are concerned, or for metal thicknesses for 
which the higher-order modes are near cut-off (e.g. d * 270 nm for the first-order 
modes). In practice, interaction with the fundamental modes is preferable since it 
involves much thinner metal layers which should reduce the insertion loss of the metal- 
coated fibre away from resonant coupling. Therefore the practical interest is restricted to 
thin metal layers, of the order of a few tens nm. However, it is noted that for such thin 
layers the attenuation of the modes is significantly reduced.

The above calculations were performed for the case of symmetric waveguide, that 
is the overlayer refractive index was fixed at nov = nci To investigate the effect of 
different overlayers, the dispersion curves were calculated as a function of nov for the 
metal thicknesses d -  15 and 30 nm, as shown in Fig. 4.4. For these thicknesses only 
the fundamental TE0 and TM0 modes are supported. In Fig. 4.4(a) the vertical line 
shows the value of nov = nci = 1.459 which yields the symmetric waveguide examined 
earlier. In this case all four modes shown have indices above 1.461, with the thicker 
core and TE polarisation producing larger values, in agreement with Fig. 4.3(a). Either 
side of the value nov = nci , the waveguide becomes asymmetric and the modes indices 
show the trend to follow the variation of nov . However, a significant difference with 
the case of symmetric waveguide examined earlier can be seen. Both the fundamental 
TE0 and TMq modes now exhibit cut-off. The modes can be supported only within a 
finite range of nov values, extending either side of the central value of nov = nci . This 
range can be seen to be larger for the TE polarisation and increases with the metal 
thickness d . The important feature of the dispersion curves is that for each metal 
thickness and mode polarisation there is an appropriate value of nov < nci for which 
the mode index lowers enough to match that of the fibre. For d =30 nm for instance, 
this occurs at nov = 1.41 for the TE0 mode and at nov = 1.45 for the TM0 one. This 
means that the resonant condition can be satisfied using different metal thickness by 
simply choosing an appropriate value of nov .

As far as the loss of the supported modes is concerned, the trend is as before with 
the thicker metal core producing larger absorption (modes confined more in the core) 
and the TE polarisation being lossier than the TM. The attenuation is seen again to 
decrease rapidly as the modes approach the cut-off either side of the dispersion curve. It 
is stressed again that the absorption of these thin waveguides is substantially reduced. 
Absorption values of less than 100 dB/mm are shown in Fig. 4.4(b), while for
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thicker metal cores they can be in excess of 1000 dB/mm as can be seen in Fig. 4.3(b). 
The dots marked on the curves indicate the points at which /3re /  k0 = 1.461. Clearly 
even in this case, the TE0 mode for a specific metal thickness still exhibits a larger 
attenuation than the T M q. A  direct implication of this effect is that if a strong absorption 
of a fibre polarisation is required, as in polariser applications, it is preferable to use the 
resonance of the TE0 mode.

The normalized electric field distributions of the TEq and TMq modes for the case 
of d = 30 nm and nov = 1.449 (resonant value for the TMq mode) are shown in Fig. 
4.5. As the waveguide operates close to cut-off, most of the light can be seen to 
propagate outside the core with the evanescent field penetrating deep into the cladding 
and superstrate. Note that the field extends more into the side which has the larger 
refractive index (cladding). To keep the plot in scale the metal core is shown as a line. 
The field distribution in the core is shown with better resolution separately in insert, 
revealing the similarity with the usual modes of dielectric waveguides. Also, the TE0 
mode appears to be more strongly guided and thus more heavy attenuated than the TM0 
one.
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Finally, an important issue is revealed by the dispersion curves of very thin metal 
layers (d = 5 and 10 nm) which represent the limit of metal thicknesses that can be 
deposited on polished glass (for even smaller thicknesses the metals tend to form 
islands instead of uniform layers). In principle the above description holds also in this 
case. However, for d =5 nm both the TE0 and TM0 modes are so close to cut-off that 
always pre /kQ < 1.461, failing to satisfy the resonant condition. In the case of d = 10 
nm, it is only the TE0 that can be tailored to marginally produce the resonance. Fibres 
coated with such thin metal layers should therefore preserve their waveguiding 
properties almost unaffected by the presence of the metal. The latter should only cause a 
small additional loss, irrespective of the overlayer refractive index or fibre polarisation. 
Small loss values are expected due to operation away from resonance as well as due to 
the small value of nm and the extremely small metal thickness.

4.2.2 Metals with Large Imaginary Part of the Refractive Index

In contrast to the previous case of metals, those which are examined in this 
section exhibit a significant imaginary part of the refractive index (however the 
condition nre > nim is preserved, as in any positive permittivity material). Such metals 
exhibit enormous light absorption which is comparable to that of negative permittivity 
metals.

Cr is examined as a representative of this category of metals (n = 3.2 + j  2.3). 
The penetration depth at X -  633 nm for Cr is only 8 =21.9 nm, therefore the range of 
metal thicknesses of interest is limited to a few tens of nm; for larger values of d the 
effect of the metal layer on the optical fibre should be similar to that of a semi-infinite 
metal. For such small metal thicknesses the metal-core planar waveguide of Fig. 4.2 
can support only the fundamental modes. Due to the large value of nim , the properties 
of the waveguide are found to be significantly different for the TMq and TE0 mode, 
therefore they are examined separately.

Fig. 4.6 shows the dispersion curves of the TM0 mode as a function of the 
overlayer refractive index for three metal thicknesses: d = 8, 18 and 22 nm. The 
behaviour of the mode is as in the case of the ITO metal-core waveguide. Once again it 
is supported only over a specific range of nov values, which increases with the metal 
thickness. At nov = nd = 1.459 (symmetric waveguide) the TM0 mode has a mode 
index larger than 1.461 for all three metal thicknesses, and the resonant condition 

(Pre lk0 = 1.461) can be satisfied by lowering the overlayer refractive index. Only two 
quantitative differences can be seen in comparison to the ITO waveguide. Firstly, the 
TM0 mode is supported over a wider range of nov , which is mainly due to the larger 
value of nre for Cr. Secondly, the mode index at the lower cut-off is substantially
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Figure 4.6 Dispersion curves of the TM0 mode of the Cr metal-core waveguide as a 
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smaller than the cladding level, which is due to the much larger value of nim for Cr. 
The attenuation follows again the same rules as before, with the only difference that it is 
almost one order of magnitude larger in comparison to the case of ITO; this is also a 
consequence of the significant value of nim for Cr.

For the same metal thicknesses, the dispersion curves of the TE0 mode can be 
seen in Fig. 4.7. The situation now is completely different. The TE0 mode is supported 
over an extended range of nov values, more than one order of magnitude larger in 
comparison to that of the TM0 mode. Notice that only values of nov> I are shown, the 
bound TE0 mode theoretically being supported even for nov < 1. For example, the 
lower cut-off for d =8 nm appears at nov = 0.837; nevertheless values of < 1 have 
no real meaning for dielectric materials. However, the most interesting feature is that the 
mode index is drastically lowered. In the case of d = 22 nm the dispersion curve can be 
seen from Fig. 4.7(a) to be maintained always lower than the cladding refractive index. 
For thinner metal layers this is true over most of the overlayer values, the mode index 
reaching the cladding level only close to the upper cut-off.

The attenuation curves, Fig. 4.7(b), do not differ qualitatively from the other 
cases examined so far, with the thicker metals producing larger absorption and the 
attenuation being abruptly reduced close to cut off. However, it must be underlined that 
the loss of the TE0 mode is more than two orders of magnitude (in dB) larger than that 
of the T M q. Absorption values as high as 85000 dB/mm can be seen. Indeed, the large 
attenuation of the TE0 modes is responsible for the peculiar behaviour of the mode 
index. In the presence of a large value of pim , the physical arguments concerning the 
modes indices of dielectric planar waveguides (e.g. that neff>  nd ) are no longer 
applicable.

Fig. 4.8 shows the normalized electric field distribution of the TE0 and TM0 
modes for d = 8 nm and nov = nd = 1.459. The TM0 mode exhibits the features of a 
mode being close to cut-off with most of the modal power propagating outside the core, 
and its evanescent field having a smooth decaying shape. In contrast, the TE0 mode can 
be seen to be much more confined in the metal core, with its evanescent field showing a 
damping oscillatory nature. The field distribution of the TE0 mode can be explained by 
recalling that for -  1.459 the mode is still sufficiently far from cut-off and thus 
strongly enough guided, suffering a large attenuation. The oscillatory structure of the 
evanescent field is characteristic of any type of absorbing planar waveguide and arises 
from the complex value of the propagation constant; the larger the value of P ^  is, the 
shorter the spatial period of oscillation. However, this effect could not be distinguished 
in the case of the TM0 mode, as well as in the modal fields of the ITO waveguide of 
Fig. 4.6, due to the small value of pim which generates a very long period of oscillation 
over which the exponential decay of the field amplitude is dominant. In contrast, this
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is not the case for the TE0 mode shown in Fig. 4.7 which still possesses a significant 
attenuation (4494 dB/mm).

From a fibre optic applications standpoint, the resonance of the TMq mode can be 
used as in the case of materials with small For d  = 8 nm for instance the condition 
Pre!k0 = 1-461 is satisfied for nov = 1.459. However as far as the TE0 mode is 
concerned, its small mode index prohibits this type of operation. The resonant condition 
can be satisfied only for very small metal thicknesses (d  < 18 nm) and at very large 
values of nov (e.g. nov = 1.77 for d  = 8 nm). However, the overlayer refractive indices 
of interest are merely in the range nov < 1.461 since for larger values the fibre operates 
in the leaky region suffering, in principle, a significant radiation attenuation even for the 
TM-like polarisation.

Summarizing, the main properties of the metal core planar waveguide which 
concern fibre optic applications are:

i) For metal thicknesses of the order of a few tens nm only the fundamental TE0 and 
TM0 modes are supported.
ii) Due to the thin metal core both modes are weakly guided, that is most of the light 
propagates outside the core.
iii) A direct consequence of ii) is that the attenuation of the modes is substantially 
reduced in comparison to that of light propagating entirely in the metal.
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iv) Thicker metal cores as well as metals with larger values of nim produce larger 
attenuation.
v) The TE0 mode is always more strongly guided and thus more heavy attenuated 
than the TMq.
vi) The index of the T M q mode is always close to the cladding level nci = 1.459, 
irrespective of the type of metal used. The mode index can be tailored to that of the 
fibre (Pre/kQ= 1.461) by choosing an appropriate combination of metal thickness 
and overlayer refractive index.
vii) For metals with small value of nim (nre »  nim ), statement vi) is also true for 
the TE0 mode, the mode index of which is larger than that of the T M q.

viii) For metals with a significant value of nim , the mode index of the TE0 mode is 
substantially reduced to values much lower than the cladding level. In this case the 
resonant condition cannot be satisfied over the overlayer refractive index range of 
interest (nov < 1.461).

It is interesting to note a special case of modal indices of the metal core 
waveguide. For metals with nre »  n^  the mode index of the TE0 mode is larger than 
that of the TM0 one. The opposite is true for metals with nre ~ nim . This implies that 
there may exist an intermediate value of nim for which the two modes have the same 
index. This effect was investigated by arbitrarily varying the value of n^  for Cr. In the 
case of a symmetric waveguide (nov = nd = 1.459) with thickness d = 8 nm, the value 
n = 3.2 + j  1.08 produced effective refractive indices for the TE0 and TM0 modes 
1.4608 + j  0.051 and 1.4608 + j  0.0005, respectively. This means that in an optical 
fibre coated with such an hypothetical metal layer, the light should be coupled and 
absorbed in the metal irrespective of polarisation. However, since the TE0 and TM0 
metal layer modes exhibit vastly different attenuation (4400 and 42 dB/mm, 
respectively), the TE and TM-like fibre polarisations should still exhibit different loss. 
This special case of metal interaction should be borne in mind if the two fibre 
polarisations must exhibit resonant coupling for different overlayer indices, as required 
for instance in polariser applications. In such applications, metals with either too small 
or too large values of nim are preferable.

All the above calculations were performed at X = 633 nm. The metal-core planar 
waveguide was also analyzed at longer wavelengths (X = 0.820 and 1.3 pm). The 
waveguide was found to exhibit similar properties, the only effect of increasing X 
being that both the modes indices and attenuation decrease. Therefore, all the above 
arguments apply equally well even at these wavelengths.

Before proceeding to the experimental performance of metal-coated fibres, it is 
useful to obtain some theoretical insight into the interaction between the metal layer and 
the optical fibre. For this purpose the metal-coated fibre of Fig. 4.1(b) was simulated
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by a 5-layer planar waveguide. The fibre was approximated by a three-layer dielectric 
waveguide as in section 3.3.2 (nd = 1.459, nco= 1.462 and dco = 3 |im), and the value 
of remaining cladding thickness dQ was chosen as dQ = 1 Jim. The case examined was 
that of the TE polarisation for an ITO metal coating of thickness d = 15 nm (the relevant 
dispersion curves are shown in Fig. 4.4).

The normalized electric field distributions of the normal modes supported by the 
structure are plotted in Fig. 4.9 for three values of the overlayer refractive index nov = 
1.440, 1.453 and 1.463. These values correspond to three characteristic cases of 
operation of the ITO-coated optical fibre. For the first the TE0 mode of the ITO layer is 
below cut-off, for the second the resonant condition is satisfied, and for the third the 
optical fibre operates in the leaky mode region.
- For nov = 1.440 only one normal mode is supported, which is very similar to that of 
the fibre. The field distribution is slightly distorted by the presence of the metal and 
only a small part of it propagates in the metal layer. As both the metal thickness and the 
nim value for ITO are very small, the mode suffers a small attenuation of just 2.9 
dB/mm.
- For nov = 1.453 the index of the metal layer mode is ~1.461 (resonant condition). 
Two normal modes are supported in this case. Their field distribution can be thought as 
the in and out of phase superposition of the individual metal and fibre modes, in a way 
analogous to that met in usual couplers. Note that their indices span the value 1.4608 
(calculated fibre mode index in isolation) and they both possess a significant attenuation 
of 18 dB/mm due to the large electric field concentration in the metal. On entering the 
interaction region, the fibre mode should excite both the normal modes, suffering a 
large attenuation. In fact, this expresses the resonant coupling (and absorption) of the 
fibre mode into the metal layer.
- Finally for nov = 1.463 only one bound mode is supported, that of the metal. Its index 
is much larger than that of the fibre and its field distribution ignores the dielectric 
waveguide. This mode should not play a role for the transmission performance of the 
fibre. A leaky mode also exists, suffering a loss of 7 dB/mm (note the radiating part of 
the field distribution). This mode resembles that of the fibre operating in the leaky- 
mode regime and should be primarily excited by the input field.

Therefore, the main effect of the ITO layer is expected to be a dip in the fibre 
transmission which should occur for the nov value for which the resonant condition 
between the fibre and metal mode is satisfied.
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Figure 4.9 5-layer planar waveguide equivalent of the ITO-coated optical fibre. The 
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4.3 Positive Permittivity Metal-Coated Optical Fibres

The effect of positive permittivity metal films on the propagation characteristics of 
optical fibres is experimentally investigated in this section. The device configuration is 
that of Fig. 4.1(b). First a thin metal layer of thickness d is deposited on the polished 
surface of an optical fibre. Then the metal-coated polished block is covered with a 
dielectric overlayer of the desired refractive index n ^  in order to adjust the properties 
of the metal-core planar waveguide formed.

As already outlined in previous sections, the interaction has the form of 
evanescent coupling between the metal-core planar waveguide and the optical fibre. As 
in any pair of coupled waveguides, the major factor determining the efficiency of 
coupling is the satisfaction of the resonant condition between either the TE0 or TM0 
metal layer mode and that of the fibre. On the other hand, the strength of interaction 
should also be affected by the proximity of the two waveguides, as determined by the 
polishing depth.

In the light of the theoretical results of the previous paragraph, thin metal films 
with thicknesses of a few tens nm were examined. ITO and Cr were used in the 
experiments as representatives of metals with small and large values of nim , 
respectively. For each type of coating, first the transmission characteristics of the metal- 
coated fibre are examined as a function of various parameters such as metal thickness, 
overlayer refractive index, polishing depth and light wavelength, then the possible 
applications are discussed. Finally, a separate category of positive permittivity material 
coatings is considered, that of semiconductors. These materials are discussed separately 
due to the peculiar properties they possess, such as the strong wavelength dependence 
of their optical constants and the possibility of modulating the latter by external means.

4.3.1 ITO-Coated Optical Fibres

4.3.1.1 Transmission Characteristics

Metals with a small value of nim such as ITO are expected to offer the possibility 
to selectively couple and absorb either the TE or TM-like fibre polarisation. To 
investigate this effect, hi-bi fibre was used to define the TE and TM-like SOP of light in 
the interaction region. The fibre was York single-mode at X = 633 nm, had a beatlength 
Lb -  1 mm, and was polished along its slow axis until a maximum attenuation of 18 dB 
was achieved by the oil-drop test. The isolation ratio between the fibre polarisation 
modes, with no overlayer, was measured as Q = 28.5 dB using a low coherence 
source. The ratio did not show any change when the fibre was coated with the metal.
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To investigate the effect of metal thickness, ITO was sputtered on the polished 
surface in three steps allowing each time an additional 15 nm metal layer. Before 
recoating the polished block, the surface was thoroughly cleaned using IPA and 
deionized water and was oven dried to ensure good sputtering quality. The excellent 
mechanical properties of ITO prevented any wear of the already existing metal coating. 
For each layer thickness d -  15, 30 and 45 nm produced this way, the intensity 
transmission of the fibre was measured as a function of the overlayer refractive index 
for light launched on either the fast (TE-like) or slow (TM-like) fibre axis. Cargile 
immersion liquids were used for this purpose as overlayers, covering a refractive index 
range between 1.3 and 1.7. The experimental set-up was the same with that used for 
testing LC polarisers made of hi-bi fibre (Fig. 3.9). All the arguments concerning 
measurements on hi-bi polished fibres apply equally well in these experiments.

Fig. 4.10 shows the measured intensity transmission of the fibre at X -  633 nm. 
A common feature in all three cases of metal thickness shown is that each of the TE and 
TM-like fibre polarisations exhibits a characteristic sharp transmission dip appearing at 
an appropriate value of nov < 1.461. The arrows on the horizontal axis in each plot 
show the theoretical values of nov for which the TE0 and T M q modes of the metal-core 
waveguide satisfy the resonant condition firJk0 =1.461. Clearly, each dip corresponds 
to resonant coupling of the corresponding fibre polarisation in the metal layer. For the 
specific values of nov for which the transmission dips occurred, no light could be 
observed escaping from the interaction region indicating strong light absorption in the 
metal. Note also the sharp but also smooth shape of the transmission dips, which 
indicates good quality uniform metal layers.

Good agreement can be observed between the theoretical and experimental 
resonant points, especially when considering that for such thin metal films the exact 
ITO refractive index depends on the sputtering conditions and surface quality and also 
that there is always some ambiguity in the measurement of the exact metal thickness. 
The agreement appears to be better for the TM resonance, while the experimental 
resonant point of the TE-like polarisation tends to appear at slightly lower values of nov 
than expected, especially for the thicker metal layers. A possible explanation for this 
discrepancy could be due to the much smaller gradient of the dispersion curve of the 
TE0 metal layer mode which enhances the shift of the resonant point for small thickness 
and/or refractive index variations of the metal layer.

For values of nov> 1.461, the familiar drop in transmission for both fibre 
polarisations can be seen in all three cases, for the fibre operating in the leaky-mode 
regime. For these values of nov, light could be clearly observed leaking from the
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Figure 4.10 Intensity transmission of an ITO coated hi-bi polished optical fibre as a 

function of the overlayer refractive index (A = 633 nm). The metal thickness in (a), (b) and (c) is 

respectively 15,30 and 45 nm. The arrows on the horizontal axes show the theoretical values of 

for which the mode index of the TEq and TMq of the ITO waveguide is 1.461.
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Figure 4.11 Intensity transmission of the same ITO coated hi-bi polished optical fibre as in 

Fig. 4.10 but at X -  817 nm. Note that the overlayer refractive indices correspond to the D-line 

of sodium (A = 589.3 nm).
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interaction region into the overlayer. The effect of the metal layer in this case is only to 
slightly increase the remaining light in the fibre.

A comment must be made at this point concerning the lowest transmission values 
appearing in Fig. 4.10. Whenever the differential attenuation between the two fibre 
polarisation modes approached the level of around 30 dB, the lower transmission curve 
tended to saturate at this value and also the exact transmission was found to drift with 
the temperature of the input hi-bi fibre tail as indicated by the error bars. The 
explanation of this effect has been given in paragraph 3.2.3 dealing with the hi-bi LC 
polariser. Briefly, the saturation is imposed by the imperfect isolation between the fibre 
polarisation modes (note that Q = 28.5 dB). The drift is created by the minimal power 
cross-coupled to the orthogonal fibre axis before the polished block; the significant 
coherence length of the He-Ne laser allows interference between the two fibre modes at 
the interaction region, making the exact SOP to drift with the phase difference between 
them. It must be stressed that this drift is apparent only when the difference in 
transmission between the fibre modes becomes comparable with the isolation ratio Q. 
For smaller transmission differences, the remaining power in the launched fibre axis is 
dominant and the drift is negligible.

The metal thickness d is found to affect the absorption dips in two ways. Firstly 
it determines their position, and secondly their level.

Increasing the metal thickness shifts the resonant points of both polarisations to 
lower values of n For d = 15 nm the resonance of the TM-like mode can be seen to 
occur at n ^  -  1.460, just at the point where the mode becomes leaky. For d -  30 nm 
the resonance of both polarisation modes can be easily distinguished, while for d = 45 
nm only the resonance of the TM-like mode can be clearly seen, that of the TE-like one 
being shifted beyond the range of nm values available. Note that the TE resonant point 
always occurs at a lower nov value than the TM one, and also the spacing between 
them increases with d . This behavior is well predicted by the dispersion curves of the 
ITO metal-core waveguide shown in Fig. 4.4(a).

The imperfect isolation between the fibre polarisation modes prevents an accurate 
measurement of the depth of each transmission dip. However it can be seen from Fig. 
4.10(b) that the resonant absorption tends to be larger for the TE-like fibre polarisation. 
From the shape of the transmission dips it can also be deduced that thicker metals tend 
to produce larger light absorption. These observations are in agreement with the 
attenuation curves of the ITO waveguide, Fig. 4.4(b), where the modes attenuation 
increases with the metal thickness, and the TE0 mode is found to suffer a larger 
attenuation than the TM0 one.
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The same ITO-coated hi-bi fibre was also tested at X = 817 nm to investigate the 
dependence of the metal interaction on light wavelength. It must be noted that at this 
longer wavelength the fibre mode becomes more weakly guided thus the polished fibre 
is characterized by a larger maximum attenuation obtained by the oil drop test, although 
the physical polishing depth is the same. This max. attenuation was measured for this 
wavelength as 42 dB, indicating that the interaction between the fibre and the metal 
layer should be larger. A low-coherence semiconductor laser was used for the 
measurements and the experimental arrangement was that of Fig. 3.5. This set-up aims 
at testing ordinary polished fibres, however the short coherence length of the laser used 
in these experiments makes it suitable for measurements also on hi-bi fibre devices (see 
discussion in section 3.2.3).

Fig. 4.11 shows the intensity transmission as a function of the overlayer 
refractive index. Note that the overlayer refractive indices are given for the wavelength 
of X = 589.3 nm (sodium D-line), since the refractive indices of the Cargile liquids 
used were unknown for wavelengths beyond the visible* .

The performance of the device follows the same basic rules as in the case of X = 
633 nm. The major difference is that the absorption points of the fibre polarisations 
have been shifted to values of nov closer to the fibre mode index. For d = 15 nm both 
resonant points are located in the start of the leaky-mode regime of the fibre; only the 
TE resonance can scarcely be distinguished on the slop of transmission curves where 
both polarisations start to leak into the overlayer. In this case the transmission 
characteristics of the ITO-coated fibre do not actually differ from those of an uncoated 
one. This result confirms the theoretical prediction of the previous paragraph according 
to which, sufficiently thin ITO films should leave the propagation characteristics of the 
fibre almost unaffected. For d = 45 nm the absorption dip of the TE polarisation has 
been shifted to the available range of nov values and can also be seen. The effect of the 
cross-talk between the fibre polarisation modes limiting the maximum extinction ratio 
between them is also apparent. Each transmission dip flattens in a characteristic way 
eliminating the differential transmission to around 27 dB which agrees well the isolation 
ratio Q = 28.5 dB. Note that no transmission drift takes place in this case due to the 
short coherence length of the semiconductor laser prohibiting interference effects 
between the fibre modes in the interaction region.

* The dispersion of the refractive index of many organic liquids has been found to be approximated with 
accuracy by the Cauchy formula n = A + BX + CX [35]. As the refractive indices of the Cargile 
liquids were known at three different visible wavelengths, the constants of the above formula were 
calculated providing a theoretical refractive index at the wavelength of interest X -  817 nm. The 
difference from the values at X = 589.3 nm was calculated for liquids with indices less than 1.470 to be 
of the order of ~ 0.006. An approximation of the overlayer indices at X -  817 nm should therefore be 
obtained by subtracting this value from those shown in Fig. 4.11.
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4.3.1.2 Applications

Polariser applications:
A straight-forward application of the interaction between the ITO metal layer and 

the optical fibre is that of the polariser. Each of the TE and TM-like fibre polarisations 
is selectively coupled and absorbed in the metal layer for a specific value of the 
overlayer refractive index, while away from this value it only suffers a small 
attenuation. As the resonant point is different for each polarisation, this effect can be 
used to allow only one of them to propagate in the fibre, by simply adjusting the 
overlayer refractive index so that the device operates at the resonant point of the 
orthogonal polarisation.

For high performance operation, the absorption of the rejected polarisation should 
be as large as possible, while the loss of the transmitted one should be minimal. The 
theoretical and experimental results of the previous sections give some useful clues as 
to how such a performance could be achieved.

To suppress the unwanted polarisation it is preferable to utilize the resonant 
coupling of the TE-like polarisation, since this mode exhibits a stronger absorption 
level. On the other hand, the absorption level can further be controlled via the metal 
thickness and/or polishing depth. Increasing the metal thickness makes the TEq metal 
layer mode to which the unwanted TE-like fibre polarisation is coupled lossier, 
resulting in stronger light absorption. The same results from increasing the polishing 
depth which increases the coupling strength between the two waveguides. However, it 
is stressed that the attenuation of the TE0 metal layer mode is not very high (see section 
3.2.1), thus it may be necessary to employ a sufficiently thick metal layer to realize a 
very high extinction ratio. For d = 15 nm for instance, the attenuation of the TE0 mode 
is only 41 dB/mm limiting the maximum extinction ratio that can be achieved. This was 
experimentally confirmed by coating two ordinary fibres which were polished at 
different depths with 15 nm of ITO. The max. attenuations of the fibres as measured by 
the oil-drop test were 24 and 60 dB The extinction ratio could not be improved beyond 
a value of -30 dB in spite of the increased coupling strength in the case of the larger 
polishing depth. For d = 30 and 45 nm the attenuation of the TE0 mode is 90 and 165 
dB/mm respectively, therefore these metal thicknesses should be safely used to produce 
large extinction ratios. Note also that the gradient of the TE0 dispersion curve is smaller 
for thicker metals, making the operation at resonant coupling more insensitive to 
overlayer index variations.

The loss of the transmitted TM-like polarisation shows a more complex 
dependence on the device's parameters. Thicker metals and/or closer metal proximity 
increase the portion of the evanescent field propagating in the metal and thus the light
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absorption. This means that there is a compromise between extinction ratio and loss as 
far as the choice of values of d and dQ are concerned. Another factor which is critical 
for the loss performance of the polariser is the spacing between the transmission dips of 
the two polarisations. If the two resonant points are not sufficiently separated, then the 
partial overlap between the transmission dips results in increased loss even for the 
transmitted polarisation. This effect can be understood by referring to the transmission 
curves for d =15 and 30 nm shown in Fig. 4.10(a) and (b). The TM-like polarisation 
exhibits a smaller loss for the thinner metal when measured away from its resonant 
point. At nov =1.3 for instance, this loss was measured as 0.1 and 0.25 dB for d = 15 
and 30 nm, respectively. However, when the TM loss was measured in each case at the 
resonant point of the TE-like polarisation (in order to determine the polariser's loss for 
each metal thickness) the values were found as 0.5 and 0.3 dB. The considerable 
difference in the case of d = 15 nm is due to the closer proximity between the resonant 
points of the two polarisations. As the resonant point separation increases with the 
metal thickness d , it is preferable to use thicker metals in order to realize a higher 
extinction ratio than to increase the polishing depth. However, the exact value of d 
determines also the required nov value, therefore in practice the choice of the metal 
thickness may also be affected by the available dielectrics.

For polarisers made of hi-bi fibre the inevitable polarisation cross-talk limits the 
need for producing a very high extinction ratio, therefore thinner metal layers as well as 
smaller polishing depths can be employed. A high quality hi-bi fibre polariser is readily 
shown in Fig. 4.10(b) using a metal thickness d = 30 nm. For the overlayer refractive 
index of nov = 1.390 an extinction ratio better than -30 dB can be observed (limited by 
the fibre polarisation cross-talk), at the expense of a loss of only 0.3 dB. Note that the 
separation between the TE and TM transmission dips is large enough to avoid any 
excess loss for the TM-like polarisation. It is also remarkable that an extinction ratio of 
the order of 30 dB (or larger) is realized by a fibre which produced a max. attenuation 
of only 18 dB in the oil drop test. A similar or even better performance is expected for 
the metal thickness of d = 45 nm of Fig. 4.10(c), which unfortunately could not be 
experimentally confirmed due to the limited range of nov values available. However, 
the loss of the TM-like polarisation for nov = 1.3 in this case is only 0.25 dB 
anticipating an even higher performance.

To investigate the potential of the component as a high extinction ratio polariser, 
experiments were carried out with ordinary fibres to avoid the polarisation cross-talk 
limitation met in hi-bi fibres. An ordinary fibre, single-mode at X = 633 nm, was 
polished until a max. attenuation of 60 dB was achieved by the oil drop test, and coated 
with a 30 nm ITO layer. Note the large polishing depth used in order to increase the 
metal interaction. The intensity transmission of the device as a function of the overlayer
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Figure 4.12 Intensity transmission of a polished ordinary optical fibre coated with 30 nm of 

ITO as a function of the overlayer refractive index (A = 633 nm, oil drop test max. atten.: 60 

dB). The arrows on the horizontal axis show the nov values for which the index of the metal 

layer TEq and TMq mode is 1.461. The dotted line shows the limit of the input polariser used 

in the set-up.

refractive index is shown in Fig. 4.12. The response should be compared to that of 
Fig. 4.10(b) as both fibres employ the same 30 nm ITO layer. The position of the 
transmission dips is not affected by the different polishing depth, being determined 
exclusively by the metal thickness. However, a vast change in the absorption level of 
the TE polarisation can be seen. Its transmission is kept below the level of -50 dB over 
a significant range of overlayer indices Anov = 0.03. Clearly the transmission dip tends 
to produce much lower transmission levels, which cannot be measured being limited by 
the 50 dB input bulk polariser. The loss of the TM-like polarisation varies over the 
above Anov range between 0.8 and 1.0 dB. The relatively high loss value is due to the 
slight overlap between the transmission dips of the two polarisations. This effect was 
negligible in the fibre of Fig. 4.10(b) because of its very small polishing depth. It is 
interesting to notice that for a little lower nov values the TM loss is less than 0.3 dB, 
which indicates that a combination of a thicker metal layer and smaller polishing depth 
should reduce the loss to the level measured in the hi-bi fibre polariser. Moreover, the
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polishing depth used was already too large as can be seen from the wide A r a n g e  for 
which R < - 50 dB. Therefore, even for the same metal thickness of 30 nm the loss can 
be reduced without practically degrading the extinction ratio by simply employing a 
smaller polishing depth. Note finally the much smaller transmission dip of the TM 
polarisation which is due to the small attenuation of the TM0 metal mode (31.5 
dB/mm).

Summarizing, the interaction between the thin ITO film and the optical fibre can 
be used to produce low loss, high extinction ratio polarisers. The large differential 
absorption between the TE and TM-like fibre polarisations arises from the selective 
coupling of only one of them into the metal, while the low loss is the result of the very 
small thickness and reduced optical loss of ITO. The ITO-coated fibre polariser exhibits 
well-predicted properties and possesses features which are attractive from a practical 
point of view. The fabrication procedure is straight-forward and can be easily realized 
using standard industrial methods such as the coating of a glass surface with ITO. On 
the other hand the required overlayer refractive index can be tailored to that of available 
and suitable dielectrics by the appropriate choice of the metal thickness.

Comparing this polariser with that based on LCs of paragraph 3.2, both 
approaches have proved capable of realizing excellent extinction ratios. The latter 
approach appears to produce slightly lower loss values, however even the loss of the 
ITO polariser can be kept at very good levels meeting the requirement for low loss all
fibre components. A possible advantage of the polariser examined in this section is the 
smaller polishing depth required to realize the same extinction ratio, something that 
could be important especially as far as the polishing of hi-bi fibres is concerned. A 
suitable choice of the dielectric overlayer could also enhance the temperature range of 
operation in comparison to that of polarisers based on readily available LCs.

An attractive possibility for polariser applications could also be to employ a 
suitable combination of metal type/thickness, so as the resonant absorption of the TE- 
like polarisation occurs for an overlayer refractive index of 1 (air). The operation of 
such a polariser would only require air as overlayer, offering additional fabrication 
ease.

Electrode Configurations:
So far, the metal interaction has been used as a polarisation selective mechanism 

in order to realize components which exhibit a deliberate polarisation dependent 
operation, such as polarisers. In this section the attention is focused on a different kind 
of application which in principle does not aim at polarisation control in optical fibre 
systems. The application concerns active all-fibre components and deals with the
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possibility of using thin positive permittivity metal films for electrode configurations 
which are required in such devices.

In an ITO-coated polished fibre, the transmission curve for each polarisation can 
be virtually thought as the superposition of the usual response of a polished fibre 
(having only a dielectric overlayer) and the characteristic transmission dip due to 
resonant absorption in the metal. Also, it has been shown that an appropriate choice of 
metal thickness can either shift this transmission dip to a required overlayer index value 
or even remove it from the transmission curve. This means that a thin metal layer can be 
brought in the interaction region of the fibre without practically disturbing its 
propagation characteristics, irrespective of the optical properties of any overlayer. This 
property can be of great importance in active all-fibre devices, such as electrooptic 
intensity modulators, where an electrooptic material is positioned in the evanescent field 
of the fibre and an external electric field needs to be applied in order to modify its 
optical properties. Positive permittivity metals with a small value of such as ITO, 
can be used to build electrode structures in the interaction region of the fibre, inducing 
strong external electric fields under the application of very small voltages. Note that in 
this kind of application, any polarisation sensitivity of the metal-coated fibre is in 
principle undesirable.

Fig. 4.13 illustrates a possible electrode configuration for electrooptic all-fibre 
devices. This configuration is also used in the next chapter which deals with active 
components based on Liquid Crystals. A thin ITO film is sputtered directly on the 
polished surface to play the role of the bottom electrode, allowing the electrooptic 
material to be sandwiched between the polished block and a superstrate (also coated 
with ITO). The electrodes spacing can be adjusted even to values of a few pm, creating 
an electric field which has its dynamic lines perpendicular to the polished block. As the 
metal electrodes are positioned in close proximity and also in the interaction region, the 
application of a small voltage V can create very high electric field densities in the 
electrooptic layer.

The metal thickness d can be chosen by consulting the dispersion curves of the 
ITO waveguide at the wavelength of interest. There are two ways to determine suitable 
values of d. Either the resonant points of the fibre polarisations should be shifted away 
from the range of nov values of interest, or the thickness should be reduced enough so 
as the resonant condition could not be satisfied for any nm value.

The latter approach appears more attractive since it involves thinner metal layers 
which further suppress the effect of the metal on the propagation properties of the fibre. 
However, a matter of concern in this case is the minimum thickness of uniform and 
continuous metal layers that can be practically produced on polished glass. Layers with 
d < 10 nm tend to take the form of metal islands instead of uniform layers putting
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Figure 4.13 Configuration of an all-fibre electrooptic modulator employing thin ITO layers 

as electrodes (not to scale). The electrooptic material is sandwiched between two ITO films, one 

of which is positioned directly on the polished surface to play the role of the bottom electrode.

The dynamic lines of the applied electric field are perpendicular to the polished surface.

a lower limit on the metal thickness that can be used. For X = 633 nm the dispersion 
curves of Fig. 4.4 indicate that the required metal thickness for this kind of operation 
marginally meets the above practical limitation. For longer wavelengths this restriction 
is relaxed as the modes indices drop with light wavelength and thicker metal layers can 
be safely used for the same purpose. This can be understood by comparing the 
transmission curves of Fig. 4.10(a) and 4.11(a) which show the transmission curves of 
a 15 nm ITO-coated fibre at the wavelengths of X = 633 and 817 nm. In the case of the 
longer wavelength the resonant dips of the fibre polarisation can hardly be 
distinguished, almost satisfying the requirements for electrode applications. Finally, it 
is noted that for such thin metal layers the transmission loss for nov < 1.461 is kept at 
very low levels even for large polishing depths. Loss values as low as 0.35 dB were 
measured for fibres polished to an oil drop max. atten. of more than 60 dB and coated 
with 15 nm of ITO.

4.3.2 Cr-Coated Optical Fibres

4.3.2.1 Transmission Characteristics

To examine the effect of Cr coatings on the propagation characteristics of optical 
fibres, a single-mode at X = 633 nm ordinary optical fibre was polished to an oil drop 
max. attenuation of just 12.5 dB, and then coated with a thin film of Cr using a
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standard vacuum thermal evaporation technique. The small polishing depth was 
preferred due to the large optical absorption of this metal which should only require a 
weak coupling to produce significant attenuation of the fibre mode. After the metal- 
coated fibre was tested, the Cr was etched and the polished fibre was recoated with a 
different Cr layer, allowing experimentation for a variety of metal thicknesses using the 
same polishing depth. The type of Cr etch used [25 gr Ce(S04)2 - 900 cc HN03 -100 
cc H20], as well as the short time it required to etch the metal film (etching rate: ~ 30 
nm/min) ensured that the polished glass surface remained unaffected by this procedure.

The intensity transmission of the coated fibre was measured for each metal 
thickness as a function of the overlayer refractive index using the experimental set-up 
for testing ordinary polished fibres of Fig. 3.5. A characteristic feature of all cases 
examined was that the TE and TM-like fibre polarisations exhibited a vastly different 
behaviour. The transmission of the two polarisations can be seen in Fig. 4.14(a) and 
(b) for metal thicknesses d = 8, 18, 22 and 24 nm.

For the TM-like fibre polarisation, each metal thickness produces the 
characteristic transmission dip owing to resonant coupling of the fibre mode to the TMo 
metal layer mode. As in the case of ITO, increasing the metal thickness shifts the 
resonant point to lower nov values, in agreement with the theoretical predictions. 
However, the level of resonant absorption exhibits an odd behavior. While the 
absorption is expected to increase with the metal thickness due to the larger attenuation 
of the TM0 metal mode, the transmission dip spreads and also becomes shallower. It is 
interesting that the transmission under resonant coupling rises from -36 to -6.5 dB as 
the metal thickness increases from d = 8 to 24 nm, although the attenuation of the TMq 
metal mode increases from 55.5 to as much as 628 dB/mm.

The somewhat unexpected behavior can be explained by recalling that the 
penetration depth 8 for Cr at X = 633 nm is only 22 nm, which is due to the large 
imaginary part of its refractive index (nim = 2.3). This depth was used in paragraph 4.1 
as a rule of the thumb to distinguish between "thin" and "thick" metal layers. It was 
anticipated that metal thicknesses much larger than the penetration depth should act as 
semi-infinite layers, degenerating the waveguiding properties of the metal-core 
waveguide as far as the interaction with the fibre mode is concerned. The metal 
thicknesses used here were not much larger than the penetration depth, however they 
were comparable with it. Moreover, the above value 8=1/a  refers to light propagation 
in the metal, thus it may not be as accurate when describing the penetration of the 
evanescent field of the fibre mode in the metal. Under these conditions, the Cr-coated 
optical fibre possesses properties which correspond to an intermediate case of metal 
interaction. The TM fibre transmission is still dependent on the overlayer refractive 
index, however this dependence in now smaller and the excitation of the TMq
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Figure 4.14 Intensity transmission of a Cr-coated ordinary polished fibre as a function of the 

overlayer refractive index for various metal thicknesses (A = 633 nm, oil drop max. atten. 12.5 

dB). The arrows on the horizontal axis in (a) indicate the nov values for which the index of the 

TMq metal layer mode is 1.461.
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metal layer mode is reduced. This effect becomes much more pronounced for the 
thicker metal layers. For d = 8 nm the sharp transmission dip reveals that the resonant 
coupling mechanism is still strong. Interestingly, the transition from this situation to an 
almost degenerated resonant coupling can be seen to take place over a metal thickness 
change of only a few nm around the value of d = 20 nm. Finally, another peculiar 
characteristic of the metal interaction is that the transmission in the leaky-mode regime 
(nov > 1.461) is significantly raised and becomes insensitive to the overlayer index.

The transmission of the TE-like fibre polarisation, Fig. 4.14(b), is virtually 
independent of the overlayer refractive index, only suffering a small loss which ranges 
with the metal thickness from 0.2 to 0.5 dB. A slight increase in the transmission level, 
much less than 0.1 dB, can only be distinguished over the whole range of values. 
The absence of resonant absorption dips is expected because the TE0 metal mode index 
is much smaller than that of the fibre. However, the complete desensitization of the 
transmission curves indicates that for the TE polarisation, Cr layers as thin as 8 nm 
practically act as semi-infinite layers isolating the fibre mode from the overlayer. It is 
interesting to note that this effect is more pronounced for the TE polarisation than for 
the TM one, which for the same metal thickness is still fairly sensitive to the overlayer 
index. This can be explained by recalling that in metal-clad waveguides employing 
semi-infinite metal layers, the TE polarisation suffers a smaller attenuation which is due 
to the smaller penetration of its evanescent field into the metal. Therefore, the exact 
penetration depth as far as the fibre mode is concerned is smaller for this polarisation. 
Finally, it is interesting to note that the thicker metal coatings tend to produce a slightly 
lower loss. This could possibly be attributed to the minimal effect of the dielectric 
overlayer on the fibre modal field distribution, which is more apparent for the thinner 
metal layers.

To investigate the dependence of the metal interaction on the polishing depth, the 
above studied fibre was simultaneously coated together with another fibre polished to a 
larger polishing depth (oil drop max. atten.: 24 dB ). The simultaneous coating ensured 
identical metal layers on both polished blocks. Fig. 4.15 shows the transmission of the 
TM-like polarisation of the two fibres for a metal thickness d = 15 nm. The larger 
polishing depth can be seen to affect only the strength of metal interaction. The resonant 
point of the TM-like fibre polarisation is the same for both cases, but the absorption dip 
is significantly larger for the more polished fibre reaching values beyond the level of 
- 50 dB (the measurements being limited by the experimental set-up). The transmission 
of the TE-like polarisation is again kept constant suffering a loss of 0.5 and 1.75 dB for 
the two cases, the larger value corresponding to the more polished fibre due to its closer 
proximity with the metal film. Note that these loss values are significantly larger
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Figure 4.15 Intensity transmission of the TM-like polarisation of two Cr-coated ordinary 

fibres as a function of the overlayer refractive index (A = 633 nm). The two fibres were 

polished at different depths and coated with the same 15 nm Cr layer. The max. atten. of the 

two fibres using the oil drop test were (a) 12.5 dB and (b) 24 dB.
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Figure 4.16 Intensity transmission of the TM-like polarisation of two Cr-coated ordinary 

fibres as a function of the overlayer refractive index (A = 633 nm). The fibres were polished at 

different depths and coated with the same 22 nm Cr layer. The max. atten. of the two fibres 

using the oil drop test were (a) 12.5 dB and (b) 50 dB.
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compared to the case of ITO-coated fibres polished at similar depths, which is due to 
the much larger optical absorption of Cr.

The effect of the polishing depth was also examined for a thicker Cr layer in order 
to highlight the behaviour of the deteriorated coupling with the metal mode. For this 
purpose, the 22 nm Cr coating of the fibre whose transmission is shown in Fig. 4.14, 
was simultaneously performed also on another fibre polished to an oil drop max. atten. 
of more than 50 dB. Note the large polishing depth used in order to increase the weak 
coupling of the fibre mode with that of the metal. The intensity transmission of the TM- 
like polarisation of the two fibres can be seen in Fig. 4.16. The large difference in the 
polishing depth (and thus in the coupling strength) has a dramatic effect on the depth of 
the resonant absorption dip. The transmission level drops from -10.7 dB for the lightly 
polished fibre (oil drop max. atten.: 12.5 dB) to values below - 52 dB (once again 
limited by the dynamic range of measurements) over a wide range of overlayer indices 
Anov = 0.03. Nevertheless, the loss of the TE-like polarisation increases now from 0.3 
to 2.0 dB.

Finally, the same Cr-coated fibre which gave the transmission curves of Fig. 
4.14 was also tested at X = 817 nm in order to examine the effect of light wavelength. 
The performance did not show any qualitative differences from that at X = 633 nm. 
Only the resonant point of the TM-like polarisation was slightly shifted to values 
closer to the fibre mode index and both the absorption depth of the TM polarisation as 
well as the loss of the TE one increased due to the fibre mode being less confined in the 
core at the longer wavelength. Also, the trend of the Cr layer to desensitize the fibre 
transmission from the overlayer index was somewhat reduced, due to the metal 
absorption slightly decreasing with light wavelength.

4.3.2.2 Applications

Cr-coated optical fibres are characterized by a peculiar type of metal interaction. 
The effect of the thin Cr film can be classified neither as that of a semi-infinite metal 
layer nor as that of a metal-core waveguide, but possesses features met in both types of 
metal interaction. Even for the thinnest metal films that can practically be produced on 
glass, the TE-like fibre polarisation is virtually isolated from the overlayer, the metal 
film acting for this polarisation almost as a semi-infinite layer. On the other hand, the 
TM-like polarisation can still experience the waveguiding properties of the metal film 
exhibiting resonant coupling to the TM0 metal mode. However, the strength of 
coupling is found to reduce rapidly with the metal thickness, and efficient excitation of 
the TM0 metal mode can be achieved only for very thin metal layers (e.g. d<  20 -25 
nm). Note that similar effects could not be observed in the case of ITO-coated fibres,
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since the penetration depth for this metal is S ~ 2 Jim which is much larger than the 
thickness of the metal coatings examined.

The resonant coupling of the TM polarisation can still be used to produce the 
large differential loss between the fibre polarisations required in polariser applications. 
Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 show that the polishing depth can be controlled to realize extinction 
ratios better than -50 dB for both the metal thicknesses of d = 10 and 22 nm. However, 
this is done at the expense of a rather high loss even for the transmitted TE polarisation, 
which was measured as 1.75 and 2.0 dB respectively for the two cases of metal 
thickness. These loss values are significantly larger than those of ITO polarisers which 
produce a similar extinction ratio. There are two reasons for this effect. First, the Cr 
polariser cannot use the resonant absorption of the TE0 metal mode which exhibits the 
largest attenuation. Thus, to produce the same extinction ratio using the resonance of 
the TM polarisation, a larger coupling strength (i.e. closer metal proximity) is required 
which also increases the loss for the transmitted SOP. Second, the efficiency of 
coupling even for the TM polarisation is reduced for the reasons discussed above. 
Therefore, an even larger polishing depth must be employed to compensate for this 
effect, which further increases the loss of the TE polarisation.

The latter effect offers excellent confirmation of the argument discussed in section 
4.1, that the type of metal interaction which is based on resonant absorption of a fibre 
polarisation is compared favorably with the interaction induced by semi-infinite metal 
layers as far as polariser applications are concerned.

Apart from the peculiar resonant effects met in Cr-coated optical fibres, the 
presence of the metal layer was found to affect severely the initial transmission 
characteristics of the uncoated fibre, tending to isolate the fibre mode from the 
overlayer. Therefore Cr layers could not be used for electrode configurations as 
suggested in the previous paragraph for the ITO.

However, a completely different kind of application can be envisaged for Cr- 
coated optical fibres. As the transmission of only the TM-like polarisation is sensitive to 
the overlayer refractive index, a Cr-coated polished optical fibre can be used as a self
referenced intensity-based sensor where the measurand is the overlayer refractive index 
(or any other physical quantity which affects the overlayer refractive index in a known 
way) and the read-out is the extinction ratio between the two fibre polarisation modes.

The intensity transmission of a fibre can be made sensitive to the surrounding 
refractive index in many ways; a usual polished fibre for instance readily possesses 
such a property. Nevertheless, to compensate for intensity variations which are 
produced by other reasons, such as changes on the source power or launching 
conditions, a stable intensity reference (which is not always so easy to produce) is also 
required. In the case of the Cr-coated fibre, this reference is provided by the
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transmission of the TE-like polarisation which is independent of the optical properties 
of the overlayer. As usual fibres exhibit a polarisation independent propagation loss, 
even under relatively strong perturbations such as bends or twists, the relative 
transmission of the two fibre polarisations is determined exclusively in the Cr-coated 
polished section by the refractive index of the overlayer. Also, this relative transmission 
is inherently insensitive to any variations on the source power or launching conditions. 
Refractometers or chemical sensors aiming at the the detection of a liquid of known 
refractive index could be possible applications of this effect.

4.3.3 Semiconductor-Coated Optical Fibres

Semiconductors are generally characterized by a relatively small conductivity 
which is responsible for their classification as positive permittivity materials. Depending 
on the exact value of the imaginary part of their refractive index (i.e. whether nre »  n ^  
or nre ~ nim), semiconductors can fall in either case of positive permittivity materials 
examined in the previous sections. Therefore, the so-far discussion on metal-coated 
optical fibres applies also for semiconductor coatings. However, these materials are 
discussed separately in this section motivated by the peculiar properties of their optical 
absorption. First, nim can in principle be tailored to a required value by doping the 
semiconductor. Second, the value of nim is critically dependent on the wavelength of 
operation and third, this value can be modulated by external means such as incident 
light intensity, injected current, electric field or temperature.

Table 4.2 lists the optical constants of three semiconductor materials for light 
wavelengths which are of interest in optical fibres. The value of n ^  is seen to exhibit a 
strong dependence on light wavelength. For sufficiently long wavelengths at which the 
photon energy is less than the energy bandgap, the materials are almost dielectric, while 
for shorter wavelengths the value of nim increases rapidly. Depending on the exact 
value of X materials such as Germanium can exhibit either a small or large value of n^, 
while others such as Silicon are always characterized by a small value of n^ .

However, what makes semiconductors attractive for coatings on polished optical 
fibres, is mainly the possibility of modulating their optical absorption by external means 
such as an incident light intensity. A detailed description of the optical properties of 
semiconductors as well as of their dependence on external perturbations can be found 
in reference [36]. A simplified only description is given here in order to
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Table 4.2 Refractive Indices of Various Semiconductor Materials at Different Light 

Wavelengths.

X (|L im ) 0.633 0.820 1.3

Si [i] 
Si* [ii]

3.88 +j 0.019 
4.2 + j  0.55

3.67 +j 0.0045 3.5 +jx 
where x  <10*8

Ge* [ii] 4 .7 + ;1 .6 5.25 + j  0.85 -

GaAs [iii] 3.7 + j  0.2 3.6+;0.063 3.4+7* 
where x  <10*5

* amorphous.
i) Properties of Silicon (INSPEC, IEE, London, 1988)
ii) evaporated, American Institute of Physics Handbook, 3rd edition (McGraw-Hill, 1972).
iii) R. K. Willardson and A. C. Beer (editors), Semiconductors and Semimetals, vol. 3, 

Optical Properties of III-V Compounds (Academic Press, New York, 1967).

introduce one of the various possibilities of using semiconductor films in all-fibre 
modulator applications.

The complex refractive index of a semiconductor at a wavelength X0can be 
expressed by making use of its absorption coefficient aQ , given by Eq. (4.3), as

n = rire+jnun = r ir e + j^ ^ -  (4.6)
4 K

Assume now that a density N of free electrons is generated in the semiconductor by 
external means. This for instance could be achieved by illuminating the semiconductor 
with a light intensity of wavelength Xp at which the photon energy is larger than the 
energy bandgap. The presence of the free carriers affects, in principle, both the real and 
imaginary parts of the refractive index of the material. However, if at the wavelength XQ 
the semiconductor has a small value of nim (i.e. nre »  nim ), then the effect will 
primarily be on nimi leaving the value of nre almost unaffected [37]. In this case the 
effect of the free-carrier density is only to produce an additive absorption coefficient 0Cf

af  = ---------  N (4.7)
m*SK2nrec3'U

where q is the electron charge, m* is the effective electron mass, c is the light speed in 
vacuum and T is the relaxation time. Therefore, in the presence of the free carriers the 
complex refractive index of the semiconductor -Eq. (4.6)- becomes

n = nre+j ^ A  (4.8)
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Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) show that the absorption of the semiconductor can be 
modulated by varying the ffee-carrier density. This effect could be utilized to realize all
fibre intensity modulators. For this purpose, a polished fibre should be coated with a 
semiconductor film which should preferably be almost dielectric at the wavelength of 
operation, in order to produce minimal absorption of the fibre mode. GaAs or Si could 
be such suitable materials for operation at the telecommunication wavelengths X = 1.3 
or 1.55 |im, at which they are virtually dielectric. An external light source of shorter 
wavelength (with photon energy above the semiconductor bandgap), could then be used 
to illuminate the semiconductor and produce carriers, thus changing the optical 
absorption and consequently modulating the fibre transmission. An LED or a low-cost 
semiconductor laser at X = 700 - 800 nm, like those used in compact disc players, could 
serve the purpose of the external light source.

The theoretical and experimental results for positive permittivity metal-coated 
fibres of the previous sections could be used to describe and optimize the interaction 
between the semiconductor film and the optical fibre. The resonant coupling between 
the fibre and the semiconductor-core waveguide could be utilized (however generally 
only for one polarisation) to increase the fraction of the modal power which propagates 
in the semiconductor layer, making the transmission of the fibre more sensitive to 
variations of the absorption of the semiconductor. This can relax any requirements for 
large changes of the absorption of the semiconductor in order to induce a significant 
modulation depth. Moreover, the resonance of the TE-like polarisation should offer the 
the advantage of larger modulation depth for a given variation of nim.

However, it must be stressed that the suggested modulation operation is strongly 
polarisation dependent. Modulation action for both the polarisations could be 
approached by operating away from resonant coupling for either polarisation, or by 
utilizing the special kind of metal interaction discussed in paragraph 4.2 in which both 
polarisations can simultaneously couple to the semiconductor film if the optical 
constants of the latter could be appropriately chosen. However, even in this case the 
modulation depth should be different for the TE and TM polarisation due to different 
levels of absorption in the lossy layer.

From a practical standpoint, a matter of fundamental concern is the feasibility of 
producing thin semiconductor films on glass. Hydrogenated amorphous Silicon 
(a-Si:H) appears to be an attractive candidate for this purpose since it can be deposited 
on a glass substrate at relatively low temperatures of the order of 250 - 300 °C [38].

However, attempts to coat polished fibres with a-Si:H using a plasma deposition 
technique [38] disclosed a major difficulty. Although the above mentioned temperatures 
(or even higher ones) are not prohibitive for optical fibres, it was found that the
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polished block could not tolerate temperature levels above 200 °C due to decomposition 
of the optical adhesive used, especially for the relatively long time required for the 
deposition (~1 hour). Coating was therefore attempted at the lower temperature of 200 
°C, although the conductivity of a-Si:H was known to be critically dependent on the 
temperature of deposition [38]. Uniform semiconductor layers of the desired thickness 
were produced this way. Nevertheless, the a-Si:H layer was found to exhibit properties 
more closely resembling those of a dielectric layer, indicating that no significant 
conductivity was present.

Fig 4.17 shows the intensity transmission of a hi-bi polished optical fibre coated 
with a 30 nm layer of a-Si:H as a function of the overlayer refractive index. The optical 
fibre was single-mode at X -  633 nm and was polished to an oil drop max. attenuation 
of 20 dB. The visible wavelength was chosen in order to investigate whether the a-Si:H 
layer exhibited any absorption. At this wavelength the semiconductor should normally 
have a nim value of ~0.2 which should produce the characteristic sharp transmission 
dips on the fibre transmission. Each of the TE and TM-like fibre polarisations is seen to 
produce a transmission dip which reveals resonant coupling into the a-Si:H layer. 
However, two major differences compared to the so far experimental performance of 
metal-coated fibres can be distinguished. First the transmission dip of the TE-like 
polarisation is smaller than that of the TM, and second both the dips are shallow and 
wide. For a positive permittivity material with a relatively small value of n as a-Si:H 
should be, both the theory and the so-far experiments have shown that the larger 
resonant absorption should be produced by the TE polarisation. Moreover for the 
polishing depth used and the anticipated value of both the transmission dips should 
be much larger. These abnormalities can be explained if the a-Si:H layer does not 
exhibit any absorption at all. Indeed, light could be observed escaping from the 
interaction region indicating that the drop in fibre transmission was not due to light 
absorption in the semiconductor, but rather due to coupling to the thin planar dielectric 
waveguide formed by the a-Si:H layer. The absence of light absorption explains the 
small transmission dips observed, as well as the smaller transmission dip for the TE 
polarisation since the TEq layer mode has been shown to be more strongly guided and 
therefore more weakly coupled with the fibre mode.

The a-Si:H layer was also transversely illuminated with a 2 mW He-Ne laser to 
investigate any change on the semiconductor absorption. The laser beam was focused 
on the film using a X10 microscope objective which produced a spot of around 1 mm2. 
No change on the fibre transmission was observed for either polarisation and a variety 
of overlayer refractive indices tried. A similar behaviour was also observed on another 
30 nm a-Si:H-coated optical fibre single-mode at the wavelength of 1.3 pm.
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Figure 4.17 Intensity transmission of an a-Si:H-coated hi-bi optical fibre as a function of 

the overlayer refractive index (A = 633 nm, Lb = 1 mm, oil drop max. atten.: 20 dB, d -  30

nm).

Unfortunately, the composite structure of the polished block in its present form as 
well as the available a-Si:H deposition techniques prohibited a successful coating with a 
semiconductor material, preventing confirmation of the suggested modulator 
configuration. However it is believed that further development on both the deposition 
techniques of semiconductor materials on glass and on the fabrication of polished 
blocks so as to resist at higher temperatures, will allow successful experimentation on 
semiconductor-coated optical fibres and confirm the above theoretical predictions.

The importance of semiconductor coatings is not however restricted only to 
modulator applications. The possibility of tailoring their optical constants can also be of 
particular significance in optimizing the performance of other components such as 
polarisers. For example, the possibility discussed in section 4.3.1.2 concerning 
positive permittivity metal-coated fibre polarisers using air as overlayer, necessitates a 
conductive material having a high refractive index and sufficiently small absorption at 
the wavelength of operation. Semiconductor coatings can in principle be engineered to 
meet these requirements.
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4.4 Conclusions

The transmission properties of polished optical fibres coated with a thin positive 
permittivity metal film were investigated in this chapter. The thin metal film was shown 
to constitute a lossy planar waveguide, which generally supports the fundamental TE0 
and TMq modes. It was shown that resonant coupling between the fibre mode and those 
supported by the metal film can be produced, leading to strong absorption of the 
corresponding fibre polarisation in the metal. The conditions for resonant coupling were 
investigated and their dependence on the metal optical constants, metal film thickness, 
overlayer refractive index and light wavelength were assessed.

The metal interaction was found to be significantly different between metals which 
have a small value of the imaginary part of the refractive index (nre > n^ ), and those 
for which the nim value is large (nre * nim). In the former, resonant coupling and 
absorption of either the TE or TM-like fibre polarisation is possible. In the latter, it is 
only the TM-like polarisation that can be coupled into the metal layer, the behaviour 
being similar to that of plasmon surface wave interaction. Two metal coatings, namely 
Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) and Cr, were investigated in detail as representatives of the 
two categories of positive permittivity metals. In both cases close agreement between 
the theoretical predictions and experimental performance was observed.

The metal interaction was shown to possess the potential for a whole class of 
fibre optic applications including polarisers, electrode configurations for electrooptic 
devices and intensity modulators.

Of particular importance were found metal coatings which have a small value of 
nim , such as ITO. An ordinary fibre polariser with a measurement-limited extinction 
ratio of -50 dB and loss 0.8 dB was demonstrated. Extinction ratios better than -30 dB 
were also produced using hi-bi fibre, the ratio being limited by the unavoidable 
polarisation cross-talk, at a loss of 0.3 dB. Although this performance was produced 
under non-optimized metal type/thickness combinations, it clearly meets the best results 
produced by other approaches such as surface plasmon wave polarisers. In comparison 
to the LC polarisers described in chapter 3, both approaches have proved capable of 
realizing excellent extinction ratios. The approach of this chapter tends to produce a 
little higher loss; however on the other hand, it offers the advantage of requiring a 
smaller polishing depth to realize the same extinction ratio, something which is 
important for the polishing of hi-bi fibres.

Suitable choice of the ITO film thickness was shown to make the resonant 
coupling cease irrespective of the overlayer index. In this case the metal coating was 
found to induce a small only loss (e.g. <0.3 dB), leaving the transmission 
characteristics of the fibre almost unaffected. This property allows the fabrication of
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electrode configurations in the evanescent field of the fibre mode, without practically 
disturbing the fibre transmission characteristics. This possibility is of special 
importance for all-fibre electrooptic devices.

On the other hand, Cr-coated fibres were also shown to be suitable for polariser 
applications. Extinction ratio values again measurement-limited to -50 dB were 
demonstrated, but the loss performance was inferior compared to that of ITO-based 
polarisers, reaching values of the order of 2 dB. Nevertheless, other application 
possibilities, such as self-referenced intensity based sensors, were envisaged for such 
types of metal coatings.

An attractive possibility introduced by the type of metal interaction presented in 
this chapter is also the use of semiconductor coatings. The unique optical properties of 
these materials and especially the possibility of modulating their optical absorption, can 
lead to the realization of high-speed all-fibre intensity modulators. The principle of 
operation of such a device based on modulation of the absorption of the semiconductor 
coating by external illumination was described. Nevertheless, experimental verification 
of this possibility could not be obtained due to fabrication difficulties in depositing 
photoconductive semiconductor films on polished fibres. However, this is not related 
to any fundamental fabrication limitation, and it is believed that semiconductor-coated 
polished fibres should demonstrate high-speed intensity modulation.
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Chapter Five

OPTICAL FIBRE INTENSITY MODULATORS USING
LIQUID CRYSTALS

Intensity modulation of the guided lightwave is an important function in optical 
fibre systems. The possibility of realizing all-fibre components in which the intensity of 
the guided mode is modulated according to an external signal has attracted a 
considerable attention over the last years [1] - [7], Employing an all-fibre intensity 
modulator in a system offers the additional advantage of removing the necessity of 
directly modulating the laser emission. This is beneficial since direct laser modulation 
can be applied only to semiconductor lasers in which the emitted intensity can be 
modulated via the driving current, and furthermore can be the source of problems in the 
laser operation since it simultaneously affects other laser properties such as coherence.

The most popular approach aimed at all-fibre intensity modulation utilizes the 
electrooptic properties of nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) [1] - [6]. The fibre cladding is 
partially replaced by an aligned cell of NLC and an external electric field is used to 
reorient the NLC molecules. This results in modulation of the refractive index 
experienced by the fibre mode, and thus of the fibre transmission. However, the 
approaches examined so far have been accompanied by three serious drawbacks:
- The interaction between the fibre mode and the metal electrodes which are needed to 
apply the external electric field results in high transmission loss. To avoid this effect, 
the electrodes have to be positioned far from the interaction region resulting in high 
operating voltages up to hundreds of Volts.
- The slow electrooptic response of NLCs limits the modulation frequency at room 
temperature to only a few tens of Hz, and
- The uniaxial nature of LC molecules generally results in polarisation sensitive 
modulation.
These features make the suggested electrooptic modulator configurations, the subject of 
academic rather than practical interest.
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Another approach has also been followed which is based on elastooptic 
modulation of the cladding refractive index [7]. The polished surface of the fibre is 
squeezed using piezoelectric elements to locally change the cladding refractive index, 
and thus to affect the fibre transmission. A bandwidth of 12 KHz is reported but the 
mechanical action employed requires excess voltage levels measured in KV resulting 
again in an impractical device.

In this chapter a new device configuration for electrooptic modulation is 
examined, which can offer a solution to the above problems. The key element of the 
modulator is the novel type of electrodes which has already been suggested and 
discussed in the previous chapter (section 4.3.1.2). Fig. 5.1(a) recalls this modulator 
configuration.

The electrodes have the form of two thin conductive films, one of which is 
directly positioned on the polished fibre surface (bottom electrode), while the other on a 
separate glass superstate (upper electrode). The two electrodes are separated by 
dielectric spacers of the desired thickness dLC, allowing a layer of electrooptic material 
such as a liquid crystal to be sandwiched between them. To preserve the transmission 
properties of the fibre unaffected by the presence of the metal electrode, the latter is 
made of a positive permittivity metal having a small value of such as ITO, 
according to the discussion made in the previous chapter. Typical values of the metal 
film thickness d are of the order of a few tens nm. The configuration produces an 
external electric field normal to the layered structure.

For comparison, the configuration used in most of the previous approaches is 
shown in Fig. 5.1(b). In this case the electrodes have the form of two thick (a few J im )  

metal strips which are positioned either side along the fibre axis, however far enough 
from the interaction region to avoid undesired interaction with the fibre mode (typical 
electrodes spacing: > 25 J im ) .  The NLC fills the intermediate space, and the external 
electric field is parallel to the polished surface.

A comparison between the two modulator configuration reveals a number of 
significant advantages for the former:
- The electrode spacing can be drastically reduced to only a few J im ,  allowing the 
application of high electric field densities in the electrooptic layer by using moderate 
voltages.
- The layered structure of the active cell allows the use of other electrooptic materials 
that are faster than NLCs. Attractive materials, such as Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals 
(FLCs), exhibit a layered structure requiring an external electric field perpendicular to 
it. Previous electrode configurations could not cope with such electrooptic materials.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic cross-section of all-fibre electrooptic intensity modulator 

configurations (not to scale). In (a), which is suggested in this work, the electrooptic material 

is sandwiched between two thin ITO film electrodes one of which is directly positioned on the 

fibre surface. In (b) the electrodes have the form of thick metal strips deposited either side along 

the fibre axis, and the electrooptic material fills the space between them.

Nevertheless, as far as the polarisation sensitivity of the modulation action is 
concerned, this originates from any birefringence of the electrooptic material and thus 
cannot be suppressed in a general way. However, the suggested configuration exhibits 
a useful feature relevant to this problem. The bottom electrode can be used to 
simultaneously polarise the fibre mode along the direction for which the modulation 
occurs, something that may be important in polarisation preserving fibre systems.

The modulator configuration under study is not restricted to using only Liquid 
Crystals as the electrooptic material. However these materials are easy to use, exhibit a 
well-behaved and large electrooptic response and can easily take the form of thin layers. 
For these reasons they are used in this work to investigate the performance of the 
modulator.
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First the electrooptic properties of liquid crystals are reviewed. Then the 
modulator is tested for two different kinds of liquid crystals: a NLC having low 
refractive indices, compatible with those of optical fibres, and a FLC offering 
substantially faster response. Finally, design and material considerations to further 
improve the modulator performance are discussed.

5.1 Electrooptic Properties of Liquid Crystals

The electrooptic properties of Liquid Crystals originate from the strong dielectric 
anisotropy possessed by these materials. An aligned sample of LC is characterized by 
two dielectric constants: one measured along the optical axis (£ 11) and the other 

measured perpendicular to it (£_l ). The dielectric anisotropy Ae = £\\ - £j_ can be either 
positive or negative, depending on the detailed chemical structure of the LC molecules. 
When an external electric field is applied on a positive dielectric anisotropy LC, the 
director of the material tends to reorient so as to become parallel with the electric field. 
The opposite happens in the case of a negative dielectric anisotropy LC in which the 
director is forced to align perpendicular to the field. A detailed discussion on the 
electrooptic properties of LCs can be found in reference [8]. A brief description is given 
in this section which is necessary to highlight the electrooptic response of LCs in the 
modulator configurations that follow.

The way a nematic LC responds to an external electric field is illustrated in Fig. 
5.2. The NLC is assumed to have a positive dielectric anisotropy and is aligned 
homogeneously along the z -axis on the reference plane. Under the influence of an 
electric field E which is normal to the plane, two competitive actions take place: The 
electric field exerts a torque on each volume element trying to align the director parallel 
to the field. On the other hand, the interaction of the NLC with the boundary surface 
(alignment force) causes elastic torques which oppose this reorientation. The director 
only starts to tilt beyond a critical threshold of applied voltage V0 (typically a few V). 
For smaller values of voltage the restoring elastic torque is larger than the electric torque 
and no reorientation occurs at all. This effect is known as Freedericksz's transition. As 
the applied field now increases, the director tilts at a progressively larger angle until it 
eventually becomes parallel to the electric field (ON state). Typical electric field 
densities for complete switching in a NLC are of the order of a few V/(im. When the 
electric field is removed, the elastic torques force the director to move back to the initial 
position (OFF state). As far as the switching times are concerned, it is exactly this 
relaxation mechanism that severely limits the modulation frequency in NLCs. Although 
the switching ON time can become relatively short for sufficiently strong electric fields
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Figure 5.2 Reorientation process in a positive dielectric anisotropy nematic LC under the 

influence of an external electric field. The director tilts from the initial OFF position 

(homogeneous alignment along the z-axis) at 90 deg to align with the electric field (ON 

position).
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Figure 5.3 Reorientation process in a ferroelectric LC under the influence of an external 

electric field. Depending on the polarity of the field the director switches between the two 

possible positions 1 and 2 so as the material's electric dipole (bold arrow) aligns with the 

direction of the electric field. The two director orientations form an angle twice the 

characteristic tilt angle 6 of the material.
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(e.g. a few msec or less), the switching OFF time (relaxation time), being determined 
only by elastic torques, is long, typically a few tens or hundreds msec. A note that must 
be made is that the electrooptic response of NLCs is independent of the polarity of the 
electric field. An AC field of sufficiently high frequency (e.g. 1 KHz) so as the NLC 
cannot follow the variation of the field amplitude, produces the same effect as a DC 
field of an amplitude equal to its rms value.

A more complex electrooptic response is met in smectic LCs. As the electrooptic 
properties vary widely among the different types of smectic LCs, only the type which is 
used in this work (ferroelectric smectic C*), is described here. The molecular 
arrangement in this material can be seen in Fig. 5.3. In a thin cell geometry (a few |im), 
which is known as surface stabilized geometry [9], the molecules conform to two rules: 
First, they are arranged in layers with the director in each layer being parallel with the 
layered structure. Second, under the influence of an external electric field the molecules 
are restricted to move only around a cone, as schematically shown in Fig. 5.3. The 
half-angle 0 of this cone is known as the tilt angle of the FLC and is typically 20-30 
deg. Only two positions (1 and 2) are therefore allowed for the director; one has its 
electric dipole pointing out of the plane while the other has it on the opposite direction 
(note that FLCs are negative dielectric anisotropy materials). On the application of an 
electric field normal to the layers, the director switches from one side of the cone to the 
other depending on the field polarity, so that the electric dipole is collinear with the 
field. FLCs therefore exhibit a bistable electrooptic response. If the electric field is 
removed, the director remains in its last position, that is the material also exhibits a 
memory property. Note that no relaxation mechanism occurs in the electrooptic 
response of FLCs as in the case of NLCs, resulting in a much faster response with 
switching times of the order of a few |isec or less. Nevertheless, the required electric 
field densities are also larger compared to the case of NLCs, typically one order of 
magnitude higher.

Liquid crystals constitute an attractive class of electrooptic materials. They are 
low-cost, easy to use materials, and their optical properties can be, in principle, 
engineered to meet a specific requirement, such as that of refractive index compatibility 
when used in conjunction with optical fibres. However, a common feature in both the 
types of LCs described above is that any modulation of the refractive index is 
polarisation dependent. The birefringence of NLCs prevents the refractive index 
modulation to be the same, or at least similar, for two orthogonal linear polarisations of 
light. However, the performance limitation imposed by polarisation is not only 
characteristic of LCs and is met in any electrooptic component employing birefringent 
materials [10].
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5.2 Nematic Liquid Crystal Modulator

The NLC used in the experiments was BDH mixture 14616; this NLC was also used in 
the passive optical fibre components presented in chapter 3. The material exhibits a 
nematic phase between 10 and 53.5 °C over which its refractive indices span that of the 
fibre mode (nQ < neg  < ne ). At the temperature of T = 25 °C the values of the indices 
are n0 -  1.452 and ne = 1.5. The dielectric anisotropy is +2.28. For a NLC with 
positive dielectric anisotropy a suitable alignment for electrooptic modulation is 
homogeneous along the fibre axis. This alignment is shown in Fig. 5.2 where the z - 
direction is taken as the fibre axis. In the OFF state both the TE and TM-like fibre 
polarisations face the ordinary NLC refractive index n0 < nej j  and propagate with a low 
loss. Under the influence of the external electric field (ON state) the NLC molecules 
tend to align with it, therefore the TM polarisation now sees the extraordinary refractive 
index ne > nef f  and becomes leaky, suffering a large attenuation. However, no 
refractive index modulation takes place for the TE polarisation which always 
experiences the ordinary refractive index n0 and should remain guided in the fibre.

To experimentally investigate the NLC modulator, a hi-bi fibre (X = 633 nm, 
Lt, = 1 mm) was polished to a maximum attenuation of 18 dB and sputtered with 15 nm 
of ITO. The electrode thickness was chosen so as the TE-like fibre polarisation which 
should normally remain guided in the fibre, to be absorbed in the electrode. For d  = 15 
nm the required overlayer refractive index for resonant absorption of this polarisation is 
calculated as 1.454, which matches well with the ordinary refractive index of the NLC 
at room temperature n0 = 1.452. The intensity transmission of the ITO-coated fibre was 
first measured as a function of the bulk overlayer refractive index using Cargile liquids 
and is shown in Fig. 5.4. The familiar effect of the ITO layer on the transmission 
characteristics of the fibre (see § 4.3.1) can be observed. The absorption dip of the TE- 
like fibre polarisation takes place for nov ~ 1.452 and is measured as -26 dB, limited by 
the cross-talk between the fibre polarisation modes. For a modulator built with the 
specific ITO-coated polished fibre, the TM polarisation should be unaffected by the 
presence of the electrode and thus produce low loss, high contrast modulation. On the 
other hand the TE polarisation, which always sees the ordinary refractive index n0 , 
should be absorbed in the ITO electrode offering a convenient solution to the problem 
of polarisation dependent modulation. Over the whole temperature range of the NLC, 
the transmission of TE-like polarisation should be suppressed to a level below -17 dB.
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A separate glass block was also coated with 15 nm of ITO and both surfaces were 
rubbed parallel to the fibre axis with a lens tissue in order to induce homogeneous 
alignment. Dielectric spacers of various thicknesses ranging between 2 and 12 Jim were 
used to separate the electrodes as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). In each case the assembly was 
firmly pressed to reduce the electrodes spacing to the spacers' thickness d ic  and the 
NLC was inserted by capillary action. The voltage was applied on the electrodes by 
means of thin wires epoxied on the ITO films with silver loaded epoxy and electrically 
conductive paint. The continuity of each electrode was checked prior to assembly by 
measuring its sheet resistance between various points of the metal-coated surface. In 
spite of the very small metal thickness used, resistance values of the order of a few 
hundreds Q/cm2 were measured indicating good quality continuous metal films. The 
resistance between the two electrodes, with the NLC present, was used to check 
whether there was any contact between the electrodes. Typical resistance values of the 
cell were measured to be in excess of 1MQ.

Fig 5.5 shows the intensity transmission of the TM-like fibre polarisation as a 
function of the applied voltage for two NLC layer thicknesses d ie  = 5 and 12 pm. A 
continuous sinusoidal signal of frequency f 0 = 500 Hz was used for this purpose 
instead of a DC voltage to avoid ionic conduction in the NLC. No change in 
transmission is observed up to the threshold of ~ 2 V (Freedericksz's transition). 
Beyond this threshold the NLC director starts to switch and the transmission drops; as 
expected this occurs at lower voltages for the thinner NLC layer. The transmission 
becomes almost insensitive to applied voltage beyond the value of ~ 6 and 10 V for die  
= 5 and 12 pm respectively, indicating complete switching of the NLC. Clearly a 
moderate voltage of 5 or 10 V (electric field density ~1 V/pm) is sufficient for 
modulation operation. It is noted that these voltage levels are one to two orders of 
magnitude smaller than those required by previous modulator configurations [1] - [6]. 
However, decreasing further the electrode spacing to d ie  = 2 revealed an 
interesting property of the NLC cell. The required voltage for switching the NLC was 
somewhat increased, which is attributed to the strong surface forces preventing easy 
tilting of the molecules in such a thin cell. Therefore very thin NLC layers with 
thicknesses of less than ~ 2 pm should be avoided. Also for such a small spacing the 
electrodes were found to often come in contact with each other, making the modulator's 
performance dependent on the flatness of the polished blocks.

The transmission of the TE-like polarisation was independent of the applied 
voltage and was measured as - 17 dB, thus the device acting as a TM polariser. Note 
that the extinction ratio is somewhat worse than anticipated according to Fig. 5.4. This 
could be attributed to non-ideal NLC alignment which affects the exact ordinary 
refractive index experienced by this polarisation, and also possibly to the proximity of
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the upper ITO-coated glass block which may affect the resonant coupling of this 
polarisation into the lower electrode.

A feature that draws the attention in Fig. 5.5 is that the transmission does not 
drop smoothly with voltage as one might expect according to Fig. 5.4 but undergoes 
local variations. The explanation for this effect is as follows. The NLC being 
sandwiched between two glass media acts like a dielectric planar waveguide (neglecting 
the effect of the electrodes at the moment). As the NLC refractive index for the TM 
polarisation rises with voltage, this waveguide supports an increasing number of TM 
modes. The indices of these modes match successively that of the fibre, resulting in 
resonant coupling between the two waveguides which produces the observed 
transmission variations. A rigorous description of the device's operation should 
therefore be based on coupling between the fibre and a dielectric planar waveguide [11] 
- [13], which should furthermore take into account the effect of both the metal 
electrodes. However, it can be seen from Fig. 5.5 that in spite of its local variations the 
transmission always drops to very small levels when the NLC refractive index becomes 
large (complete switching). This is in agreement with a theoretical prediction reported 
by Marcuse [13], according to which, when the refractive index profile of the dielectric 
planar waveguide is much greater than that of the fibre, which is the case here, the 
former acts as a drain of the power carried by the fibre. It seems therefore sufficient for 
the present needs to consider the effect of the NLC layer as being bulk, bearing in mind 
however that the minimal power remaining in the fibre is critically dependent on the 
parameters of the NLC cell.

Fig. 5.6 shows the fibre transmission for a square wave modulating a 5 V rms,/0 
= 500 Hz sinusoidal signal; 5 |im electrode spacing was used. The contrast for the TM- 
like fibre polarisation is better than 20 dB while no modulation is observed for the TE- 
like polarisation, the level of which is always kept at -17 dB, the device polarising the 
light along the TM polarisation. The large difference between the switching ON and 
OFF times of the NLC can be clearly seen. Note also the aforementioned transmission 
ripple which takes place as the NLC switches.

A possible way to avoid these transient intensity variations could be to 
deliberately vary the NLC cell thickness over the interaction region (for example by 
giving the cell a wedge shape). This should smoothly alter the waveguiding properties 
of the NLC layer along the interaction region preventing distinct resonant coupling 
effects. Also, thinner NLC layers should produce fewer transmission variations since 
the number of supported TM modes is reduced. On the other hand, experiments in 
which different thicknesses of the upper electrode were used (d = 20 and 30 nm) 
showed that the coupling effects are strongly dependent also on this parameter, with the 
thicker electrodes enhancing the intensity variations.
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Figure 5.6 Intensity modulation of the fibre transmission for a square wave envelope 5 V 

rms sinusoidal signal (fQ = 500 Hz, T = 25 °C). Note the different vertical scaling.

The effect of all these parameters on the transmission ripple is illustrated in Fig. 

5.7 which shows the modulation of the TM polarisation for two extreme cases. In (a) 
the NLC cell was as in Fig 5.6 (d ie  = 5 |im, d' = 15 nm) but a nonuniform pressure 

was applied on the top block to slightly vary the electrode spacing over the interaction 
region. In (b) the thickness of both the NLC cell and upper ITO electrode was larger 
(dLc  = 12 p.m, d' = 30 nm) and the shape of the NLC cell was adjusted via the applied 

pressure so as to maximize the intensity variations. Note that a large driving voltage of
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Figure 5.7 Intensity modulation of the TM -like fibre polarisation for a square wave 

envelope 13 V rms sinusoidal signal (fQ = 500 Hz, T = 25 °C). (a) and (b) show two extreme

cases of transient effects (see text). Note the different time scaling.

13 V was used to ensure complete switching of the NLC. A vast change in the transient 
response between the two cases can be observed. In (a) the modulation has a smooth 

shape and only a small transient variation can hardly be seen. However in (b) the 

transmission dip created by each of the 13 TM modes supported by the NLC 
waveguide (for d ie  ~ ^  I1111’ ne = 1-5) is clearly distinguishable. Therefore a careful 

design of the NLC can overcome the problem of waveguiding in the NLC layer.
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Figure 5.8 Switching times (10 - 90 % of transmission) of the NLC modulator as a 

function of the applied voltage (fQ = 500 Hz, T=  25 °C).

Fig. 5.8 shows the measured switching times of the modulator as a function of 
the applied voltage (f0 = 500 Hz) for two different NLC layer thicknesses d^Q -  5 and 
12 pm. The switch OFF time is independent of voltage being determined by the 
relaxation time of the material and the alignment forces, while the switch ON time 
decreases exponentially with voltage reaching to submillisecond values. Clearly the 
thinner NLC cell produces faster response in accordance with the inverse square 
dependence of switching time with cell thickness [14]. Nevertheless, the long 
relaxation time of NLCs limits the modulation frequency to only a few tens Hz.

The loss of the modulator for the TM-like polarisation was measured in a number 
of experiments to be between 0.55 and 0.75 dB; the discrepancy is believed to be due 
to different qualities of NLC alignment obtained in each experiment. Most of the loss is 
attributed to absorption in the ITO electrode which when the NLC was replaced with a 
Cargile liquid of 1.452 refractive index was found to be 0.5 dB. Reducing the depth of 
polishing in other experiments resulted in overall loss values as low as 0.4 dB at the 
expense of only a small reduction in the modulation depth. The loss was independent of 
the properties of the superstate (thickness of the upper electrode and glass refractive 
index) unless the NLC layer was very thin diq  < 2 pm. In this case the evanescent tail
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of the fibre penetrates the NLC and experiences also the optical properties of the 
superstate, resulting in a slightly higher loss.

Temperature variations did not have any significant effect on the modulator's 
performance since the condition n0 < nef f  is preserved over the whole temperature 
range of the NLC. The parameter mostly affected by temperature changes was the 
modulation depth, which is due to the temperature dependence of the waveguiding 
properties of the NLC layer, which affects the minimal light transmission in the ON 
state. However the modulation depth was always better than 15 dB. Also shorter 
switching times were measured at higher temperatures.

Finally the power consumption for the max. continuous wave voltage of 15 V 
rms tried was measured to be less than 1 mW. The modulator was also tested at the 
wavelength of X = 817 nm. No significant differences from the above performance 
were observed.

5.3 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Modulator

The suggested electrode configuration has led to low loss, high contrast intensity 
modulation at very moderate voltages, the only disadvantage being the long relaxation 
time of NLCs limiting the modulation frequency to only a few tens of Hz. Much higher 
modulation frequencies can be obtained by using FLCs which can potentially switch in 
the sub-microsecond regime [15]. At the moment the available FLCs have both their 
refractive indices higher than that of silica, preventing them producing low loss, high 
contrast fibre modulators. However, this is not a fundamental material limitation and 
low refractive index FLCs are feasible. A FLC was therefore used in this work merely 
to demonstrate its applicability in the suggested configuration as well as the possibility 
of modulation in the |im regime using liquid crystals.

The material used was BDH SCE12 which exhibits a smectic C* phase between 
-20 and 66 °C. At room temperature its refractive indices are n0 -  1.49, ne = 1.655 and 
its tilt angle is 6 =20 deg. It must be noted that both n0 and ne exhibit a remarkable 
stability with temperature; their values show a variation of just 0.001 over a temperature 
change from 20 to 60 °C. The suitable alignment for the FLC modulator can be seen in 
Fig. 5.9. The director is aligned homogeneously in a direction forming an angle a  with 
the fibre axis. For this alignment the bulk FLC director (a few atomic layers above the 
polished surface) is restricted to two positions inclined at an angle 9 either side to the 
alignment direction (positions 1 and 2). By application of the external electric field the 
permanent dipole of each molecule is switched up or down, depending on the polarity 
of the electric field, and the director moves from one side of the cone to the other.
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Figure 5.9 Schematic operation of the FLC modulator. The dotted line shows the direction 

of alignment. The numbers 1 and 2 correspond to the two possible orientations of the FLC 

director under the application of the external electric field; the bold arrows show the 

corresponding polarisation dipoles of the FLC molecules.

The modulation of the refractive index seen by the TE-like fibre polarisation is

while no modulation is experienced by the TM-like polarisation which always faces the 
ordinary refractive index n0. If the condition n0 < nef f  < ne was satisfied, the 
alignment angle a  should be chosen so as ne 2  < neff  < nej . However since for the 
FLC used nej j  <n0 < ne , both the values of Eq. (5.1) are larger than neff  and the 
modulator operates always in the leaky mode regime of the optical fibre. This makes the 
choice of the exact alignment angle a  indifferent for the operation of the modulator. 
The only restriction is that a  > 6 , otherwise the director switches either side of the 
fibre axis reducing the effective birefringence nej - ne 2 experienced by the TE 
polarisation. In the special case of a  = 0 no modulation is produced for both 
polarisations.

An ordinary optical fibre single-mode at X -  633 nm was polished to a max. 
attenuation of just 13 dB and coated with 15 nm of ITO. The small polishing depth was 
chosen so as the fibre transmission is kept at relatively high levels for > neff. The 
FLC cell was fabricated as in the case of the NLC modulator with the difference that a 
more sophisticated alignment technique was employed this time. Rubbing the two 
surfaces with a lens tissue which was tried in initial experiments proved insufficient to

« e l , c 2  = (5.1)
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produce good quality alignment; this was expected since the alignment of FLCs is 
known to be much more difficult to achieve and is still the subject of research in the 
liquid crystal industry [9]. For this reason both surfaces were coated with a thin film of 
polyimide (with an estimated thickness of a few nm) and were then rubbed in a 
direction inclined to ~ 55 deg to the fibre axis. For the alignment angle of a  =55 deg 
the refractive indices experienced by the TE-like polarisation are calculated from Eq.
(5.1) as nej = 1.54 and ne2 = 1.64, with their difference corresponding to 60.6 % of 
the total FLC birefringence. The fibre transmission for (bulk) overlayer refractive 
indices equal to the above values of nej and ne2 was measured as -3.5 and -5.6 dB 
respectively. In the absence of any waveguiding effects in the FLC layer the modulator 
should produce 40 % modulation depth at a loss of 3.5 dB. The electrode spacing used 
was d ie  = ^ since the required electric field densities for switching the FLC 
molecules is much larger than those required by NLCs. To keep the electrode spacing 
fixed at this value, the FLC cell was sealed resulting in a robust device which was 
unperturbed by external parameters such as pressure.

Fig. 5.10 shows the fibre transmission for a 30 V p-p bipolar square applied 
voltage. For the TE-like polarisation clear switching between the two states can be seen 
with equal rise and fall times of 0.5 msec and a modulation depth of 50 %. The TM 
polarisation has the two switched levels the same producing zero overall modulation. 
However during the reorientation process between the two switched states a small and 
short transmission variation is observed. The most likely explanation for this effect is 
that as the director switches around the cone from one state to the other, it follows an 
out of plane trajectory which produces a short refractive index modulation even for the 
TM polarisation. The loss of the modulator was ~ 3 dB. The measured transmission 
levels for the two states of the modulator are in reasonable agreement with the 
discussion made earlier; however no safe comparison can be made since the fibre 
transmission can be affected by any waveguiding in the FLC cell in a way analogous to 
that discussed in the NLC modulator.

The switching times of the modulator (10 to 90 % of the modulation depth) are 
shown in Table 5.1 for various square wave driving voltages. A small difference 
between the rise and fall times is seen only for the lower voltage of 10 V p-p whilst for 
larger voltages both times are the same. Interestingly, only a small dependence on the 
amplitude of the driving signal is observed in contrast with the exponential dependence 
observed in the case of NLC. An amplitude of less than 20 V p-p is sufficient to keep 
both the switching times lower than 1 msec. Voltage levels less than 10 V p-p were 
insufficient to fully switch the FLC and resulted in modulation depths smaller than the 
value of ~ 50 % obtained for all the other voltages. Note that the electric field densities
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Figure 5.10 FLC modulator: intensity modulation of the fibre transmission for a bipolar 

square wave voltage (A = 633 nm, max. atten.: 13 dB, d  = 15 nm, d' = 20 nm, djj^  = 2 fim,

7 = 2 0  °C).

needed for complete switching of the FLC ( 5 - 1 0  V/|im) are nearly one order of 

magnitude larger than in the case of the NLC. The required voltage is kept at practical 
levels only due to the very small electrode spacing {die  = 2 M-m) which is allowed by 

the configuration used.
The modulation depth is shown in Fig. 5.11 as a function of the frequency of the 

square wave applied voltage. For signal periods longer than the switching time of the
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Table 5.1 Switching times of the FLC modulator for a bipolar square wave driving voltage 

(T = 20 °C).

Voltage (Vp-p) 10 20 30 40
Rise time (msec) 1.7 0.7 0.5 0.45
Fall time (msec) 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.45

50

40
tr*
Cl,wo 30
25o 40 V (p-p)H
5  20DQO
S  10

20 V (p-p)

0 . 0 1 1 . 0 100 . 1

FREQUENCY (KHz)

Figure 5.11 Modulation depth of the FLC modulator as a function of the frequency of the 

applied square wave voltage (T = 20 °C).

modulator, the modulation depth is kept almost constant around the value of 50 %. For 
shorter periods the depth drops, with the larger voltage producing a little faster 
response. The modulation bandwidth is a few KHz which is readily two orders of 
magnitude larger than that of the NLC modulator.

A much faster response can be achieved by applying short pulses of alternate 
polarity instead of a square wave. Fig. 5.12 shows the response for the TE-like fibre 
polarisation when 35 V bipolar pulses of 100 jisec width and 2 msec repetition period 
were applied. The switching time was now measured to be 35 (isec. This value is one 
order of magnitude shorter in comparison with the case of square wave applied signal 
and agrees well with the value given by the manufacturer. It is noted that the
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Figure 5.12 FLC modulator: intensity modulation of the TE-like polarisation for alternative 
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Figure 5.13 Bistability performance of the FLC modulator. The transmission of the TE-like 

polarisation for both the switched and relaxed states is shown as a function of the amplitude of 

1 msec bipolar pulses. The notation "switched" and "relaxed" indicates the transmission during 

and after the end of the applied pulse, respectively (T  = 20 °C).
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modulation depth is also somewhat reduced (~ 35 %) which could be the result of a 
slightly different switching angle which alters the refractive indices seen by the TE 
polarisation. The memory property of the FLC can also be clearly observed. The fibre 
transmission is preserved at almost the same level even after the end of the applied 
pulse.

Fig. 5.13 illustrates the ability of the modulator to maintain bistability for different 
pulse amplitudes. It shows the transmission of the TE polarisation for both the 
switched (during the pulse) and relaxed (after the end of the pulse) states when 1 msec 
bipolar pulses of various amplitudes were applied. Good bistability is observed which 
is fairly stable for pulse amplitudes larger than ~ 5 V.

Temperature variations affected only the switching times which decreased at 
elevated temperatures. At T = 40 °C a switching time of 16 jisec was measured using 
50 V pulses. The rest of the modulator properties showed a remarkable stability with 
temperature which is attributed to the small temperature dependence of the FLC 
refractive indices. Also the performance remained the same when the modulator was 
left over a period of several weeks.

It is evident that FLCs can be used with the suggested geometry offering 
switching times three orders of magnitude faster than NLCs. As soon as low refractive 
index FLCs become available they should also produce the low loss and large 
modulation depth demonstrated in the NLC modulator.

5.4 Conclusions

A novel all-fibre optic intensity modulator based on the electrooptic properties of 
liquid crystals was suggested in this chapter. The key feature was the type of electrodes 
which have the form of thin ITO films one of which was positioned directly on top of 
the polished fibre. The electrode was shown to introduce a tolerable excess loss and 
was furthermore used to simultaneously polarise the fibre mode. The modulator when 
tested with a NLC produced a 20 dB contrast, 0.55 dB loss modulation at a driving 
voltage of only 5 V rms which was over one order of magnitude smaller than in 
previous works. However, although the switching times obtained were the shortest so 
far reported, the modulation frequency was limited to a few tens of Hz by the relaxation 
time constant of the NLC.

Modulation using a FLC was demonstrated for the first time, exhibiting switching 

times as low as 35 jisec at room temperature using ± 35 V pulses. This voltage level is 
larger when compared to the NLC modulator, but it is still realistic for practical
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applications. Although the present FLCs have the disadvantage of being high refractive 
index materials and therefore produce high loss and low modulation depth, the 
engineering of FLCs compatible with silica is feasible and will lead to low loss, high 
contrast modulation in the psec regime. Such a modulator could be useful for certain 
sensor applications which require low to medium frequency intensity modulation. 
Sensors employing lock-in detection schemes is such an example, where intensity 
modulation of the order of a few KHz is needed.

Further investigation of the electrooptic properties of liquid crystals may result in 
even faster response. An electrooptic effect met in FLCs, which is known as the 
electroclinic effect, could be a possibility for modulation in the nanosecond regime. 
This effect is essentially a fast electric field induced phase transition whereby the 
director tilts from a smectic A phase to form a ferroelectric smectic C phase, causing a 
refractive index change [16]. The change in the refractive index is not as large as in the 
case of usual electrooptic modulation of LCs, but by having appropriate values of the 
refractive indices, large modulation depths could be produced. However, the drawback 
in this approach is that the electroclinic effect occurs at a specific only temperature and 
thus the device has to be temperature stabilized.

Although only liquid crystal based modulators were demonstrated in this work, 
the suggested configuration could also be used with other attractive electrooptic 
materials, such as electrooptic polymers, which offer the potential of switching in the 
sub-nanosecond regime [17]. These materials may also be possible to engineer with 
low refractive indices. However, further development of the suggested modulator could 
result in efficient operation even with high refractive index electrooptic materials. It has 
already been discussed, section 5.2, that deliberately increasing the thickness of the 
upper electrode has a drastic effect on the coupling between the fibre and the 
electrooptic layer; this effect could be used to enhance both the fibre transmission and 
modulation depth. The use of other metals, such as Aluminium, for the upper electrode 
could also serve the same purpose. The use of the electrodes not only to apply the 
electric field, but also to modify the transmission/modulation properties of the device 
when used with high refractive index electrooptic materials, could result in high-speed 
intensity modulation for telecommunication applications.

Nevertheless, a drawback of the reported modulators is the inherent polarisation 
dependent modulation. This either restricts the applications field to polarisation 
preserving fibre systems, or necessitates the usage of a closed loop polarisation control 
scheme. Using the ITO electrode to simultaneously polarise the fibre mode along the 
direction for which modulation occurs, may also be an attractive feature to overcome 
polarisation limitations.
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Chapter Six

PHASE MODULATION IN THE OPTICAL FIBRE 
RING RESONATOR

The previous chapters were concerned with individual optical fibre components 
which exhibited polarisation sensitive operation. However, components constitute the 
building blocks for realizing all-fibre systems, therefore it is of primary importance to 
investigate how such polarisation sensitive components can affect or enhance the 
performance of a real system. The rest of this work aims at the investigation of 
polarisation effects on the optical fibre ring resonator, and the possibilities of 
employing polarisation sensitive components to optimize its performance. The choice of 
this interferometer for the study of polarisation effects was motivated by two reasons. 
First, due to the expanding interest it is receiving for a variety of applications in the 
fibre optics field. Second, due to the complex polarisation properties it possesses and 
which severely limit its applications performance. Indeed, polarisation effects on all
fibre interferometers such as the ring resonator were early recognized as a key 
parameter affecting their performance in systems applications [1] -[3].

However, the operation of the optical fibre ring resonator is inevitably related 
with phase modulation in the fibre ring, which is used to control its phase delay and 
consequently its transmission characteristics. Experimentation on various resonators 
revealed two interesting and simultaneously undesirable phase modulation effects, 
which can be the potential source of errors in systems applications or when testing the 
interferometer. As the experimental study of the ring resonator relies heavily on 
modulating the phase delay of the fibre ring, these effects attain a special importance for 
the correct interpretation of its experimental performance. Therefore, before 
investigating the polarisation properties of the ring resonator, which is done in the next 
chapter, a discussion must first be made on the concept of phase modulation in the 
resonator cavity.
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First, a concise description of the ring resonator is given. Then, the two phase 
modulation effects as well as the theoretical models describing them are presented. A 
common feature of these phenomena is that they are independent of light polarisation, 
therefore in what follows only ideal non-birefringent ring resonators are considered.

6.1 The Single-Mode Optical Fibre Ring Resonator

A single-mode optical fibre ring resonator (called RR henceforth for short) can be 
formed by closing a length L of optical fibre into a ring using a directional coupler, as 
schematically shown in Fig. 6.1. The use of a low-loss tunable coupler, such as one of 
the polished type, together with the spliceless geometry of the ring allow the formation 
of a low-loss optical cavity in which light can recirculate a large number of times. An 
input field launched into the coupler at port 1 couples partially to the output, port 4, and 
partially to port 3 from which it propagates along the fibre ring and reenters the coupler 
at port 2. It is once again split to ports 3 and 4, thus continuing to circulate in the ring. 
The transmission response of the RR is then due to interference between all the 
emerging terms at port 4.

Fig. 6.2 shows a typical intensity transmission of the RR as a function of the 
fibre ring phase delay JBL . Whenever this phase delay attains the value of 2m;r -n!2 
(m: integer) a sharp transmission dip occurs which is due to all the circulating beams 
mixing in phase in the ring (note that the coupler induces a n  /2 phase shift for the 
coupled terms, so that the round-trip phase delay is 2mn). This gives rise to the build
up of a high circulating intensity in the cavity (resonance), while destructive 
interference takes place in the output port 4 producing the characteristic resonance 
notch. The operation of the RR is analogous to that of a Fabry-Perot interferometer 
with the difference that the transfer function consists of a series of transmission dips 
instead of peaks. Note that a long coherence laser source (much longer than the ring 
length L ) must excite the RR in order to produce these interference effects.

Tuning of the RR is performed by adjusting the coupling constant x*of the 
coupler. Optimum tuning (i.e. zero output / maximum circulating power at resonance) 
is produced when the power injected into the cavity equals the round-trip loss. If y  and 
a Q are respectively the coupler intensity loss and fibre amplitude attenuation 
coefficients, then the optimum (resonant) coupling constant is

Kr = (l-y)exp(-2a<?L) (6.1)
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Figure 6.2 Normalized intensity transmission of a RR as a function of the fibre ring phase 

delay. FSR and are the free spectral range and resonance linewidth of the RR, respectively.
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Note that for a low-loss cavity (i.e. round-trip loss of a few %) the value of Kr is close 
to unity. For coupling constant values different than the above, the resonance depth 
decreases together with the circulating power. The finesse of the RR can be defined as

F = ESR _ — C—  (6 2)
A f  ngL A f

where FSR is the Free Spectral Range of the cavity (i.e. the spacing between two 
subsequent resonant frequencies), and A f  is the frequency linewidth which is 
measured as the full-width at half-minimum of a resonance notch (c and ng are the 
vacuum speed of light and glass refractive index, respectively). FSR and Af  can be 
seen in Fig. 6.2 where the horizontal axis can be equally well considered as optical 
frequency. Finesse is determined by the cavity loss and coupler coupling constant and 
provides a direct measure of the quality of the optical resonance. Under resonant 
coupling the finesse value is approximated for low-loss cavities (Kr « 1) as [4]

F = (6.3)
1 - Kr

For k <  Kr the finesse reduces rapidly while for K > K r it remains almost constant. The 
development of low-loss polished couplers together with the small attenuation of 
modem single-mode fibres have enabled the realization of high values of finesse, 
typically of the order of a few hundreds, which correspond to round-trip loss values of 
1-3%. The best value reported is F  = 1260 [5] which implies a round-trip loss as low 
as 0.25%.

The idea of forming a passive ring resonant cavity using optical fibre was first 
suggested regarding to inertial rotation sensing by Shupe in 1981 [6]. However, it was 
not until the low-loss tunable polished coupler became available, that such a resonator 
was experimentally demonstrated by Stokes et al [4]. Since then the interferometer has 
attracted a lot of attention for a variety of applications in the fibre optics field. To briefly 
highlight the most important of them:
- The steep transmission variation around a resonant point makes the RR one of the 
most phase sensitive of the fibre interferometers and simultaneously attractive for 
highly sensitive sensors such as hydrophones and gyroscopes [7] - [9], with the latter 
perhaps receiving the biggest attention among its sensor applications.
- The inherent possibility of employing long cavity lengths produces extremely narrow 
resonant frequency linewidths Af  offering the potential for high resolution optical 
spectrum analysis of laser light [10], [11]. Cavity linewidth values of the order of 
KHz, which meet the performance of state of the art narrow-linewidth lasers, are 
feasible.
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- The large enhancement of circulating power at resonance makes the interferometer 
attractive for the study and applications of nonlinear phenomena which can be created in 
the ring at moderate input powers [12] -[16]. A power enhancement of a factor of F Ik 
is produced in a high finesse RR, allowing for instance the onset of Stimulated 
Brillouin Scattering at input power levels as low as 65 pW [14]. Utilization of this 
effect to implement RR Brillouin laser gyroscopes have also been recently reported 
[15], [16].
- The storage nature of the RR yields further applications in optical signal processing, 
such as delay lines, pulse generators, high frequency filters and frequency multiplexing 
[17] - [19].

The potential of the RR for all the above diverse applications has motivated a 
detailed study of its properties. The fundamental analysis of the interferometer was 
given by Stokes et al [4]. Investigations into its dependence on the coherence length of 
the laser source [20], [21], light polarisation [22] - [24], Rayleigh scattering in the ring 
[25], and time varying characteristics of the laser input [26] have also been reported. 
However, a common feature in all cases of coherent operation of the RR is that the 
phase delay of the fibre ring is varied. To use the RR as a scanning optical spectrum 
analyser, a ramp phase shift must be induced in the ring using a phase modulator. In 
sensor applications, as well as in those based on nonlinear effects, the operating point 
of the RR must be locked on the desired point of the transmission curve (e.g. point of 
maximum slope or resonant point). A feedback control system employing a phase 
modulator is used for this purpose to compensate for ring phase delay variations created 
by unwanted external perturbations such as thermal drifts. Also, the measurand itself in 
sensor applications affects the phase delay of the ring. Finally, the study of the RR 
properties, such as the investigation of polarisation effects, also relies on scanning the 
round-trip phase delay.

It is apparent that phase modulation in the fibre ring is inevitably related with 
every coherent use of the RR. Therefore, it is a matter of primary importance to 
highlight its effect on the transmission characteristics of the interferometer. In the 
following sections two phase modulation effects which can be the potential source of 
significant deviation from the expected transmission properties of the RR are 
investigated.

6.2 Dynamic Response of the Optical Fibre Ring Resonator

In every coherent application of the RR a time varying phase shift is induced in 
the ring. Nevertheless, in all cases the RR transmission has been considered to be the
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same as that predicted by the steady-state analysis [4], which means that the 
transmission for an (instantaneous) value of the ring phase delay pL is calculated 
assuming that pL is frozen at the specific value. However the RR, as any resonant 
cavity, is characterized by a storage time which makes the transmission of the 
interferometer dependent not only on the instantaneous value of pL, but also on its 
history, making the above static consideration to be generally an incorrect assumption. 
In what follows a rigorous analytical and experimental description of the dynamic 
response of the RR is given in which a time-varying phase shift is present in the ring.

6.2.1 Theoretical Analysis

Let us consider the RR of Fig. 6.1 having a fibre loop length L characterized by 
an amplitude attenuation coefficient aQ, and a coupler with a coupling constant and an 
intensity loss coefficient k  and y, respectively. We assume that the RR is excited by a 
monochromatic input field of instantaneous complex electric field amplitude

Einst (z ,t)  = E exp[ j  (pz - ca)] (6.4)

where E is the complex electric field amplitude.

Assume now that a time varying phase shift 0 (0  is induced in the ring. This 
phase shift is generally an arbitrary function of time. However, to examine the dynamic 
response of the RR the parameter that is important is how fast the phase shift varies, 

which is expressed by the rate of phase shift q = A0/At . Therefore, 0(f) is 
approximated -to the first order- by

0 (f )  = qt (6.5)

The meaning of Eq. (6.5) is that function 0 (r) is approximated over the storage time of 
the resonator by its gradient.

We recall the coupler equations (2.4) which are expressed as

E i( t) = Ti3#i +j T ^ E i i t ) (6.6a)

E^it) = j  T14E1 + T2AE2 ( t ) (6.6b)

where Eit  i = 1 - 4 is the complex electric field amplitude at port i, and T 13> ̂ 14> T 2 3  

and T2 4 are the (real) magnitude transfer functions of the coupler

T n  = r 24 = Y(1 - y)(l - k ) (6.7a)

T 14 = T23 = Y(1 - y ) K  (6.7b)
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Note that amplitudes Ev i = 2-4 are time dependent due to the induced phase shift Q(t).
At a time t, the field at output port 4 can be expressed as the summation of 

emerging fields which have entered the RR at t (direct propagation from input to 
output), t -T, t - 2t, etc, where T = L /ug is the delay time of the ring (ug = dco/dp 
is the group velocity of the propagating mode). By letting Ti = exp ( -a ,/ ,) be the (real) 
magnitude transfer function of the fibre ring, the instantaneous electric field amplitude 
at port 4 can be expressed as

E t ) = JTh E ,w . i ( z ,  t )  +  X  (J T h T l ) n

JT™ « = l

X E inst,\(,Z + wL, t ) exp (6.8)

Substituting for Einst l and <p ( t ) -Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5)- into Eq. (6.8), and also making 
use of the identity

n

X  m = (6.9)
m =1

Eq. (6.8) gives

^  = jT\4 +  ^ 2 4  ^  (r 23r L )"

x e x p j;  + - ” ^ 2+ ^  gT } (6.10)

-/T23 „ =1

which is the complex, time-dependent amplitude transmittance of the RR. The n th term 
of this series represents the contribution to the output of light that has circulated the ring 
n times. The magnitude of this n th term is a decaying function of n < 1) ^ at
due to losses that the light suffers on each roundtrip; therefore only a finite number of 
recirculations need to be considered. The phase of this n th term consists of two parts: 
n (n / 2  + p L ), which is the cumulative phase delay that is due to the initial phase delay 
of the cavity (fibre + coupler), and nqt - n (n + \)qr/2 , which is the cumulative phase 
shift after its n roundtrips that is due to (J) i t ). It is important to note that since the light 
experiences a different phase shift on each of the circulations, the cumulative phase 
shift deviates from nqt (the value it would have according to the steady-state 
approach). This deviation, as expressed by n in + 1)#t/2, shows that the steady-state
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Figure 6.3 Dynamic (solid line) and steady-state (dashed line) response of an optical fibre 

ring resonator, as calculated respectively from Eq. (6.10) and (6.11), for a rate of phase shift q 

= 2 .1x l06 rad/sec(A= 633 nm,L = 5 m , F  =25, k = Kr = 0.88).

analysis of the RR is only valid if the last quantity can be taken to be negligible for all 
the significant terms of Eq. (6.10). If one neglects this deviation, Eq. (6.10) gives

E*(t)
=  Fu  +

T isTmTl exp j (n /2  + pL + q t \

1 - F izTl exp j ( x / 2  + pL + qt)
(6. 11)

which, as expected, is the steady-state response of the RR. In the special case for 
which k  = Kr , Eq. (6.11) yields the same result as reported by Stokes [2].

Fig. 6.3 shows the intensity transmission of a RR for both the dynamic and 
steady-state cases of response as calculated using Eq. (6.10) and (6.11), respectively. 
The RR operates at A = 633 nm, has a length L = 5 m ( t  = 2.43x10 '8 sec), 12% 
roundtrip intensity loss, and a coupling constant K= 0.88, which is the value for zero 
transmission at resonance. The finesse is calculated from Eq. (6.3) as F = 25. The rate 
of phase shift is q -  2.1xl06 rad/sec. The dynamic response is seen to exhibit some 
interesting features. Transmission does not reach zero at resonance, and the resonant 
points (minima of transmission) are shifted compared with those of the steady-state 
response. The resonance dips are also distorted in shape and become wider, effectively
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reducing the finesse of the RR. Additionally, every resonance is followed by an 
overshoot, resulting in a decaying oscillatory structure of decreasing period (ringing).

Clearly such a large deviation from the normal (static) response of the RR would 
be unacceptable for any practical use of the interferometer. For example, a sensor in 
which the RR is biased on the slope of a resonance dip would face serious scale factor 
errors as this slope would change with the rate of the detected phase shift. Sensors 
based on detecting the resonant point of the RR should also produce erroneous readings 
since the exact resonant point would drift with the rate of induced phase shift. 
Furthermore, the distortion of the response affects the correct interpretation of the 
experimental performance when testing the RR.

Although an analytical expression for Eq. (6.10) is not possible due to the square 
value of n appearing in the argument of the exponential function in each term of the 
infinite series, an approximate expression for the frequency structure of the ringing can 
be derived. After a rather laborious mathematical manipulation which can be found in 
Appendix B, the half-periods of the ringing are calculated as the separations between 
the time points

where half-periods have been taken as the intervals between subsequent extremes of the 
ringing starting from its first peak. It is noted that the frequency structure of ringing, 
being determined purely by the phase values of the circulating beams, depends only on 
the ratio 'Zlq and not on losses or tuning of the resonator.

Some physical insight into the dynamic behaviour can be obtained by considering 
the multiple-beam nature of the interferometer. Under steady-state conditions the 
roundtrip phase delay is constant, and zero output (resonance) occurs when this phase 
delay is an integer multiple of 2 n  rad, since all circulating beams meet in phase in the 
ring independently of the number of their transitions. However in the dynamic case, 
when the overall phase delay (initial roundtrip phase delay and induced phase shift) 
reaches a 2 mn  rad value (m: integer), beams that have already circulated in the ring for 
a number of times, having suffered on each transition a phase delay slightly different 
from 2 mn  rad, do not satisfy precisely the phase-matching condition for constructive 
interference in the loop, producing a nonzero output. As the induced phase shift now 
changes, such beams achieve successive phase-matching conditions, creating the 
ringing behavior.

The expression for the phase deviation n (n + \)qr/2  implies that the features of 
the dynamic response are dependent on the rate of phase shift q, ring time delay T, and 
the number n of significant terms (light circulations) appearing in Eq. (6.10), which is 
determined by the cavity loss. The effect of these parameters on the dynamic response

m = 1, 2... (6 . 12)
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Figure 6.4 Dynamic response of a RR for different values of finesse and fibre ring lengths. 

In (a) - (c) the finesse is F = 25,50 and 100, respectively (L -  5m). In (d) L = 10 m and F =50. 

In all cases the rate of phase shift is q = 2.1x10s rad/sec and resonant value of coupling 

constant is assumed (*•= Kr ). The dashed line in each plot shows the steady-state response.

is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Fig. 6.4(a) shows the transmission around a resonance of the 
same RR as in Fig. 6.3 but for a lower rate of phase shift q -  2.1x10s rad/sec. The 
deviation of the dynamic response from the steady-state one is seen now to be greatly 
suppressed with a small only overshoot being present and the transmission at resonance 
reaching almost to zero. This is due to the smaller phase deviation attained by 
circulating light for the same number of transitions into the ring. For given values of
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rate of phase shift and fibre loop length, the features of the dynamic response become 
more pronounced with increasing finesse, as can be seen comparing Fig. 6.4(a-c) 
which were derived for F -  25, 50 and 100, respectively (L = 5 m, q = 2.1x10-5 
rad/sec). This is because a lower-loss cavity allows a larger number of light circulations 
increasing the cumulative phase deviation (the series in Eq. (6.10) contains a larger 
number of significant terms). Note that the frequency structure of ringing is 
independent of the finesse value, in agreement with Eq. (6.12). The effect of the loop 
time delay is illustrated in Fig. 6.4(d) showing the response for the same RR as in Fig. 

6.4(b) but for a longer fibre ring length L = 10 m ( t  = 4.86X10'8 sec). The deviation 
from the static performance again becomes more pronounced, which is due to the larger 
phase deviation gained by each circulating term. Also, the half-periods of ringing 
become longer, as predicted by Eq. (6.12).

Fig. 6.5 illustrates the criterion for which the dynamic response of a RR could be 
approximated by the steady-state one. It shows both the normalized magnitude 
bn = {T2 2Ti)n and the phase deviation n (n + l)q r / 2  of circulating light as a function 
of the number of transitions n in the ring, for different values of finesse F and rates of 
phase shift q ; a ring length L = 5 m is assumed. If the phase deviation remains 
negligible (i.e. «  2 k  ) for all the significant terms bn, then the steady-state approach 
could be used to describe the real RR performance. However, it must be stressed that 
there is no absolute threshold of rate of phase shift beyond which the features of the 
dynamic response appear. This means that the static consideration remains always an 
approximation, the accuracy of which depends on the exact specifications of the RR 
application. Nevertheless, it can be seen from Fig. 6.5 that for a fairly low-loss RR 
(e.g. 2% roundtrip losses - F = 150) the features of the dynamic response become 
pronounced even for rates of phase shift as low as 103 rad/sec. In the case of a 
piezoelectric phase modulator with 10 turns of fibre wrapped around it, this value is 
reached by an applied sinusoidal voltage of just 15 V amplitude (2k modulation depth) 
and 25 Hz frequency.

To gain some more quantitative feeling of the limitations imposed on fast phase 
modulation in the RR cavity so as the steady-state description to be valid, let us use the 
following example. Consider a sinusoidal phase modulation induced in the fibre ring

0 ( 0  -  A sin(2Kfmt)  (6.13)

where A and f m are the amplitude and frequency of the modulation, respectively. The 
maximum rate of phase shift produced by 0 ( t ) is q = 27tfmA . Now to meet the 
condition that the phase deviation n(n+ \)qx / 2  is negligible for all the significant 
terms bn = (T^sTi)11, assume that the following inequalities must be satisfied
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Figure 6.6 Maximum depth of sinusoidal phase modulation in the RR cavity so as the 

static description of the RR to be valid, as a function of modulation frequency.
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bn = {T23TL)n 0.05 (6.14a)

< 2 t  (6.14b)

Under these conditions, the maximum depth of modulation A that can be used is 
shown in Fig. 6.6 as a function of the frequency of modulation, for various values of 
finesse and fibre ring lengths. A strong limitation on the Afm product clearly is 
imposed, which becomes especially strict when high finesse or long cavity RRs are 
employed. If for instance a n  rad modulation depth is required in a RR of finesse 
F = 200 and length L = 10 m, then the maximum frequency that satisfies Eqs. (6.14) is 
limited to only 30 Hz.

6.2.2 Experimental Performance

An optical fibre ring resonator was fabricating by building two polished blocks 
on the same strand of York ordinary fibre, separated by a length L -  5 m. The fibre 
was single-mode at X -  633 nm and had a loss of 8.5 dB/Km. The experimental 
arrangement used to test the transmission properties of the RR is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. 
Light from a stabilized single-longitudinal-mode He-Ne laser was first passed through a 
50 dB crystal polariser (P) to increase the purity of its linear polarisation and then 
launched into the input fibre tail of the resonator using a microscope objective (MOl). 
The light emerging from the RR was collimated by M02 and detected by a Si 
photodetector having a measured bandwidth of 100 MHz. To modulate the ring phase 
delay, a piezoelectric phase modulator similar to that described in chapter 2 was inserted 
in the ring and driven by a function generator. Both the transmitted intensity and 
modulating signal were monitored on a storage oscilloscope. The role of the 
polarisation controller (PC) was to select only one resonance over the free spectral 
range of the RR, effectively simulating an isotropic response of the interferometer (no 
further discussion is made on this point since polarisation effects on the RR is the topic 
of the next chapter). The RR was also thermally shielded to prevent ring phase delay 
variations created by ambient temperature drifts. Note that a temperature drift of just 
0.05 °C is sufficient to produce a 2n rad phase shift in a 5 m length of fibre, the RR 
acting as a sensitive temperature sensor.

To tune the resonator, a phase ramp was induced in the ring to scan its free 
spectral range and the coupler was adjusted for zero transmission at resonance, as 
shown in Fig.6.8(a). A low modulation frequency ofjustlOOHz was used for this
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Figure 6.7 Experimental arrangement for testing optical fibre ring resonators made of 

ordinary fibre (P: Polariser, MOl, M02: Microscope Objectives, PC: Polarisation Controller, 

D: Detector)

purpose which minimized the features of the dynamic response to negligible levels. The 
resonator exhibited a finesse of only 25 which implies a 12% roundtrip loss 
(k> = 0.88). The free spectral range of the resonator is calculated from Eq. (6.2) as 41 
MHz, and the frequency linewidth of a resonance is Af  = 1.64 MHz. This value is 
sufficiently larger than the frequency linewidth of the single-mode He-Ne laser used 
( «  1 MHz), thus the response shown in Fig. 6.8 is not limited by the source, and can 
be safely taken as the transfer function of the RR. Note that for this value of finesse and 

the measured rate of phase shift of q = 3.35x103 rad/sec used, Fig. 6.5 confirms that 
the steady-state approach is valid for describing the response of the resonator.

It is noticeable that the RR exhibited a very moderate finesse which was due to 
the polishing technique still being in a premature stage of development when this part of 
the work was done. Due to the low value of finesse, a very large rate of phase shift had 
to be applied in order to produce pronounced features of the dynamic response. Fig. 

6.8(b) shows the resonator's response for a measured rate of phase shift q = 2.1X106 
rad/sec. These conditions are the same as for the theoretical example described in the 
previous section (Fig. 6.3), and excellent agreement between the two figures can be 
seen.

Fig. 6.9(a) and (b) illustrate the response close to a resonance for the same case 

as above (q = 2 .lx l06 rad/sec) and for a lower rate of phase shift 0.72X106 rad/sec. In 
the case of the lower rate of phase shift the overshoot and the number of oscillations of 
the ringing are reduced, and the transmission at resonance is closer to zero. Note also
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Figure 6.8 Experimental transmission of an optical fibre ring resonator for two different 

rates of phase shift induced in the ring: (a) 3.35x10^ rad/sec, and (b) 2.1x10^ rad/sec (A = 633 

nm, L = 5 m, F = 25, k =  Kr  = 0.88).
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Figure 6.9 Dynamic response of an optical Fibre ring resonator around a resonant point for 

two different rates of phase shift: (a) 2 .1 x l0 6 rad/sec, and (b) 0 .7 2 x l0 6 rad/sec (A = 633 nm, 

L  = 5 m , F  = 25, k =  Kr  = 0.88).
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Table 6.1 Experimental, Numerical [using Eq. (6.10)], and Theoretical [using Eq. (6.12)] 

Results for the Half-Periods of Ringing.

______ Order number of half-period
1 2 3 4 5

Experiment (nsec) 120 83 72 63 57
(a) Numerical computation [Eq. (6.10)] 

Error (%)
113.4
-5.5

82.5
-0.6

71.2
-1.1

62.7
-0.5

56.4
-1.1

Theory [Eq. (6.12)] 
Error (%)

111.8
-6.8

85.8
3.4

72.3
0.4

63.7
1.1

57.6
1.1

Experiment (nsec) 200 145 120 110
(b) Numerical computation [Eq. (6.10)] 

Error (%)
196.3
-1.9

143.9
-0.8

119.7
-0.3

108.9
-1.0

Theory [Eq. (6.12)] 
Error (%)

190.9
-4.6

146.5
1.0

123.5
2.9

108.8
-1.1

Rate of phase shift: (a) 2 .1xl06 rad/sec, (b) 0.72xl06 rad/sec.

that the periods of ringing have become longer. These changes are in agreement with 
the theoretical discussion of the previous section.

Finally, for the two above cases of rate of phase shift, Table 6.1 shows the 
experimental values of the half-periods of ringing, together with the results from 
numerical computation based on Eq. (6.10) and the theoretical values obtained using 
Eq. (6.12). Close matching of the three groups of results can be seen. The relatively 
greater error for the first half-period when Eq. (6.12) is used can be attributed to the 
asymptotic approximation used in obtaining this formula, which usually leads to better 
accuracy well away from the origin of the argument. Summarizing, the experimental 
dynamic response of the resonator agrees well with the theoretical predictions of the 
previous section, confirming the arguments on the limited validity of the steady-state 
approximation in describing the real response of the resonator.

6.3 Nonlinear Phase Modulation in the Optical Fibre Ring resonator

A type of phase modulation which is often met in RR systems is the linear phase 
ramp. To use the resonator as an optical spectrum analyser, the phase modulator is 
linearly ramped to scan a free spectral range of the RR. Linear phase modulation is also 
required for tuning and testing the resonator, as already done in the previous section.
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The phase modulator which is commonly used for this purpose is of the piezoelectric 
type which has been described in section 2.2.2. However, experimentation on RRs 
which operated with a linear ramp applied to the piezoelectric phase modulator revealed 
occasionally spurious resonance effects. The single-mode laser source appeared to have 
several longitudinal modes. This section describes the effects observed and a simple 
theoretical model which explained the observations.

An optical fibre ring resonator consisting of 5 m of single-mode {X = 633 nm, 
loss: 8.5 dB/Km) fibre was fabricated, and a piezoelectric phase modulator was 
inserted in the ring by winding 10 turns of fibre around a 2.5 cm PZT-5H type tube 
The experimental set-up used to test the RR was the same as in Fig. 6.7. The RR was 
first tuned for zero transmission at resonance and its finesse was measured as F = 30.

Fig. 6.10 shows the transmission of this resonator when a triangular voltage was 
applied to the PZT to scan a resonance notch. The signal had a frequency f m = 1280 Hz 
and a 12 V p-p amplitude which produced a modulation depth of rad. The rate of 
phase shift was q = 104 rad/sec, low enough for the dynamic performance to be well 
approximated by the steady-state response, as can be deduced referring to Fig. 6.5. The 
response exhibits some unexpected features. Two additional nonzero resonance dips 
can be seen either side of the main resonance dip. Moreover, their levels were time 
dependent correlated to thermal drifts in the loop. No such spurious nulls were 
observed when sinusoidal modulation was used. With the triangular ramp applied to 
modulate the resonator cavity, the laser source appears to be multimode.

The observed effect can be explained by encountering the nonlinearity of the 
piezoelectric transducer. In paragraph 2.2.2 describing this component, a linear 
dependence of the produced phase shift on the applied voltage was derived, irrespective 
of signal frequency. Indeed this relation was found to hold with good accuracy, but 
only for signal frequencies well away from the mechanical resonant frequencies of the 
PZT tube. When the PZT was driven at such a resonant frequency the produced phase 
shift became more than one order of magnitude larger than in the linear operation.

The mechanical resonant frequencies of the specific PZT tube used in the above 
experiment were traced by applying a sinusoidal signal of constant amplitude and 
monitoring the modulation depth as a function of the signal frequency. The lowest 
resonant frequency was found to appear a t /pzt =19  KHz. On the other hand, the 
Fourier spectrum of the triangular signal used in the above mentioned experiment 
consists of an infinite series of odd harmonics of fundamental frequency f m = 1280 Hz. 
The 15th harmonic is found at 19.2 KHz, a value that is close to the resonant frequency 
/ pzt of the PZT tube. This means that the phase modulation produced at this frequency
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Figure 6.10 Experimental response of an optical fibre ring resonator under a linear phase 
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Figure 6.11 Theoretical simulation of the intensity transmission of the RR shown in Fig. 

6.10. The nonlinearity of the piezoelectric phase modulator was encountered by superimposing 

a small sinusoidal variation on the phase ramp.
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component (15fm) should be larger than expected according to the linear operation of 
the PZT, which however applies to the rest frequency spectrum of the triangular signal. 
Therefore, due to the nonlinearity of the PZT the real induced phase modulation should 
deviate from the ideal phase ramp.

An attempt was made to simulate the resonator's response taking into account this 
nonlinearity effect. The steady-state expression for the RR transmission given by Eq. 
(6.11) was used, and a small sinusoidal component of frequency 15/m was 
superimposed on the ideal phase ramp <p(t) = q t . Thus the new expression for the 
induced phase shift became

(j>(t) -  qt + A sin (2k 15/mr ) (6.15)

where q = 104 rad/sec, f m -  1280 Hz (as measured in the experiment), and amplitude A 
was arbitrarily chosen as 0.22 rad.

Fig. 6.11 shows the produced simulation which is in close agreement with the 
experimental response. At a certain time point for which the roundtrip phase delay 
reaches the value of 2m;r the resonance occurs. However, with the additional nonlinear 
effect simulated by the sinusoidal modulation, the phase condition for resonance is 
approached again on either side of the main resonance dip, thus producing spurious 
resonances. The level of the side nulls depends on the phase offset of the ramp, thus it 
is affected by environmental effects such as temperature or frequency drift of the laser 
output.

In the light of the above model it becomes apparent that the described effects are 
dependent on three parameters: the values of the resonant frequencies of the 
piezoelectric transducer, the level of its nonlinearity, and the frequency content of the 
driving signal. Indeed, further spurious resonance dips were observed in some 
experiments in which higher frequency ramps were used, increasing this way the effect 
of the nonlinearity induced by the transducer. The observed spurious nulls attain a 
special importance when the phase ramp is used to characterize either the transmission 
properties of the RR or the laser source used, since they can be easily interpreted as real 
resonance effects. Either sufficiently low ramp frequencies or sufficiently high 
mechanical resonances of the transducer (smaller dimensions of the PZT tube) should 
therefore be used to ensure that all the significant part of the frequency content of the 
ramp falls in the linear operation frequency range of the transducer.
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6.4 Conclusions

The response of the optical fibre ring resonator under phase modulation in the 
cavity was investigated in this chapter. Two phase modulation effects which can be the 
potential source of errors in systems applications of the interferometer were assessed 
and the limitations imposed were discussed.

The transmission of the RR under high-rate phase modulation in the fibre ring 
was found to deviate significantly from that predicted by its steady-state analysis. This 
deviation has the form of shift of the resonant point, distortion of the resonance dip and 
transmission overshoot, rendering the device unsuitable for any application which 
involves high-rate phase modulation. The dynamic response of the RR was modelled, 
showing that these effects result from the storage nature of the interferometer which 
requires a characteristic time to build-up the response. If the phase delay of the fibre 
ring varies significantly over this period, then the interference of the circulating terms in 
the ring is disturbed, distorting the transmission characteristics of the resonator. Close 
agreement between the theoretical predictions and experimental response was observed.

To avoid the features of the dynamic response limitations are imposed on the 
maximum rate of phase shift that can be induced in the cavity. These limitations were 
shown to be especially strict for high finesse or long cavity resonators. For example, a 
10 m RR with a finesse of 200 which operates as a spectrum analyser (2n  rad 
modulation depth) can only tolerate a modulation frequency of a few tens Hz. A high 
finesse is normally desirable in any use of the interferometer. A long cavity length, on 
the other hand, is required in many applications such as gyroscopes or optical spectrum 
analysers, in order to increase the sensitivity or reduce the free spectral range, 
respectively, High-rate phase modulation can therefore be a serious limiting factor in 
RR applications, and the model of the dynamic response of the resonator should be 
used to describe its performance in practical systems.

The second phase modulation effect investigated relates to application of linear 
phase ramps on the fibre ring. It was found that when linearly ramped a piezoelectric 
phase modulator, spurious resonance dips can be produced in the resonator 
transmission. A single-longitudinal-mode laser input may appear as multimode. The 
effect was found to be due to the strong nonlinear response of the piezoelectric phase 
modulator with frequency, which distorts the induced phase ramp. A simple model 
which encountered this nonlinearity simulated the observed effects with good accuracy. 
To avoid this distortion, the frequency content of the modulation signal must lie in the 
linear range of operation of the piezoelectric transducer. Either sufficiently low 
frequency modulation signals or small dimension piezoelectric transducers, which 
exhibit mechanical resonances at higher frequencies, must be used for this purpose.
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Both the described effects attain a special importance when experimentally 
investigating the properties of ring resonators, as they can easily lead to wrong 
interpretation of its experimental performance.
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Chapter Seven

POLARISATION EFFECTS ON HIGHLY-BIREFRINGENT 
OPTICAL FIBRE RING RESONATORS

In the previous chapter an idealized version of the optical fibre ring resonator was 
considered, in which the cavity exhibited no birefringent properties. The response of 
such a resonator is independent of light polarisation. The transmission function always 
consists of a single resonance dip over a 2n  rad phase shift in the cavity, irrespective 
of the input state of polarisation (SOP).

However, birefringence is always present both in the fibre ring and the coupler, 
rendering the resonator performance sensitive to polarisation. In the presence of 
birefringence the cavity is characterized by two special polarisation states, the so called 
eigenstates of polarisation (ESOPs), which possess the peculiar property of remaining 
unaffected after a roundtrip in the cavity. Each of these ESOPs produces a distinct 
resonance effect in the response of the resonator. Fig. 7.1 shows a typical transfer 
function of a RR in the presence of birefringence. The transmission exhibits two 
resonance dips over a 2 k  rad phase shift, each corresponding to excitation of an ESOP 
of the resonator. To what level each ESOP is excited depends on the exact SOP of the 
lightwave entering the cavity.

The polarisation problem of the RR arises from the fact the ESOPs are influenced 
by birefringence variations. External perturbations, such as ambient temperature drifts 
or lateral press applied on the fibre vary the cavity birefringence and thus the ESOPs, 
affecting both the depths p 1>2 and phase separation 6 of the resonance dips. 
Furthermore, any variation of the input SOP (which for instance could be due to 
birefringence variations in the input fibre lead) varies the level of excitation of each 
ESOP, again producing a change in the resonance depths. Such a polarisation drift 
would be unacceptable for any practical use of the interferometer in which the 
performance should be unaffected by external perturbations and, ideally, only one 
resonance should be present over a 2 k  rad phase shift in the ring.
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Figure 7.1 Intensity transmission of an optical fibre ring resonator as a function of the 

roundtrip phase delay, in the presence of birefringence in the cavity. Two resonance 

transmission dips are produced over a In  rad phase shift, each of them corresponding to 

excitation of an eigenstate of polarisation (ESOP) of the cavity.

Little work has been done on the polarisation description of optical fibre ring 
resonators. The first report is dated from 1982 by Lamouroux et al [1] in which the RR 
was analysed for a special case of cavity birefringence; however, use was made for the 
first time of the concept of ESOPs (called by the authors as polarisation eigenmodes). A 
more general polarisation analysis of ordinary fibre RRs, which also introduced the 
concept of non-orthogonal ESOPs, was given in 1986 by Iwatsuki et al [2].

A solution to the polarisation problem of the RR could be to insert a polarisation 
controller either in the fibre ring or in the input fibre lead. The role of the controller 
would be to keep the input SOP always matched to an ESOP of the resonator, 
compensating for any birefringence variations either in the cavity or in the fibre lead. 
However, such an approach suffers from several drawbacks. A feedback control 
scheme must be employed which adds complexity and cost to the system, endless 
polarisation control must be provided, while a very high accuracy on the control of 
SOP is required in certain high sensitivity applications of the resonator such as 
gyroscopes [2].

To avoid the need for active polarisation control it is apparent that the RR must be 
made of fibre which shows polarisation preserving properties. Actually, this suggestion
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is dated since the first reports on the interferometer [3],[4]. In a hi-bi RR the ESOPs 
should correspond to the fibre birefringent axes. A linear input SOP aligned with one of 
the fibre axes should be preserved throughout the interferometer producing a single 
stable resonance, irrespective of external perturbations. On the other hand, any residual 
cross-talk to the orthogonal fibre polarisation should only produce a small unwanted 
resonance in the resonator response, and the phase separation between the two 
resonances should be a direct function of the loop birefringence. Briefly, this has been 
the view concerning the solution of the polarisation instability of RRs. Nevertheless, 
neither a theoretical study nor any experimental verification of this suggestion has been 
carried so far.

This chapter presents for the first time a theoretical and experimental investigation 
of real hi-bi optical fibre ring resonators. Polarisation cross-talk is always present in a 
real hi-bi RR resonator, predominantly due to misalignment of the fibre axes in the 
coupler, and also to a much lesser extent due to deformations in the fibre loop. The 
coupling constant and loss may also be slightly different for each fibre axis. The work 
shows that the resonator performance is critically dependent upon these effects, 
rendering the above simplistic consideration for hi-bi RRs highly inaccurate.

The ultimate goal of this study is to suggest and demonstrate a realistic ring 
resonator configuration which performs polarisation drift free operation. The possibility 
of employing polarisation sensitive components to achieve this goal is investigated, and 
the first RR exhibiting polarisation stabilized performance is demonstrated.

First, the conventions adopted by this work on the mathematical representation of 
polarisation are given in order to facilitate the interpretation of the theoretical results. 
Then the details of the theoretical model of the hi-bi RR are presented, together with the 
theoretical predictions for the performance of the interferometer. The experimental 
performance of hi-bi RRs follows. Finally, the performance of hi-bi RRs on gyroscope 
applications is theoretically examined.

7.1 Mathematical Representation of Polarisation

Coherent operation of the RR necessitates quasi-monochromatic lightwaves with 
a high degree of polarisation. Ideally, this work assumes monochromatic optical waves 
which are inherently perfectly polarised. Suitable methods for the investigation of 
polarisation effects on perfectly polarised light are the Jones vector and Poincare1 
sphere representations of polarisation [5], [6]. Both methods are used in this work. The 
former offers the advantage of a simple matrix formulation of the birefringent cavity, 
and thus is employed to mathematically describe the resonator. The latter is a pictorial
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representation of SOPs which offers an excellent overall feeling of the evolution of a 
SOP. This representation is used to gain more physical insight into the results obtained 
from the Jones matrix analysis.

A considerable confusion is caused when comparing the mathematical description 
of polarisation found in the literature, which is due to the exact mathematical 
expressions being dependent on the conventions adopted by each author. This section 
presents the conventions adopted in this work, and relates the mathematical expressions 
of a SOP in the two ways of polarisation representation used.

To describe the evolution of polarisation in a hi-bi fibre, a Cartesian coordinates 
system of axes is used, which is aligned with the birefringent axes of the fibre as 
shown in Fig. 7.2. With respect to this coordinates system a general elliptical SOP is 

characterized by three parameters: the azimuth angle f  (- ft H < f  <n /2), the ellipticity 

e = ± b /a  or equivalently the ellipticity angle e =tanA(e) ( - l < e < l ,  
- n /4  < e <^/4), and the handness which is incorporated in the ellipticity value by 
allowing positive values to indicate right-handed SOPs and negative ones to correspond 
to left-handed SOPs. The convention adopted here is that a SOP is right-handed when 
an observer who stares into the beam sees the electric field vector to revolve clockwise. 
Therefore, the elliptical SOP shown in Fig. 7.2 is right-handed and both its ellipticity e 
and ellipticity angle £ values are positive.

The exp(-jcot) time dependence of a monochromatic optical field is adopted in 
this work, thus the amplitudes of the x  and y components of the instantaneous electric 
field vector are expressed as

where Exy are the complex electric field amplitudes along the x  and y  axis and c.c. 
denotes complex conjugate. The Jones vector representation of polarisation of this 
optical field is the two-element column vector

The parameters of a SOP can be calculated from its Jones vector representation of Eq.
(7.2) by normalizing and transforming the latter as

E x , y  ( z > O  = 2^*0’ exP[ j  ' ^ )] + c-c l* (7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)
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y  (FAST AXIS)

X (SLOW AXIS)

Figure 7.2 Coordinates system of axes in a hi-bi fibre. A general elliptical SOP is 

characterized by the azimuth angle £, ellipticity e - b / a  or equivalently ellipticity angle 

e = tan*1̂ ), and handness; the elliptical SOP shown is considered to be right-handed.

R  (RIGHT CIRCULAR)

(y  -POLARISED LINEAR)

(JC -POLARISED LINEAR)

L (LEFT CIRCULAR)

Figure 7.3 Poincare' sphere representation of SOPs. All linear SOPs lie on the equator, 

with the antidiametric points S and F corresponding to the x -polarised (slow axis) and y - 

polarised (fast axis) linear SOPs, respectively. Above the equator (northern hemisphere) all 

SOPs are right-handed (£ > 0), and below the equator (southern hemisphere) they are left- 

handed (e < 0). The right (R) and left (L) circular SOPs are the north and south pole of the 

sphere, respectively. A general elliptical SOP is represented by a point M the latitude and 

longitude of which are twice the azimuth £ and ellipticity e angles, respectively. The latitude 

is measured from point S and is positive in the clockwise sense around the sphere axis.
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where
V  = arg{£*} - arg{£y) (7.4a)

H = tan"1 Ej |
(7.4b)

and apply the formulae [5]

f i  tan' ■{tan(2H ) CO sM ) (7.5a)

e = tan(e), where e = ^-sin*1{sin(2//) sin(yr)} (7.5b)

Due to the exp(-jctX) time dependence adopted, the handness is determined as 
sin(\ff) > 0 : Right-handed 
sin(y/) < 0 : Left-handed 

Note that the handness information is incorporated in the expression for the ellipticity 
angle -Eq. (7.5b).

Finally, the conventions on the Poincare1 sphere representation of SOPs are 
illustrated in Fig. 7.3 (see figure caption). Points S and F correspond respectively to 
the x  -polarised (slow axis) and y -polarised (fast axis) linear SOPs, and points R and L 
to the right and left circular SOPs. A general elliptical SOP is represented by a point M
having latitude and longitude values equal to twice the azimuth angle f  and ellipticity
angle e respectively.

7.2 Theoretical Description of Highly-Birefringent Optical Fibre 
Ring Resonators

For the sake of clarity, the theoretical investigation of hi-bi RRs is divided into 
six sections. In the first, the Jones matrix formalism is used to derive the characteristic 
roundtrip transfer matrix of the cavity, allowing the calculation of the ESOPs. The 
theoretical model of the resonator is completed in the second section in which the 
general expression of the intensity transmission of the device is derived. In the rest four 
sections the performance of the resonator is examined for various cases of polarisation 
cross-talk and anisotropic effects in the cavity.
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7.2.1 The Characteristic Roundtrip Transfer Matrix

The polarisation maintaining optical fibre ring resonator under consideration is 
schematically shown in Fig. 7.4. It consists of a length L of highly linearly birefringent 
fibre which is characterized by two propagation constants px and Py for the linear 
polarisation modes along the slow and fast axis, respectively. Let us assume at the 
moment that no polarisation cross-talk occurs. In this case the Jones matrices 
describing the effects of the coupler and fibre ring are diagonal. The coupler is 

described by two 2x2 matrices: Ct expressing the transmission through of light (i.e. 
from port 1 to 3 or port 2 to 4), and Cc expressing the coupling from one fibre to the 
other (i.e. from port 1 to 4 or port 2 to 3). Allowing the coupler exhibit differential loss 
and/or coupling between the fibre polarisation modes, Ct and Cc have the form

where yxy and Kxy are the intensity loss coefficients and coupling constants for the 
x - and y -polarised modes.

The fibre is assumed to have an isotropic amplitude attenuation coefficient aQ. To 
encounter any differential loss between the fibre polarisation modes, an additional

have been assumed for the x -polarised mode). The meaning of the coefficient g is 
analogous to that of y  in the coupler, allowing the extinction ratio between the fibre 

polarisation modes to be simply expressed as R -  101og(l-g ). Thus the 2x2 Jones 
matrix describing the effect of the fibre loop takes the form

where P  = (p x+Py )/2 is the mean value of the propagation constants and 

A(j> = (px -py )L is the differential phase delay between the fibre polarisation modes in 
the ring.

Nevertheless, in a real hi-bi RR there is always polarisation cross-talk which may 
occur either in the coupler due to misalignment of the birefringence axes of the two

(7.6)

Cc
0

(7.7)
0

intensity loss coefficient g is assumed for the y -polarised mode (equally well it could

F = exp(-Oo + jpL )

0

0
(7.8)
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Figure 7.4 Highly birefringent optical fibre ring resonator. The cross-talk between the fibre 

polarisation modes is assumed to take place in the coupler, and is described by an equivalent 

misalignment angle a  between the birefringence axes of the two fibres.

fibres, or in the fibre ring due to intrinsic or extrinsic perturbations. Typical polarisation 
isolation ratios measured in hi-bi fibre couplers fabricated at the UCL laboratories were 
of the order of 25 dB. On the other hand, isolation ratios of the order of 35-40 dB are 
commonly met in short lengths (~ a few m) of state of the art hi-bi fibres, even under 
usual perturbations such as temperature drifts or small bends (e.g. when wrapping the 
fibre around a PZT tube). Therefore, the dominant source of cross-talk in a hi-bi RR is 
expected to be at the coupler (indeed this anticipation was experimentally confirmed as 
will be reported later in this chapter). The polarisation cross-talk in hi-bi fibre couplers 
is determined by a complex interdependence of various parameters such as axis 
misalignment angle, coupling period, fibre birefringence, polishing induced 
birefringence and polishing induced cross-talk (see § 2.1.4). However, it is the result 
rather than the physics of this interdependence which is of interest for the modelling of 
the hi-bi RR, therefore it is sufficient for the present needs to describe the cross-talk in 
the coupler by introducing an equivalent misalignment angle a  between the axes of the 
two fibres, as schematically shown in Fig. 7.4. It is emphasized that cc is not 
necessarily the physical misalignment angle between the two fibres in the coupler. The 
effect of this misalignment angle is described by the rotation matrix
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cosa -sina
A = (7.9)

sina cosa

and the isolation ratio in the coupler is expressed as Q = 20 log(tana).
Using the above formulation, the effect of cavity birefringence on a random SOP 

which starts its roundtrip from port 3 is expressed by the characteristic transfer matrix 
of the cavity

Parameter h expresses any anisotropic behaviour of the cavity owing to differential 
loss and/or differential coupling constant between the fibre polarisations. This 
important parameter will be henceforth referred to as the anisotropy parameter. In the 
absence of cavity anisotropy we have h =1. It is also instructive to express the 
anisotropy parameter in dB. In the case of differential attenuation in the fibre for 
instance, this value is hjB = 101og(l-g ), which is actually the extinction ratio between 
the fibre polarisation modes. Note that any combination of differential coupling 
constant and loss (either in the coupler or in the fibre), has the same effect on the 
characteristic matrix S, as long as it produces the same value of h.

All the necessary information concerning the ESOPs of the resonator can be 
derived from the characteristic transfer matrix S. The eigenvalues A1<2 of S are 
calculated as the roots of the quadratic equation

fh  sin a  expl -jcos a  expl j

V7T cosaexpUysin a  expl/

$ 1 1  s n  
S21 S22

(7.10)

where

(7.11)

(7.12)

det(S -XI ) = 0 (7.13)

where I  is the unit matrix of the second order, and can be expressed in exponential 
form as
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^1,2 = I * 1,2 ! exp{; [pL +^- +0if2)} (7.14)

The normalized eigenvectors V12 are calculated as [7]

- S\\X0

s n K

T
(7.15)

where N1>2 are normalization parameters and T denotes matrix transpose.
The significance of Xx 2  and V l 2  becomes apparent by recalling the fundamental 

property of eigenvectors

The physical meaning of Eq. (7.16) is that a SOP which is identical to one of the 
eigenvectors V1>2 remains unaffected after a roundtrip in the cavity, the only effect of 
the latter being in altering its complex amplitude (multiplication with X12). Thus, V 1 2  

are the two ESOPs of the resonator. Over a roundtrip in the cavity each ESOP Vi (i 
=1,2) suffers an effective attenuation which is expressed by IAJ < 1, and a phase delay

arg{Ai} = pL + n/2  + . Therefore, the first determines the finesse of the ESOP

while the second its resonant point which occurs for pL + n  /2 + = 2mn . The phase
separation between the resonant points of the two ESOPs is

A first conclusion can be drawn at this early stage of the analysis concerning the 
orthogonality of the ESOPs. If h = 1, it is easy to verify that matrix S is unitary and 
therefore V12 are orthogonal (i.e. their azimuth angles differ by n  /2 and their 
ellipticities are opposite, which mathematically is expressed as Vi+V’2  = 0 whereas f 
denotes matrix complex conjugate transpose). However, if differential coupling 

constant or loss is introduced in the cavity, in which case h * 1, then the ESOPs 

become non-orthogonal (Vi^Vz * 0). This property will be shown to be of great 
importance for the performance of the RR.

7.2.2 The Intensity Transmission

To derive the intensity transmission of the hi-bi RR of Fig. 7.4 let us consider 
the loop by loop evolution of the input Jones vector The Jones vectors at ports 3 
and 2 can be expressed as

S V  i >2 = Ai,2Vi,2 (7.16)

(7.17)
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E3 = (l + S  + S 2 + S 3 + ...)Ci£ i  = DC,E I (7.18)

E 2 — FE$ (7.19)

where matrix D now expresses the effect of multiple transitions in the cavity. On the 
other hand the power conservation in the coupler gives

(l-x )(|i? i|2 + |£ 2 l2) - ( r , -  + \E2y?) = |£ 3|2 + |£4|2 (7.20)

The normalized intensity transmission of the resonator T = \E4\2/ \E-fi can be derived 
from Eqs (7.18) - (7-20) by making use of the eigenvalues X1 2  and eigenvectors Vl 2  

of the characteristic matrix S. The details of this derivation are given in Appendix C and 
only the result is stated here:

t  = ( i-* ) - - (i-d2) ^ r  - 2^ f ( i < 7-21>
1-Ai| 1-^2

where * denotes complex conjugate. The weighting factors e1>2 express how the input 
SOP Ei is resolved on entering the cavity into the ESOPs Vj 2.

CtE i = e iV i+ e 2 V2  

and are calculated as

[ e i ,  e2 ]T = [ Vi  , V2 ]-'C,£ 
The rest of the parameters are defined as

12
7o

E il2

d\ = (l - # )(l - ?7|Vi},|2)exp(-2a0L) 

di = (l - # )(l - Tl\V2y\2 )exp(-2 cCoL)

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

(7.26)

d3 = (l - %) 1- 77
VlyV2y

v \v  2
exp{-2 <XoL)

_ = , (i-y)(i-g) 
'  ( i-» )

(7.27)

(7.28)
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Eq. (7.21) is completely general and applies to any combination of cross-talk, 
differential loss and differential coupling constant between the two fibre polarisation 
modes in the cavity. Although a first glance at the set of Eqs. (7.21)-(7.28) may 
discourage the derivation of any physical meaning, a closer examination can disclose 
the underlying physics. The first term of Eq. (7.21) is the constant throughput of the 
resonator in the absence of any resonance effects. The second and third terms describe 
the resonances created independently by each of the ESOPs (parameters d l 2  express 
the roundtrip loss of the two ESOPs). Note the weighting factors el and e2 appearing in 
the nominators of these two terms, expressing the level of excitation of each ESOP. 
However, some more attention must be paid on the last term of Eq. (7.21). This

correction term is proportional to v \ v 2 and thus it only comes into significance when

the ESOPs are non-orthogonal since otherwise v \ V 2 -  0. Its physical meaning is that 
in the presence of differential loss or coupling constant in the cavity (that is when the 
ESOPs become non-orthogonal) the transmission of the resonator cannot be expressed 
as a simple superposition of the resonances created by the two ESOP, and a cross-term 
-the last term of Eq. (7.21)- must also be taken into account. Note that this term is also 
proportional to e\e i, thus it still vanishes if only one ESOP is excited, irrespective of 
the orthogonality of the ESOPs.

Eq. (7.21) also allows the calculation of the resonance depth p  and finesse F of 
each ESOP. For this purpose let us consider the resonance produced only by ESOP i (i 
= 1 or 2), neglecting the effect of the other ESOP as well as of the last cross-term. In 
this case Eq. (7.21) can be rewritten by using the expression of the eigenvalue A* from 
Eq. (7.14) as

1

1 +

= (1 -%)- (7.29)

where

(7.30)

(7.31)
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Figure 7.5 Normalized intensity transmission of a hi-bi RR around the resonant point of an 

ESOP.

Note the eigenvalue argument p L + k 12 +9\ appearing in the sin function in Eq.
(7.29), which indicates that the resonant point of the eigenstate (minimum 

transmission) occurs at p L  - 2 mn -n l2 -0 \, as already predicted in the previous 
section. A typical intensity transmission described by Eq. (7.29) is plotted in Fig. 7.5. 
Referring to the notation of this figure, the resonance depth p x and finesse Fx are 
expressed by definition as

Pi =  r max - 7min (7 32)
^max

F; = ESB. = S .  (7.33)
A / {

where £ is the angle for which the transmission of Eq. (7.29) becomes

7* (£ ) = ^max + ^min (7.34)
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By noting that

Tmax = (1 - %)- J Tmin = ( l - %) - Mi

Eqs. (7.32) and (7.33) become

(7.35)

« ■ (TTii^ A h M ,  «■*>

F ' = ~ V 3 £

The expressions for the resonance depth and finesse can be simplified if the ESOP 

exhibits a high finesse (i.e. A\ »  1). In this case sin'*Y 1/(2 +A$ » 1 /A[ , f t  ~ 0 , 

MJA[ « 0 and Eqs. (7.36) and (7.37) yield

Pi = Afi = y >' ' '  (7.38)
1 - t i i D r

p  _ K jA {  _ 7rV| Aj| pj

2 1 -I Ail

In an isotropic resonator the finesse under resonant coupling constant (100% resonance 
depth) is given by [8]

F = P-&- (7.40)
1 - Kr

where Kr -  (l-))exp(-2a<?jL). There is obvious similarity between Eqs. (7.39) and
(7.40). Indeed, it is easy to confirm that in the absence of cavity anisotropy we have 

lAi I = Vx*(l-^exp(-2fl<?L ) which for k  = Kr =  ( l - ^ e x p ^ ) reduces to | A*| = Kr • 
Therefore Eq. (7.39) indeed yields in this special case the well-known result of Eq.
(7.40).

Having derived the analytical expression for the intensity transmission of the hi-bi 
RR, as well as the expressions for the finesse and resonance depth of each ESOP, we 
can now examine the performance of the interferometer under various combinations of 
cross-talk and cavity anisotropy.
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7.2.3 Hi-Bi RR with Perfect Polarisation Isolation

The case of an ideal hi-bi RR with zero misalignment angle a  is examined first 
Under this condition the characteristic matrix S  of Eq. (7.10) becomes diagonal and 
the eigenvalues X12 and ESOPs V l 2  are calculated from Eq. (7.14) and (7.15) as

X\ = A0 exp[/^y-j, A2 = hXQ exp|-y^y-) (7.41)

Vi = V2 = (7.42)

It is apparent that the ESOPs are identical to the fibre polarisation modes. This is the 
consequence of the fact that each fibre polarisation mode propagates independently in 
the cavity, thus producing its own resonance. Also, in the presence of differential loss 
or coupling constant (h * 1), the ESOPs exhibit different finesses as can be directly 
deduced from the different magnitudes of the eigenvalues. The phase separation 
between the resonant points of the two ESOPs is

e = | arg{Ai} - arg{A2}| = | A01 (7.43)

where it is reminded that A<p is the differential phase delay between the fibre 
polarisation modes in the ring.

An important aspect must be raised at this point. The differential phase delay A0 
is given by

A<)> = (px -py]L = f - 2 *  (7.44)
Lb

where Lb is the beatlength between the fibre polarisation modes. Modem hi-bi optical 
fibres exhibit a beatlength of Lb ~ 1 mm. On the other hand usual RRs have fibre ring 
lengths L  of the order of 1 m or more. This means that according to Eq. (7.44) A<j> is 
the result of thousands of beats between the two fibre polarisations. Therefore, minimal 
changes on the fibre birefringence, such as those produced by temperature variations, 
which cannot in principle affect the polarisation holding ability of hi-bi fibres, can have 
a drastic effect on A0 . This phenomenon is more pronounced in stress-induced 
birefringent fibres, such as those used in this work, since in this case the birefringence 
is produced by the differential contraction of the stress-inducing members. Indeed, 
measurements performed on York bow-tie fibres showed that a temperature variation of 
less than 1°C produces a variation on A(j) of more than 2n rad/m. Thus, this drift of 
A<f> with temperature accompanies the operation of any hi-bi RR and its role must
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always be taken into account on the performance of the interferometer. Eq. (7.43) 
shows that in the ideal RR under examination, the phase separation 9 between the two 
resonant points drifts linearly with the loop birefringence.

Substituting the expressions of Vl 2 from Eqs. (7.41) into the general intensity 
transmission of a hi-bi RR -Eq. (7.21)- gives

As intuitively should be expected, the transmission is the simple superposition of the 
resonance effects produced independently by the x  - and y -polarised fibre modes.

To illustrate the performance of such a resonator let us consider an example. The 
parameters of the RR of this example will be used throughout this chapter to provide a 
reference of comparison, and are listed as
- wavelength of operation :A = 633 nm
- fibre parameters : L = 1 m, loss: 8.5 dB/Km
- coupler parameters for the x fibre axis : kx = 0.97, yx = 0.03 (coupler loss: 0.13 dB) 
These values produce in an isotropic RR a finesse of F =100 and a resonance depth of 
p  = 0.97. The parameters for the y fibre axis (jcy, yyt g ) are allowed to vary 
according to the specific case examined, and so is the misalignment angle a. Note that 
no value for the fibre beat-length is used, since its effect is described by the differential 
phase delay A<p. The value of A0 is allowed to vary arbitrarily following any 
temperature drifts.

Fig. 7.6 illustrates the intensity transmission of the above hi-bi RR in the absence 
of polarisation cross-talk (a  = 0), for four different values of the anisotropy parameter 
h ^ . For simplicity only differential coupling constant in the coupler is considered, and 
the differential phase delay is fixed at the value A 0 = 180°. An input Jones vector

E  i=  [VI/2, 1/2] is assumed which corresponds to a linear SOP inclined to the x  
axis at 30°, in order to excite both the ESOPs. Curves (a) - (d) correspond respectively 
to Ky = 0.97(= k x), 0.87, 0.49 and 0.1, which when expressed in terms of the 
anisotropy parameter, give h d B = 0, -0.5, -3 and -10 dB (note that hdB actually 
expresses the polarisation selectivity of the coupler). For = 0 dB both ESOPs have

T  = (1 - 76) - ( 1 - * ) (7.45)

(7.46)

d\ = ( ! - % )  exp(-2 (XoL) (7.47)

d 2 = (1 - #) (1 - g ) exp(-2flkL) (7.48)
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Figure 7.6 Intensity transmission of a hi-bi RR with perfect isolation between the fibre 

polarisation modes (a  = 0) and differential coupling constant in the coupler, as a function of 

the mean phase delay in the Fibre loop (L =1 m, Fibre loss: 8.5 dB/Km, kx  = 0.97, y= 0.03).

the same finesse F\ = F2 = 100, and their resonance depths are pi = 0.75 and 
P2  = 0.25. However the presence of a polarisation selectivity in the coupler of just -0.5 
dB is seen to produce a considerable change on the resonance characteristics of ESOP 
2, the finesse and resonance depth of which now become F2 = 35 and P2 = 0.15. A 
further decrease of Ky to 0.49 (hdB = -3 dB) has a drastic effect on ESOP 2, which 
now exhibits F 2= 8.5 and p 2 = 0.04. Finally, for Ky = 0.1 (hdB = -10 dB) the 
resonance of ESOP 2 is almost degenerated showing a finesse and resonance depth of 
only F2 = 3.2 and P2 = 0.01. Indeed in the latter case the resonance of ESOP 2 can 
scarcely be distinguished. This drastic deterioration of the resonance characteristics 
arises from the critical dependence of a high quality resonance on the exact coupler 
tuning. On the other hand, the resonance characteristics of ESOP 1 are the same in all 
cases, which is due to the perfect decoupling of the fibre polarisation modes. The effect 
of varying A0 would be to simply vary by the same amount the phase separation 

between the two resonance dips. Thus at A0 = 180° the two resonances are equally 
spaced, while at A0 = 0° they are superimposed.
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Such a hi-bi RR meets almost all the specifications for polarisation drift free 
operation. A linear input SOP aligned with a fibre axis excites only one ESOP the level 
and finesse of which are independent of normal fibre perturbations (e.g. independent of 
the drift of A(j>), producing a stable single resonance dip. Nevertheless, any 
component on the orthogonal fibre axis at the input of the RR would also excite the 
second ESOP, producing an unwanted resonance. The separation between the two 
transmission dips would also drift linearly with A<j>. In this case the introduction of a 
small only anisotropy in the cavity was shown to be sufficient to suppress both the 
level and finesse of this unwanted resonance.

Nevertheless, the above response is only produced when the fibre polarisation 
modes are perfectly isolated. In a real hi-bi RR there is always a small but finite amount 
of polarisation cross-talk, which renders the above description nothing else but an 
idealization.

7.2.4 Hi-Bi RR with Polarisation Cross-Talk but no Cavity Anisotropy

To investigate the effect of polarisation cross-talk on the performance of a hi-bi 
RR, it is instructive to examine it first in the absence of any cavity anisotropy (i.e. no 
differential loss or coupling constant). The most general case which includes both 
effects is the subject of the last part of the theoretical analysis. A nonzero misalignment 
angle a  is therefore assumed, and also K=Kx =Ky t y = %= y t g = Q (hdB = 0 dB). 
For such a resonator the characteristic matrix S -Eq.(7.10)- is unitary, and the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated from Eqs. (7.14), (7.15) as

X\ = exp(/'#)

X2 = expf-yt?)

V l = T TN 1
1 ,

V 2 = N 2

cosa ex p(i m ) - ex p(/(a0/2 + #))

sina

cosa ex p(/'A0) - ex
sin a

(7.49a)

(7.49b)

(7.50a)

(7.50b)

where

cost? = cosa cosl
A(f>

(7.51)

Eqs (7.49) show that the two ESOPs exhibit the same finesse d X\ | = | A2 I), which 
is a direct consequence of the absence of cavity anisotropy. However, Eqs. (7.50)
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show that the ESOPs exhibit a rather complex dependence on both the fibre loop 
birefringence (A(f>) and misalignment angle a. To highlight this dependence, it is 
instructive to employ the Poincare1 sphere representation of Eqs. (7.50).

Fig. 7.7 illustrates the drift of the ESOPs with the differential phase delay A<f> 
for a given misalignment angle a. For A<p = 180° (note that the modulo 360° of the A0 
value is used) the ESOPs are two linear orthogonal SOPs inclined at an angle a  /2 to 
the fibre birefringence axes (points A  ̂ and A2 on the sphere). However as A0 
decreases, V x and V 2  exhibit a rather unexpected behaviour. They follow two 
orthogonal trajectories of constant latitude (azimuth angle), and for A</> = 0° they 
eventually reach the poles of the sphere (right and left circular SOPs). A further 
decrease of A(p to negative values makes the ESOPs continue their evolution around 
the sphere, until they finally exchange their initial positions (points A2 and Aj) 
for A0 = -180°. A change on A0 from -180° to 180° will repeat the above drift, and 
so on. During this drift the ESOPs remain always orthogonal (they always occupy anti- 
diametric positions on the sphere), which is the result of the unitary type of the

characteristic matrix S. Indeed, the orthogonality condition = 0 can be easily 
confirmed using the expressions for V lf V 2 from Eqs. (7.50). For a coupler 
polarisation isolation Q = 25 dB (misalignment angle a  = 3.22°), the positions of the 
ESOPs for various values of A(f> are also shown in Fig. 7.7. It is interesting to note 
that the drift takes place mainly for A(j> values close to 0°. Another point that must be 
stressed is that the described drift takes place for any nonzero misalignment angle. The 
effect of suppressing the value of a  is only to reduce the latitude of the circle over 
which the drift takes place. Only in the ideal case of a  = 0° the ESOPs remain fixed at 
points S and F.

The phase separation between the resonant points of the two ESOPs is 0 = 2| & |, 
where angle $  is given by Eq. (7.51). This separation is plotted in Fig. 7.8 as a 
function of A(j> for three different misalignment angles a  = 5.71, 3.22 and 1.8°, which 
correspond to coupler polarisation isolations Q = 20, 25 and 30 dB, respectively. In all 
three cases and as long as A0 is sufficiently far from zero the phase separation varies 
linearly with A0, as in the case of perfect polarisation isolation examined in the 
previous section. However, for A0 values close to 0° the separation deviates from this 
linear dependence and at A<p -  0° it attains a nonzero minimum value which is 
Qmin - 2 a . The interesting consequence of this behavior is that the phase separation 
never becomes zero, which means that the resonant points of the ESOPs never cross 
each other.

Let us investigate now how the above affect the intensity transmission of the 
resonator. In the absence of any anisotropic effect in the cavity, the general expression 
for the transmission of the resonator -Eq. (7.21)- reduces to
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Figure 7.8 Drift of the phase separation 6 between the resonant points of the ESOPs in a 

hi-bi RR under the presence of polarisation cross-talk but no anisotropy in the cavity. The drift 
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T  = (1 - 7) - (7.52)11-A1P Ww
where d =(1 -y)exp(-2aoL). This expression has the same form as in the case of 
perfect polarisation isolation, consisting of the simple superposition of the resonances 
created by each ESOP (actually it is a little simpler since now yQ = y  and d± = d2 = d). 
Let us consider the same hi-bi RR as in the previous example (L = 1 m, fibre loss: 8.5 
dB/Km, k  = 0.97, y  -  0.03), and a coupler isolation ratio Q = 25 dB (misalignment 
angle a  = 3.22°). To better highlight the effect of cross-talk, the input SOP is assumed

to be identical to a fibre polarisation mode, i.e. E\ = [1, 0]T.
The intensity transmission of this hi-bi RR is shown in Fig. 7.9 for four different 

values of the differential phase delay in the ring.
- For A(j> -  180°, Fig. 7.9(a), the input SOP excites primarily ESOP 1, and a minimal 
only resonance dip produced by ESOP 2 can scarcely be distinguished, separated from 
the major one by 180°. The modulation depths for the two ESOPs are Pi = 0.998 and 

p i = 8x1 O'4, respectively. For this value of A0 the ESOPs deviate only an angle a l l  
from the fibre polarisation modes. This explains the small excitation level of ESOP 2, 
and shows that the unwanted resonance dip is suppressed by an accurate axes 
alignment in the coupler.
- However as A0 decreases, the ESOPs start to deviate significantly from the fibre 
polarisation modes, and thus ESOP 2 is excited now to a more distinguishable level. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.9(b) which was obtained for A0 = 5°. The resonance levels 
have now changed to Pi = 0.81 and pi = 0.19, while their separation is 0 = 8.15° 
(note that this value is larger than that of A0).
- Eventually, when A0 attains the value of 0° the ESOPs become the right and left 
circular SOPs. The response in this case is plotted in Fig. 7.9(c), and consists of a pair 

of identical resonance dips (Pi = p2 = 0.5), separated by an angle 0 = 2a  = 6.44°. 
This apparent "splitting" of the resonance dip can be explained by recalling that a linear 
input SOP is equally resolved into two counterrevolving circular SOPs, while for 
A0 = 0° the two resonant points do not coincide but they are still separated by the angle
@min =
- Finally when A(p reduces further to negative values, it is ESOP 2 that becomes now 
primarily excited, producing the inverse response than that described so far. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 7.9(d) which was obtained for A(J> = -5°. The response is identical to 
that of Fig. 7.9(b) with the only difference that the levels of the ESOPs have been 
exchanged. This effect is easily assessed by referring to the Poincare’ sphere
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Figure 7.9 Intensity transmission of a hi-hi RR under the presence of polarisation cross-talk 

but no anisotropy in the cavity. The misalignment angle a  is 3.22° (Q = 25 dB) and the input 

SOP is linear along the x  fibre axis (L =1 m, fibre loss: 8.5 dB/Km, k =  0.97, y = 0.03).

representation of the ESOPs -Fig. 7.7- and note that for A(j> < 0° it is ESOP 2 which is 
closer to point S (input SOP).

Let us insist a little more on the case A0 = 0° for which the ESOPs become 
circular. This implies that at resonance, the power built-up in the cavity is produced by 
a circulating field which has equal field amplitudes on both fibre axes. Therefore, each 
resonance must be accompanied by a substantial power transfer between the two fibre 
polarisations. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7.10 which shows the power cross 
coupled to the y fibre axis at the output of the RR, assuming that only the x  fibre axis 
is excited at the input, as a function of finesse. The resonator is assumed to operate at 
resonance of either ESOP, and the differential phase delay is fixed at A0 = 0°. For 

extremely low values of finesse (F —» 2), for which the resonance effects are practically 
degenerated, the power cross-coupled to the y axis is determined by the polarisation 
isolation in the coupler. However, increasing the finesse has a drastic effect on this 
power, which is seen to increase linearly with F. Interestingly, the level saturates at 
~40% of the input power for sufficiendy high value finesse or bad coupler polarisation 
isolation.
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A0 = 0°. The level shown as a function of finesse is that of emerging the RR on the y fibre 

axis when only the x axis is excited at the input.

Clearly, such a hi-bi RR fails to meet any specifications for polarisation drift free 
operation. Enormous drift of the ESOPs as well as large power exchange between the 
fibre polarisation modes take place even for very small changes of the loop 
birefringence. A temperature variation of less than 1°C in a 1 m stress-induced 
birefringent fibre RR would be enough to make the ESOPs drift all around the 
Poincare’ sphere, producing the transmission drift illustrated in Fig. 7.9. Moreover, 
any system which needs to be locked at a resonance would even face signal fading 
since the two resonance dips never cross each-other and are alternatively suppressed 

whenever A 0 = ±180°. It is also stressed that increasing the polarisation isolation in the 
coupler cannot alter the above described drift mechanism which is always present 
unless the fibre polarisations are completely decoupled.

It is interesting to examine the limiting case a  0 in more detail. This condition 
affects the performance of the resonator in two ways: First, the drift of the ESOPs 

occurs mainly for A <j> * 0°. Second, the phase separation for A0 = 0° is 9 = 2a  —» 0. 
This means that the drift takes place only around a point at which the two resonant
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Figure 7.11 Intensity transmission for A0 = 0° of the same hi-bi RR as in Fig. 7.9 but for 

three different misalignment angles a  = 3.22,1 and 0.32°.

points almost coincide, and therefore the level of excitation of each ESOP becomes 
indifferent. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 7.11 which shows the intensity 

transmission at A<f> = 0° of the same hi-bi RR as in Fig. 7.9, but for three different 
misalignment angles a  = 3.22, 1 and 0.32°, which correspond to polarisation isolation 
values of Q = 25, 35 and 50 dB, respectively. In all three cases both the ESOPs are 
excited at equal levels; however, reducing the value of a  brings the two resonant dips 
more and more closer, until they eventually overlap (curve c) and the resonance 
splitting is not obvious any more. The condition for this action is that the phase 

separation 6  between the two resonant dips at A <p =0° must be much less than the 
linewidth of each resonance, which is expressed as

«  «  jjr (7.53)

However, it is stressed that even for an infinitesimal value of a  the drift of the ESOPs 
is still present, and thus there will always be distortion on the shape of the single 
resonance dip formed. Therefore, the exact value of a  implied by inequality (7.53) 
depends on the specifications of the RR application. To obtain some quantitative feeling 
of the required polarisation isolation in order to suppress the polarisation drift, let us
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assume that the required value of misalignment angle is a  < n  HOF , which is enough 
for the resonance splitting to be visually indistinguishable. For a finesse of F = 100 

this condition necessitates a  <0.18°, which corresponds to a polarisation isolation of

Q > 50 dB. Such high levels of polarisation isolation are hardly ever met even in short 
unperturbed lengths of state of the art hi-bi fibres, indicating that the polarisation drift 
cannot be practically suppressed, unless very modest finesse values are employed.

7.2.5 Hi-Bi RR with Large Misalignment Angle

It is of special interest to investigate the case of a very large misalignment angle 
a  » 90°. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 7.12, where the coupler effectively couples 
from the fast fibre axis to the slow, and vice versa. Such a coupler could be fabricated 
by polishing the two fibre along different axes. Alternatively, a similar effect would be 
produced by employing a 90° splice in the ring. The limiting case a  = 90° is again an 
idealization similar to that of absence of any misalignment, therefore let us assume that 
angle a  is nearly 90°. It is convenient in this case to introduce the complementary of 
the misalignment angle

a '  = 90° - a  (7.54)

which expresses the level of coupling to the unwanted fibre axis (as unwanted axis is 
now considered the same with the one light is initially launched on). The expressions 
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can easily be derived as a function of a ' by 
substituting Eq. (7.54) into Eqs. (7.49)-(7.51).

Fig. 7.13 illustrates the drift of the ESOPs of such a hi-bi RR with loop 

birefringence. Angle a ' is 3.22°. The drift is similar to that obtained for small 
misalignment angles (Fig. 7.7), with the only difference that it occurs around a circle 

the latitude of which is 90°- a '. For A (f> = 180° the ESOPs are linear deviating only an 

angle a  72 from the linear SOPs P and Q which are inclined at 45° to the fibre axes. 

For A0 = 0° they again become the right and left circular SOPs (R and L). The 
interesting feature of this behaviour is that a linear input SOP aligned with a fibre axis 
always excites the ESOPs at similar levels. This can be visualized by noting the 
distance between points S or F (fibre axes) and the drift curve on the Poincare’ sphere. 

In the ideal case of a ' = 0° the ESOPs become



I

Figure 7.12 Coupler with a misalignment angle a  nearly 90°. Light is effectively coupled 

from the slow to the fast axis, and vice versa. The coupling to the unwanted same axis is now 

described by the complementary of the misalignment angle, a'.

i.e. they are fixed at points P and Q and a linear input SOP along a fibre axis excites 
them at the same level.

The importance of this kind of polarisation drift becomes apparent by examining 
the phase separation 6  between the resonant points of the two ESOPs. This parameter 
is plotted in Fig. 7.14 as a function of the loop birefringence for three different values 

of angle a '. For A <j> = ±180° the resonant points are equally spaced, as in the case of 

small misalignment angle. However at A0 =0° their minimum separation is 

180°- 2 a ' , which means that the drift of 6  is very small. In the limiting case of 

a '  = 0° the phase separation is fixed at 0 = 180°. The physical explanation of this 
effect arises from the fact that light circulates in the ring alternatively on each fibre axis. 
This results in scrambling of the loop birefringence, in a manner analogous to the 
operation of spun low-birefringent fibres, thus leading to the resonator response 
loosing its sensitivity to birefringence variations.

Fig. 7.15 shows the intensity transmission of the same hi-bi RR examined in the 

previous section but for an angle a ' = 3.22°. The differential phase delay in the ring is

A0 = 0° and the input Jones vector E\ -  [1, 0]T, thus the response should be compared 
to that of Fig. 7.9(c). Both ESOPs are still excited at the same level p\ -  p i  = 0.5, 
however the two resonances are almost equally spaced (0 = 173.56°). The response
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Figure 7.15 Intensity transmission of the same hi-bi RR as in Fig. 7.9 but with a large 

misalignment angle (a  '= 3.22°). The input SOP is linear along the x fibre axis and the 

differential phase delay in the ring is &<f> = 0°.

shows a minimal only drift with A(f> . For A(j> = 180° resonance depths become 
pi = 0.53, pi = 0.47 and the phase separation only changes to 0 -  180°.

It is remarkable that an undesirable effect such as that of a misalignment angle in 
the coupler, which in principle creates enormous polarisation drift, can be actually used 
to suppress the polarisation drift in a hi-bi RR. The presence of a large misalignment 
angle, ideally 90°, can be a useful tool in suppressing the drift of both the depths and 
separation of the resonance dips. However, the price to pay for this action is that two 
resonances are produced over the free spectral range of the resonator.

7.2.6 Hi-Bi RR with Polarisation Cross-Talk and Cavity Anisotropy

Let us examine now the more general case in which both polarisation cross-talk 

and anisotropy are present in the cavity. A first consequence of the conditions a  * 0, 

hdB *  0 dB is that the characteristic matrix S of Eq. (7.10) produces non-orthogonal 

eigenvectors (Vi^V2^ 0). Eqs (7.14) and (7.15) are still used to calculate the
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eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S, however no short expressions for Xl 2  and V1>2can 
be obtained this time, thus the discussion will be mainly based on numerical results.

The effect of cavity anisotropy on the drift of the ESOPs is illustrated in Fig. 
7.16. It depicts on the Poincare' sphere the evolution of the ESOPs as a function of 
A0 for various values of the anisotropy parameter hdB. The misalignment angle is 
a  = 3.22° (Q = 25 dB).
- For hdB = 0 dB (curves a) the situation is as described in the previous sections, with 
the ESOPs drifting around a circle that passes from the poles, and exchanging positions 
on the sphere every 360° variation on A0.
- The presence of a very small anisotropy such as that of hdB -  ”0-5 dB (curves b) does 
not drastically affect the above behaviour. For A (f> = 180° the ESOPs are linear SOPs 

inclined at an angle slightly larger than a /2  to the fibre axes, and for A0 = -180° they 
again exchange their initial positions on the sphere. However, their trajectories do not 
pass from the poles any more showing the trend to bend towards the equator (SOPs of 
smaller ellipticity). The loss of orthogonality between the ESOPs can clearly be seen as 
the trajectories are inclined on the same side of the sphere.
- Nevertheless, increasing further the cavity anisotropy produces a completely different 
response. Curves (c), (d) and (e) correspond to anisotropy parameters hdB = -1 dB , -3, 
and -10 dB, respectively. The trajectories of the ESOPs now become closed loops of 
reducing size, located in the vicinity of the fibre axes. Over a 360° change of A0 the 
ESOPs return back to the same point. It is remarkable that only a moderate cavity 
anisotropy is sufficient for confine the drift to a small area close to the fibre axes. This 
is better shown for hdB = -10 dB in which case the drift of the ESOPs can hardly be 
distinguished.

- Eventually in the limiting case hdB = -°° dB, which for instance corresponds to an 
ideal in loop polariser or polarisation selective coupler, the ESOPs become independent 
of A0 and are calculated as

Eq. (7.56) shows that ESOP 1 is a fixed linear SOP inclined at an angle a  to the x 
fibre axis, while ESOP 2 is identical to the y fibre axis (the two positions are depicted 
by dots in Fig. 7.16). Note that even in this limiting case the ESOPs remain non-

V\ = [cosa  , sina]T V2 = [ 0 , 1]T (7.56)

while the eigenvectors are

X\ = cosaA0expu (7.57)
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Figure 7.16 Poincare' sphere representation of the drift of the ESOPs in a hi-bi RR under 

the presence of both polarisation cross-talk and cavity anisotropy. The drift is shown as a 

function of the differential phase delay in the fibre ring for a misalignment angle a  = 3.22°

(Q = 25 dB). Curves (a) - (e) correspond to anisotropy parameters hjg = 0, -0.5, -1,-3 and -10

dB, respectively. Note that in the first two cases the ESOPs drift around the sphere, while in 

the rest three around closed loops of reducing size. In the limiting case of h^B -  the ESOPs 

become fixed and are depicted by two dots, one close to the x  axis and the other on the y axis 

(point F).

orthogonal. The zero value of 7^ in Eq. (7.57) expresses the fact that ESOP 2 is 
degenerated producing no resonance effects.

The presence of cavity anisotropy also affects the magnitudes and arguments of 
the eigenvalues Xx 2- The ESOPs generally exhibit different finesse which is moreover 
found to drift with A0. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7.17 which shows the finesse 
drift with loop birefringence for various values of the anisotropy parameter hdB . The 
same RR as in the previous sections is considered (L = lm, fibre loss: 8.5 dB/Km, kx
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= 0.97, yx -  0.03, a  = 3.22°), which in the absence of cavity anisotropy produces a 
finesse of 100 for both ESOPs.
- For positive values of A(f> and as long as this parameter is sufficiently far from 0°, 
each ESOP exhibits a relatively stable finesse. F 1 is slightly less than the value of 100, 
while F2  suffers a drastic deterioration which ranges with the value of hdB . This 
behaviour is similar to that met in the absence of polarisation cross-talk (§ 7.2.3), and 
is easily explained by recalling that for these values of A(j> the ESOPs are very close to 
the fibre axes, thus the effect of cavity anisotropy is reflected primarily on ESOP 2.
- However, for A0 values close to zero the finesse exhibits some interesting features. 
The finesse of ESOP 1 shows a rather abrupt deterioration, while that of ESOP 2 tends 
to increase. This effect is especially pronounced for small levels of cavity anisotropy 
and is suppressed with increasing I I .  It is interesting that for hdB = -1 dB the finesse 
values even become comparable (Fx = 41, F2 = 31). This somewhat unexpected 
behaviour can be explained by recalling again the Poincare' sphere of Fig. 7.16 and 
noting this time that for A(j> values around 0° the ESOPs deviate significantly from the 
fibre axes. Therefore, any change on the loss or coupling constant for the y  fibre axis 
affects both the ESOPs. Note that especially for hdB = -1 dB the ESOPs move very 
close to each other explaining the low finesse possessed by both. As the level of cavity 
anisotropy increases, the drift of the ESOPs is eliminated, and so is the variation of 

finesse. For h = -10 dB the variation of Fj is suppressed to only ±3.5% around the 
mean value of 94, while F2  remains always fixed at a value as small as 3.2.
- Of particular interest is the finesse drift under very small levels of cavity anisotropy, 
for which the ESOPs still drift around the sphere. This case is shown in Fig. 7.17 for 
hdB = -0.5 dB. For A(j> = 0° both ESOPs exhibit the same finesse (F 1 = F2 = 52), 
which is due to the fact that they are equally spaced from the fibre axes. However, as 
A0  attains negative values (i.e. the x fibre mode lags in phase) each ESOP approaches 
the opposite fibre axis, and therefore their finesse values are interchanged (note that the 
finesse curves cross each other at A(j> = 0°). In all the other cases shown, the drift 
occurs on closed trajectories and the finesse curves are symmetrical to the point 
A0 = 0° .

In the limiting case hds  = -°° dB the ESOPs become fixed and the finesse drift 
vanishes. In this case ESOP 1 exhibits a constant finesse of Fl = 95, while no finesse 
value can be assigned to the degenerated ESOP 2 ( ^  = 0). Note that since ESOP 1 is 
inclined at an angle a  to the x  fibre axis, it is still affected by the infinite cavity 
anisotropy, producing a finesse value which is smaller than 100. This effect is 
expressed by the cosa factor appearing in IAjI of Eq. (7.57), indicating that the 
polarisation cross-talk acts as an additional loss mechanism.
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Figure 7.17 Finesse drift in a hi-bi RR under the presence of both polarisation cross-talk 

and cavity anisotropy. The finesse of each ESOP is plotted as a function of the differential 

phase delay A0 in the fibre ring, for various levels of cavity anisotropy. Note that in the case 
of hjft = -0.5 dB the finesse curves of the two ESOPs cross each other for A<p = 0°.
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Figure 7.18 Drift of the phase separation 6 between the resonant points of the ESOPs in a hi-bi 

RR under the presence of both polarisation cross-talk and cavity anisotropy. The drift is plotted as a 

function of the differential phase delay A(f> in the fibre ring, for various levels of cavity anisotropy. The 

minimum phase separation decreases with \h^  I until it eventually becomes zero.
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The dependence of the resonant point phase separation 6  on A0 is shown in 
Fig.7.18 for various values of the anisotropy parameter hdB . Once again 0 varies 
linearly with A(j> as long as the latter is far from 0°. In the region around 0° the drift of 
6  still deviates from this linear dependence, however the deviation is seen now to 
reduce with the level of cavity anisotropy. Interestingly, beyond a value of hdB, which 
for a  =3.22° used in the example is — 1 dB, the nonzero phase separation vanishes, 
which means that the resonance "splitting" for A0 =0° does not occur any more. Note 
however, that even in this case the drift of 0 with A0 is not exactly linear around the 

point A0 = 0°.
Summarizing the above results, the introduction of anisotropy in the cavity has 

two valuable consequences upon the response of the resonator. First, it eliminates the 
drift of the ESOPs, and second it suppresses the finesse of one of them. It is important 
that only a moderate cavity anisotropy is needed to produce these effects at pronounced 
levels. For a polarisation isolation of Q = 25 dB, an anisotropy parameter of -10 dB 
would be enough to greatly suppress the polarisation drift. Such an anisotropy 
parameter could be produced for instance by an in-line polariser of just 10 dB extinction 
ratio, or by a polarisation selective coupler of 10 dB selectivity. However, it is stressed 
that the variation of the resonance characteristics of the ESOPs although drastically 
reduced is still present, therefore the exact level of cavity anisotropy needed to suppress 
the polarisation drift depends on the application specifications. The effect of different 
levels of polarisation cross-talk is only that it necessitates a different value of h ^  to 
produce a given drift suppression. It is again underlined that any combination of 
differential coupler or loss (either in the coupler or the fibre loop) suppresses the drift in 
the same way, as long as it produces the same value of anisotropy parameter h given 
by Eq. (7.12).

Usual hi-bi fibre couplers readily exhibit a differential coupling constant of the 
order of a few % (see § 2.1.4). This corresponds to anisotropy parameter values of the 
order of | hdB\ <0.1 dB. Such small values of IhdB I hardly affect the polarisation drift, 
thus the performance of real RRs should be similar to the case examined in the previous 
section, with the only difference that the ESOPs may exhibit slightly different finesse.

Let us now examine the effect of cavity anisotropy on the transmission 

characteristics of the resonator. As V 1W 2 * 0, no simplification is allowed in the 
general expression for the intensity transmission and the whole Eq. (7.21) must be 
used. Although the properties of the ESOPs depend only on the value of the anisotropy 
parameter irrespective of its origin, the exact intensity transmission of the resonator 
generally depends on whether the anisotropy is generated by differential coupling 
constant or loss and also on whether the loss occurs in the coupler or in the fibre ring. 
This dependence arises from the fact that parameters e12, J0 and d1>2,3 are influenced
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by the type of cavity anisotropy used, as it can be seen from their definition Eqs. (7.23) 
- (7.27). It is worth discussing this dependence in a little more detail.

The first term of Eq. (7.58) represents the transmission throughput of the 
resonator in the absence of resonance effects, and is affected only by the presence of 
differential loss in the coupler. In this case the coupler acts as an input polariser which 
reduces the overall transmission level of the resonator depending on the level of the y 
component of the input Jones vector. However, this action does not affect the rest of 
the transmission properties of the RR, and therefore lacks of any practical significance.

The resonance characteristics are produced by the remaining three terms, namely 
the resonances of ESOPs 1 and 2 as well as the non-orthogonality term (called NO 
term henceforth for short). The type of cavity anisotropy can only affect the levels of 
these terms, that is the resonance depths of the two ESOPs as well as the magnitude of 
the NO term. To better evaluate this effect we will restrict ourselves to cases of 
significant values of the anisotropy parameter, which in fact are of practical interest. 
Under this condition the ESOPs lie close to the fibre axes and the cavity anisotropy 
affects (and thus suppresses) primarily ESOP 2, leaving ESOP 1 almost unaffected. 
Such a RR should use an input SOP similar to the x  -polarised fibre mode, which 
would excite the unwanted ESOP 2 only at a minimal level.

Each of the last three terms of Eq. (7.58) is proportional to a factor (1-dj), i = 1-3 
which expresses the roundtrip loss of each ESOP (in the case of the NO term it 
expresses the roundtrip loss of the y fibre axis weighted to the non-orthogonality level 
of the ESOPs). This means that a differential loss either in the coupler or in the fibre 
ring tends to produce larger terms (i.e. resonance depths) than a differential coupling 
constant of the same level. This effect is small for ESOP 1 since its roundtrip loss is 
primarily determined by the loss of the x  fibre axis, however can be quite large for the 
suppressed ESOP 2 which mainly experiences the cavity anisotropy. For instance, in a 
high finesse RR and in the absence of differential loss, parameter (1 -d2) is close to 
zero, while in the presence of significant differential loss it approaches unity.

The levels of these last three terms of Eq. (7.58) are also dependent on the 
excitation levels e1 and e2 of the two ESOPs. Comparing the cases of differential loss 
in the coupler with that in the fibre ring, the former offers the advantage that it polarises 
the input SOP on entering the cavity along the x  fibre axis, and thus reduces the 
excitation level e2 of ESOP 2, suppressing both its resonance depth as well as the level 
of the NO term. However, this advantage becomes significant only when the input SOP 
largely deviates from the x  -polarised fibre mode. On the other hand, the advantage 
possessed by the differential coupling constant to produce a smaller resonance depth for 
ESOP 2 and suppress the NO term is eliminated or even reversed if the input SOP 
deviates significantly from the x -polarised fibre axis. This is due to the fact that the y
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component of the input Jones vector experiences a small only coupling constant, and 
therefore its biggest part is injected into the cavity increasing the excitation level e2 of 
ESOP 2.

This discussion shows that the detailed way a type of cavity anisotropy affects the 
exact transmission properties of the RR is a rather complicated function of the value of 
the anisotropy parameter and input SOP. Moreover, for small values of anisotropy 
parameter the effect becomes also dependent on A(j> since the drift of the ESOPs is still 
large. Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that the differences between the three 
kinds of cavity anisotropy are small when compared with the vast suppression of the 
resonance characteristics of ESOP 2. Finally, when considering the combined effect of 
differential loss and differential coupling with view to reduce the polarisation drift, the 
main consideration is to ensure that the coupling constant and loss of ESOP 2 are not 
matched thus leading to optimized finesse and resonance depth. In fact, to avoid this 
effect it is preferable to employ either of the differential loss or coupling constant.

Let us consider now again the example of the hi-bi RR used so far, and examine 
its intensity transmission for three different values of the anisotropy parameter hdB = 0, 
-0.5 and -10 dB. Fig. 7.19 shows this transmission for a differential phase delay in the 
fibre ring A<f> = 0° which produces the maximum drift of the ESOPs, and an input SOP 
aligned with the x  fibre axis. For simplicity the anisotropy is assumed to be produced 
by differential loss in the fibre ring.

The case of hdB = 0 dB is the same with that examined in the previous section, 
see Fig. 3.9, and the familiar resonance splitting can be observed (Fi = F2  = 100, 
0 = 6.44°, pi = p 2  = 0.5). For hdB = -0.5 dB no significant suppression of this effect 
is seen, with the resonance splitting still being present. The difference is only on that 
the phase separation between the two resonances becomes smaller (0 = 5.52°), the 
finesses of the ESOPs are degraded (F\ -  F2 = 52), and the resonance depths are 
somewhat increased (Pi = p 2 = 0.53). Note that the summation of the resonance depths 
yields a value larger than one, which is due to the loss of orthogonality between the two 
ESOPs. As already predicted, such a level of cavity anisotropy is insignificant for 
suppressing the polarisation drift.

However, a dramatic improvement is achieved for hdB -  -10 dB. The response in 
this case consists of virtually one resonance dip (that of ESOP 1) which exhibits high 
finesse and large modulation depth (Fl = 96, Pi = 0.997). ESOP 2 resonates at the 
same point (0 = 0°) but its resonance characteristics are vastly deteriorated exhibiting a 

finesse of only F2 = 3.2 and a resonance depth p2 = 3X10-4 (-35 dB in compare to the 
main resonance). Over a 360° variation in A0 the response remains remarkably stable, 

with the finesse and resonance depth of ESOP 1 varying only ±3.5% and 0.1%,
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Figure 7.19 Intensity transmission of a hi-hi RR under the presence of polarisation cross

talk for different levels of cavity anisotropy. The type of anisotropy is differential loss in the 

fibre, the misalignment angle a  is 3.22° (Q = 25 dB) and the input SOP is linear along the x 

fibre axis (L =1 m, fibre loss: 8.5 dB/Km, x: = 0.97, y=  0.03, g = 0.9).
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respectively, while the finesse of ESOP 2 remains always fixed at 3.2 and its resonance 

depth is kept less than the above value of 3x10*4.
A suppression of the polarisation drift like the one shown in Fig. 7.19(c) would

practically solve the polarisation problem for most resonator applications. However,
little attention has been paid until now on the role of the NO term of Eq. (7.58). This
term is plotted in isolation in Fig. 7.20, with plots (a) and (b) corresponding to the
same conditions as in Fig. 7.19(b) and (c). The level of the NO term is in both cases
negligible away from the resonant points of the ESOPs. This is due to this term being

*
inversely proportional to the product (1-Ai XI-A2 ), which reduces drastically only at 
resonance. However at each resonant point a sharp increase takes place, which is 
almost one order of magnitude larger for hdB = -0.5 dB. The large difference can be 
explained by recalling that the NO term is proportional to the product e fe^, as well as 
to the level of non-orthogonality of the ESOPs V ^V 2. For hdB = -0.5 dB both ESOPs 
are excited at the same level, and thus the product ^1 * ^ 2  maximized. On the other 
hand, the level of orthogonality V ^V 2 a ŝo larger as it can be even visually deduced 
from the positions of the ESOPs on the Poincare' sphere of Fig. 7.16. Note also that 
for this value of hdB two peaks occur since the resonant points of the two ESOPs are 
still separated.

The practical significance of the NO term lies in that it superimposes on the 
intensity transmission produced by the independent terms of the two ESOPs (second 
and third terms in Eq. (7.58)). Therefore, its sharp variation around a resonant point 
distorts the shape of the transmission dip, affecting also the exact values of resonance 
depth and resonant point. This effect is noted in Fig. 7.19(b), in which although the 
two resonance dips are still sufficiently separated, the resonance splitting is not clear, 
giving the impression of a single smoothed dip. Considering the effect of the NO part 
shown in Fig. 7.20(a), the distorted shape of the resonance dips can now be explained. 
However, the effect of the NO term is so much pronounced in this case due to the very 
small value of the anisotropy parameter used (hdB = -0.5 dB).

For larger levels of cavity anisotropy the level of the NO is very small, as can be 
seen in Fig. 20(b)-(d) which plot this term for hdB = -10 dB at three different values of 
loop birefringence. Note that in (c) and (d) the NO term exhibits two peaks of different 
levels, which is due to the suppression of the resonance characteristics of ESOP 2. It is 
also noticeable that the NO term can even change sign, as can be seen in (c). However, 
the NO term is now always kept to a level smaller than 0.015 and thus its effect on the 
intensity transmission of the resonator, Fig. 7.19(c), could not be visually 
distinguished. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that in spite of its small magnitude, its 
sharp variation around the resonant point could still affect the performance of highly
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Figure 7.20 Non-orthogonality term of the transmission of the RR shown in Fig. 7.19. 

Cases (a) and (b) correspond to Fig. 7.19(b) and (c). Cases (b)-(d) show the effect of varying A0 
when hffi = -10 dB.

sensitive sensor applications. This effect will be discussed in more detail in section 7.4 
which examines the effect of polarisation drift on gyroscope applications.

In principle, the level of the NO term can be suppressed by increasing the cavity 
anisotropy and/or the polarisation isolation, which both reduce the level of non
orthogonality between the ESOPs. Also, it could be further suppressed or even vanish, 
by exciting only ESOP 1. However, this possibility could not be used in practice since 
hi-bi RRs are restricted to operate only with linear input SOPs aligned with the fibre 
axes.

In the limiting case of hdB = -°° dB, substituting the expressions for the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Eqs. (7.56) and (7.57) into Eq. (7.58) yields

T = ( l-* ) - - (1 -d)\e2 \2  - 2sina (1 -d)!Rs
j 1-AiI

^ 2 }
— T (7.58)
.-X\ I
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where now d = (l - $)(1 - g )exp(-2a j-)  . In this case the intensity transmission of 
the RR becomes independent of the loop birefringence A0, while ESOP 2 is 
degenerated and produces no resonance at all (see the constant third term in the above 
expression). However, as the ESOPs still remain non-orthogonal (V ^V 2 = sin a ), the 
NO term does not vanish. The transmission distortion due to the NO term is therefore 
the price to pay for the polarisation stabilization of the resonator, and it can only be 
further suppressed by a better polarisation isolation in the cavity.

7.3 Experimental Investigation of Highly-Birefringent Optical Fibre
Ring Resonators.

The experimental investigation of polarisation effects was carried out on three 
resonators made of York Bow-Tie polarisation maintaining fibre. The fibre was single
mode at X = 633 nm, had a beat-length Lb = 1 mm and a loss of 8.5 dB/Km. The 
resonators were fabricated by polishing the fibre along the slow axis, and had lengths 
1, 3 and 4.15 m. Their maximum demonstrated finesse was 600, 250 and 180, 
respectively. Note that the highest finesse value implies a coupler loss as low as 0.016 
dB. Observations were also done on hi-bi RRs operating at X = 0.83 and 1.3 pm. 
These RRs exhibited the same basic polarisation properties, and thus the study was 
restricted only to those fabricated at X = 633 nm.

The experimental arrangement used to test the resonators is schematically shown 
in Fig. 7.21. Light from a stabilized single-longitudinal-mode He-Ne laser was first 
passed through a 50 dB crystal polariser (P), and the orientation of the linear SOP 
produced was adjusted at the input of the RR by means of a rotatable half-wave plate. 
The output of the RR was collimated and then detected by a Si photodetector. An 
optional 50 dB polariser was also used at the output whenever it was required to 
monitor the transmission on each fibre axis. A piezoelectric phase modulator was 
inserted in the ring and was driven by a triangular voltage to linearly ramp the phase 
delay, while both the driving signal and the intensity transmission of the RR were 
displayed on a storage scope. To suppress the drift of the fibre loop phase delay due to 
ambient temperature variations, the RR was shielded by putting it in a thermally isolated 
box. Whenever it was required to control the differential phase delay between the fibre 
modes in the ring, the temperature inside the box was varied by means of heating or 
cooling elements.

A special precaution was taken concerning the frequency of the triangular signal 
applied on the phase modulator. This frequency was kept at very low levels (only a few 
tens of Hz) in order to suppress the features of both the dynamic response of the RR
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and the nonlinear response of the phase modulator, according to the discussion made in 
the previous chapter. Also, the launched power was kept at low levels (< 100 |iW) in 
order to avoid at resonance the onset of nonlinear effects, mainly of Stimulated 
Brillouin Scattering, which can affect the resonance characteristics of the interferometer
[9].

The orientation of the fibre axes at the input of the RR was traced by following 
either of two methods. The first was to employ a low coherence source and follow the 
procedure described in chapter 3 for testing hi-bi polished blocks. In this case the X /2 
plate was removed and a second polariser was placed at the output. Briefly, the two 
polarisers were iteratively adjusted until the transmission of the resonator was 
minimized, which corresponded to the case of the two polarisers being cross-aligned 
with the fibre axes. Using this method it was possible to align the input linear SOP with 
a fibre axis to an accuracy of less that 1°, which corresponds to a light level on the 
unwanted fibre axis of less than -35 dB.

The second method offers the advantage of requiring neither a second source nor 
any modification of the experimental arrangement of Fig. 7.21. The method relies on 
thermally modulating the differential phase delay between the fibre modes in the input 
fibre lead. If the input SOP is not aligned with a fibre axis, the modulation affects the 
exact SOP entering the RR, and therefore produces a variation on the resonance depths 
in the intensity transmission of the RR. This variation is minimized, ideally it vanishes, 
when light is launched only on a fibre axis. This method requires the resonator cavity to 
be well thermally isolated since any temperature variation on it may also affect the 
ESOPs and produce spurious resonance depth variations. The accuracy of the method 
in finding the orientation of the fibre axes was typically of the order of 1-2°, being 
limited by the effect of residual polarisation coupling in the input fibre lead. Although 
inferior when compared to the former approach, this simple method was still accurate 
enough for most cases examined.

The identification of the slow and fast axes was done in two ways. The first was 
to simply observe the scattered light from the coupler through a large area polariser 
(note that the fibre was aligned with the slow axis perpendicular to the polished 
surface). The second took advantage of the fact that the specific type of fibre used 
(York Bow-Tie) produced a slightly elliptical far-field pattern, the major axis of which 
was independent of the propagating SOP. This is attributed to the lack of circular 
symmetry in the fibre. Direct observation of the fibre endface under a microscope 
revealed that the major axis of the far-field pattern ellipse was along the slow fibre axis. 
Therefore, a glance at the far-field pattern of the resonator output could unambiguously 
identify the two fibre axes. Passing the emerging light through a rotatable polariser 
indicated which axis the light was launched on.
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Figure 7.21 Experim ental arrangement for testing hi-bi RRs (P: polariser, M 01,2: 

microscope objectives, D: detector). An optional polariser was also used after M 02  when 

monitoring of the transmission on each fibre axis was required.

Figure 7.22 Photograph o f a hi-bi RR. The optical fibre coupler and the PZT-tube with the 

fibre winding which form the phase modulator can be clearly distinguished. The RR is 

accommodated in a thermally isolated box and is locked on resonance. The fibre loop can be 

clearly seen glowing, demonstrating the build-up of large circulating power.
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A photograph of the 4.15 m RR locked on resonance is shown in Fig. 7.22. The 
resonator loop can be clearly seen glowing, demonstrating the build-up of large 
circulating power. The optical fibre coupler accommodated in its jig, as well as the PZT 
tube with the fibre winding which form the phase modulator can also be distinguished. 
The resonator was locked on resonance by controlling the ring phase delay using a 
feedback control system [10].

7.3.1 Polarisation Coupling Regions in Hi-Bi RRs

The theoretical analysis of the hi-bi RR was based on the assumption that the 
polarisation cross-talk occurs mainly in the coupler. Although this appears to be a 
reasonable assumption , it was interesting to experimentally check its validity. For this 
puipose a technique was employed which was capable of determining any polarisation 
coupling regions in the RR with a resolution of a few cm. The so called optical 
coherence domain reflectometry technique used, had been developed at the UCL fibre 
optics laboratory prior to this work [11], and relies on coherence matching of two 
broadband signals which have travelled different optical paths. The experimental 
arrangement, as was modified to fit the specific application, is schematically shown in 
Fig. 7.23.

The He-Ne laser was replaced by a low coherence laser diode operating below 
threshold, and the linear SOP produced by the input polariser (PI) was launched on a 
fibre axis. The output was passed through a second polariser (P2) inclined at 45° to the 
fibre axes, and was fed in a Michelson interferometer. For this incoherent input the RR 
produced no resonance effects at all, simply acting as a recirculating delay line. The 
principle of operation is summarized as follows. Light coupled to the orthogonal fibre 
axis at a point in the cavity can either reach at the output after a number of circulations 
in the ring, or couple back to the initial axis at a next coupling point. In both cases, on 
emerging the RR this light component has travelled a different optical path than light 
which has propagated only on the launched fibre axis. The differential optical path 
depends on the location of the coupling points, as well as on the number of transitions 
each component has made in the ring. If now this difference is longer than the 
coherence length of the source, no interference between the two components takes place 
when they are mixed by the 45° output polariser. The role of the Michelson 
interferometer is to retrieve the phase difference information of these components. By 
varying the length of one of its arms (M2), interference signal is produced only when 
the induced optical path difference equals that possessed by the two light components 
(within the coherence length of the source). Therefore, the translation adjustment 
needed to produce interference signal can be used to determine the location of
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polarisation coupling in the RR, by noting that a differential optical path d in the fibre 
is produced by a fibre length

To facilitate signal recovery the system was heterodyned by modulating the optical path 
of the other interferometer arm. This was done by fixing its mirror (Ml) on a PZT plate 
driven at at a reference frequency f Q. The output of the Michelson interferometer was 
monitored on a spectrum analyser.

The system was first calibrated using only the laser diode and the Michelson 
interferometer to determine the position of any laser lines. Then, it was tested using a 
single strand of hi-bi fibre, similar to that used to fabricate the RR, which was pressed 
at various points in order to induce polarisation cross-talk. The resolution in 
determining the location of the cross-talk points was found to be 11 cm. Finally, the 1 
m RR was set as shown in Fig. 7.23 and the coupling regions were investigated by 
varying the path imbalance of the Michelson interferometer and monitoring the 
interference signal produced.

Fig. 7.24 shows the peak level of this signal, which is given as a function of the 
fibre length equivalent of the path imbalance, as calculated from Eq. (7.59). If the main 
source of polarisation cross-talk was in the coupler, then interference signal should be 
observed primarily for fibre lengths nL + mL0, where L and L0 are respectively the 
fibre lengths of the ring and the output tail (L = 100 cm, L0  = 30 cm), n is integer and 
m = 0 or 1. The case m = 1 corresponds to cross-coupled light emerging the RR on the 
orthogonal fibre axis, while that of m = 0 to cross-coupled light which has coupled 
back to the initial axis. Indeed, all but the 8th signal peaks of Fig. 7.24 nicely fit to this 
assumption. This individual peak could be attributed to a spurious laser line being 
formed by end-reflections into the laser by the RR input. Also note that the terms 
(n = 1, m =0) and (n = 4, m =1) are absent, probably because they were below the 
system noise floor level (-110 dBm). Therefore, we can conclude that the polarisation 
cross-talk occurs mainly in the coupler, and that cross-talk in the fibre ring and the PZT 
windings were not apparent in the experiment.

7.3.2 Transmission Characteristics

The 1 m hi-bi RR was set as in Fig. 7.23 and the input linear SOP was aligned 
with the slow fibre axis. The differential phase delay in the ring was initially kept at 

A0 « 180° and the coupler was tuned to optimize the finesse, producing the response 
shown in Fig. 7.25(a). The intensity transmission can be seen to consist of a major
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resonance dip, and a minor notch can barely be discerned, separated from the first dip 
by approximately half of the free spectral range. The level of this second resonance is 
very low (less than -25 dB) indicating good polarisation isolation in the coupler, and 
showing that for this value of A<p the ESOPs of the resonator are very close to the fibre 
axes. The finesse and resonance depth of the major resonance were measured as 
F = 120 and p = 0.97. For the same coupler adjustment, when the input SOP was 
rotated 90° (i.e launch on the fast axis), the relative levels of the two ESOPs were 
exchanged. However, the finesse and resonance depth of the new major resonance 
were now measured as F =115 and p = 0.91, revealing the existence of a small 
differential coupling constant and/or loss between the two fibre polarisation modes.

For light launched on the slow fibre axis, the temperature of the cavity was varied 
in order to investigate the effect of the loop birefringence. Fig. 7.25(b) shows the 
intensity transmission when a thermal drift caused the two resonance dips to approach 
each other. The depth of the major resonance decreased, while that of the minor one 
increased to a more distinguishable level. Furthermore, as A(j> approached the value of 

A 0 = 0°, the response consisted of a pair of dips of virtually equal size, as illustrated in 
Fig. 7.25(c), rather than a single resonance dip as would expected from the simple 
superposition of the two dips of Fig. 7.25(b) or (c). Increasing further the thermal drift 
resulted in a response inverse to that of Fig. 7.25(b), with the levels of the two 
resonance dips exchanged. The illustrated drift occurred over a temperature variation of 
around 1°C.

Further measurements were taken to assess the polarisation drift by placing a 
polariser at the output of the resonator aligned orthogonally to the launched fibre axis. 
When the two resonant points were well separated, the intensity level on this axis was 
minimal, as expected from the low polarisation cross-talk in the coupler. However, 
when the loop birefringence was changed to attain A(j> = 0°, this level reached a peak 
value at the resonant point of each ESOP, as shown in Fig. 7.25(d). The maximum 
level of cross-coupled power was dependent on the precise coupler adjustment and was 
as much as 40% of the launched power. The same maximum level of cross-coupled 
power was also observed in the 3 m hi-bi RR.

Clearly the experimental performance confirms the theoretical predictions of the 
previous sections. The large dependence of the ESOPs on the loop birefringence, the 
resonance splitting as well as the large power conversion between the fibre modes for 
A0 = 0° which were predicted by the theoretical model were present. Let us now 
assess the experimental performance in a little more detail

The level of cavity anisotropy which was present in the RR can be evaluated by 

noting that for A (j> ~ 0° the ESOPs are almost identical to the fibre polarisation modes. 
Without introducing any significant error, we can actually assume that the ESOPs are
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Figure 7.25 Intensity transmission of a hi-bi RR for an induced phase ramp in the ring. 

The horizontal axis can also be considered as phase. The input SOP is linear aligned with the 

slow fibre axis. Angle A<p equals (a) -180°, (b) close to 0°, (c) -0 °  and (d) -0 °  with a cross 

polariser at the output. Note the different time scaling in (a).
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the value of 1 (pj = 0.92, p 2 = 0-64. F\ = 196, F2 = 220).

identical to the fibre axes, or in other words we can neglect the effect of polarisation 
cross-talk. In this case, Eqs. (7.38) and (7.39) which give the finesse and resonance 
depth of an ESOP become functions of only Kx and yx for ESOP 1 (slow fibre axis), 
and a function of only Ky and yy. for ESOP 2 (fast fibre axis). This pair of equations 

was numerically solved separately for each ESOP to give the values of k  and y of 
each fibre axis. Using the above measured values of F  and p  , the results obtained 
were K x = 0.970, yx -  0.0196, K y = 0.965 and yy = 0.0172, which yield an 

anisotropy parameter of just hdB = -0.02 dB. Because of the very small value of hdB, 

the performance of the RR can actually be described using the model of section 7.2.4 

which was derived in the absence of cavity anisotropy. Indeed the similarity of the 
experimental transmission with the theoretical one shown in Fig. 7.9 is straightforward 

(the only difference is that in the experiment the two ESOPs exhibited a slightly 
different finesse and resonance depth).

The above calculated coupler parameters show that a hi-bi RR is actually an ideal 

tool for accurately testing the performance of hi-bi couplers. For example, the values of 
yx and yy reveal a differential loss between the fibre polarisation modes of as low as 

0.01 dB. Such a small difference would be very difficult, if not impossible, to be
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measured using conventional loss measurement techniques such as the cut-back 
method.

The effective misalignment angle a  in the coupler can be estimated by measuring 
the phase separation of the two resonance dips shown in Fig. 7.25(c), which according 
to the theoretical predictions in section 7.2.4 is 2 a . This angle was measured as 
a  = 4°, which yields a polarisation isolation ratio in the coupler of Q =23 dB. Using 
these experimental parameters, the general expression of the intensity transmission of 
the RR -Eq.(7.21)- indeed produces a response identical to that of Fig. 7.25.

Similar transmission properties were observed on all three hi-bi RRs tested. 
However, the coupler anisotropy and polarisation isolation were found to show a 
considerable sensitivity on the exact coupler adjustment, affecting both the finesse and 
resonance depth of the ESOPs. In some cases the combination of h ^  and a  was such 
as to make the effect of non-orthogonality of the ESOPs even visually distinguishable. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.26 which shows the response of the 3 m hi-bi RR for a 
linear input SOP aligned with one of the fibre axes. The response consists of two 
resonances having depths p\ = 0.92, P2  = 0.64 and finesses F\ = 196, F2 = 220. Note 
that the summation of the resonance depths exceeds 1, which is a direct consequence of 
the loss of orthogonality of the ESOPs. The most pronounced effect of coupler 
anisotropy was produced by the 4.15 m RR, with the one of the eigenstates having a 
finesse of 137 and a resonance notch depth of 0.9 and the other eigenstate having a 
finesse of 87 and a resonance notch depth also of 0.9, for a fixed coupler adjustment.

7.3.3 Suppression of Polarisation Drift

Real hi-bi RRs as we have seen are susceptible to large variation of the resonance 
depths of the ESOPs, nonlinear drift of their phase separation with the loop 
birefringence and the consequent resonance splitting, as well as to large power 
conversion between the fibre polarisations. These effects take place even for very small 
variations of the loop birefringence and are unacceptable in all applications, in which 
the performance of the resonator should be immune to environmental perturbations. 
The theoretical analysis developed in the previous sections gives some useful clues as 
to how the hi-bi RR could be made to be insensitive to the loop birefringence.

One possibility is to employ a 90° misalignment angle in the coupler or a 90° 
splice in the ring (see § 7.2.5). The attractive feature in such a RR is that the two 
resonance dips, although excited at similar levels, are always separated by ~180°. In 
sensors applications the presence of a second resonance over a free spectral range is not 
necessarily a problem as long as the distortion it causes on the shape of the first 
resonance dip, which is used by the system, is very small. As this distortion decreases
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drastically when the resonant points are well-separated (it vanishes for 6 = 180°), this 
approach can be of particular interest in these applications.

However, a matter of concern in this case is whether efficient coupling from one 
fibre axis to the other can be achieved at a low loss. A 90° misaligned angle in a coupler 
does not in principle affect its loss performance, nevertheless prevents 100% power 
transfer between the two fibres since the coupling is attempted between non
synchronized modes (the two fibre polarisations have different propagation constants) 
[12]. As the operation of a high finesse RR necessitates a coupling constant near unity, 
this effect may deteriorate the finesse values. Moreover, such a coupler may also 
exhibit polarisation splitting properties [13], which in this case are undesirable. On the 
other hand, a 90° splice in the ring can in principle produce efficient isotropic coupling 
from one fibre axis to the other. Nevertheless, this is done at the expense of increased 
splice loss due to the refractive index and modal field mismatch at the splice, again 
affecting the maximum finesse that can be produced. A convenient compromise could 
be to use polarisation preserving fibre of moderate birefringence in which the two 
polarisations exhibit smaller mismatch of their modal fields and propagation constants. 
However, the reduced polarisation holding ability of such a fibre would require more 
stringent fabrication and handling precautions to be taken in order to keep the 
polarisation cross-talk at low levels.

A second way to suppress the polarisation drift is to make the cavity exhibit a 
significant anisotropy. This includes the cases of differential coupling constant in the 
coupler, differential loss either in the coupler or in the fibre ring, or any suitable 
combination of them. Anisotropic loss in the fibre can be produced either by inserting 
an in-line polariser aligned with a fibre axis, or by using single polarisation fibre. A 
coupler which exhibits anisotropic coupling constant and/or loss could be of one of the 
several types reported in Chapter 3. The most critical performance parameter in all cases 
is the loss of the components since it will determine the finesse of the RR. On the other 
hand, state-of-the-art extinction ratios or polarisation selectivities are not necessary 
since a moderate only anisotropy is sufficient to suppress the polarisation drift. The 
liquid crystal optical fibre polariser and polarisation selective coupler presented in 
chapter 3, appear to be attractive candidates for using them in conjunction with hi-bi 
RRs due to the low loss they tend to produce, as well as their applicability to hi-bi 
fibres.

An attempt was made to introduce a cavity anisotropy by employing a modified 
version of the liquid crystal polarisation selective coupler presented in section 3.3. The 
principle of operation is illustrated in Fig. 7.27. A thin layer of nematic LC (BDH 
mixture 14616) was inserted between the two polished blocks instead of the usual 
refractive index matching Cargile liquid. The LC was aligned homogeneously in a
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Figure 7.27 Hi-bi RR employing an anisotropic coupler. The anisotropy is produced by a 

nematic liquid crystal interlayer which is inserted between the two polished blocks, aligned 

homogeneously in a direction perpendicular to the fibre axis. The TM-like polarisation 

experiences the ordinary refractive index nQ and couples with a low loss, while the TE-like 

polarisation experiences the extraordinary refractive index ne and suffers a significant 

attenuation and reduced coupling constant.

direction perpendicular to the fibre axis by rubbing the surfaces of both polished blocks 
using a lens tissue. No spacers were used and the two blocks were firmly pressed 
together to minimize their spacing, in the same way followed to form a conventional 
coupler (estimated spacing: < 1pm). For this LC alignment the TM-like polarisation 
(slow fibre axis) faced the ordinary refractive index nQ = 1.452. Although this index 
was lower that the one normally used in couplers (1.458-1.460), light of this 
polarisation could still couple efficiently between the two fibres, due to the very small 
thickness of the LC layer. On the other hand, the TE-like polarisation (fast fibre axis) 
faced the extraordinary index ne = 1.5 and suffered a large loss and reduced coupling, 
which was due to waveguiding in the LC layer (see discussion in § 3.3.3).

The advantage of this modified version when compared to the original 
polarisation selective coupler described in section 3.3 is that the coupled polarisation 
(which is actually of importance in the RR) suffers a much smaller loss, and also 
shows a very small dependence on the quality of LC alignment and temperature 
variations. This is because the very close proximity of the two polished surfaces always
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produces a strong homogeneous alignment, irrespective of its exact direction or 
uniformity which only affect the index experienced by the orthogonal (fast axis) 
polarisation. On the other hand, the very small LC thickness reduces further the 
scattering loss and desensitizes the coupling characteristics from temperature variations. 
In fact, the temperature stability is better than in usual couplers employing Cargile 
liquids, which is due to the smaller temperature dependence of the ordinary refractive 
index of the LC (it is reminded that the considerable temperature dependence of the 
polarisation selective coupler of section 3.3 arises from the much thicker LC layer 
used).

Fig. 7.28 shows the intensity transmission of the 4.15 m RR when its coupler 
was modified as described above. The input SOP was aligned (a) with the slow axis, 
(b) with the fast axis and (c) at an intermediate angle between them. Clearly, the two 
ESOPs exhibit vastly different finesses: F\ =70, F2: almost sinusoidal modulation In 
all three cases of input SOP shown, the finesse and resonance depth values of the 
ESOPs were unaffected by temperature variations and usual fibre perturbations, such as 
small bends or twists (to an accuracy of a few %). The effect of temperature drift was 
only to vary their resonance phase separation, while no resonance splitting was 
observed. Note that the transmission level for launch on the fast axis is substantially 
reduced, which is due to the strong differential loss of the coupler. When light was 
launched on the slow axis, Fig. 7.28(a), a single resonance of depth p = 0.78 was 
produced, and the response was immune to environmental perturbations. To the best of 
the author's knowledge this is the first demonstration of an optical fibre ring resonator 
which exhibits vastly different finesses and polarisation stabilized response.

For the same launch (slow axis), the transmission on the fast axis was monitored 
using a cross polariser at the output. The maximum level observed is shown in Fig. 

7.28(d) and was obtained for a differential phase delay A0 = 0° (note the different 
vertical scaling). The peak value was measured to be less than -18.5 dB indicating a 
drastic suppression of the power conversion between the two fibre polarisations. It is 
also noticeable that a single only peak appears as the resonance splitting has vanished 
due to the cavity anisotropy.

Using the measured values of finesse and resonance depth of the two ESOPs the 
coupler parameters were calculated as k x = 0.936, yx = 0.022, Ky = 0.39 and 
yy = 0.77. The coupler anisotropy was produced by the combination of differential 
coupling constant and differential loss, and the corresponding anisotropy parameter 
was hdB = -10 dB. Note that the coupler loss for the major ESOP (slow axis) indicates 
that the finesse under resonant coupling {Kr = 0.977) should be 130 (taking into 
account the fibre loss). Therefore, the observed performance was determined by the 
maximum coupling constant obtained rather than the coupler loss. Indeed, it was not
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Figure 7.28 Experimental intensity transmission of a hi-bi RR in the presence of coupler 

anisotropy. The anisotropy was produced by inserting a thin film of nematic liquid crystal in 

the coupler. The input SOP is aligned (a) with the slow fibre axis, (b) with the fast axis, (c) at 

an intermediate angle, and (d) with the slow axis but having a cross-polariser at the ou tput 

Note the different vertical scaling in (d). The triangular signal is the PZT driving voltage.
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Figure 7.29 Experim ental evidence of the non-orthogonality term in the intensity 

transmission of a hi-bi RR having non-orthogonal ESOPs. The input SOP is aligned in (a) 

with the slow and in (b) with the fast axis. The non-orthogonality term shows itself as a small 

peak in (b). The triangular signal is the PZT driving voltage.

possible to optimize the resonance depth without simultaneously degrading the finesse, 
which means that the low ordinary refractive index of the LC prevented values of the 
coupling constant as high as 0.977.

Attempts were also made to produce experimental evidence of the non
orthogonality term which was predicted in the expression of the intensity transmission 
of the RR (see § 7.2.6). As the level of this term is proportional to the degree of non
orthogonality of the ESOPs, a very moderate coupler anisotropy was produced in order 

to prevent a large suppression of the drift of the ESOPs. This was done by trying 

different LC alignments and coupler adjustments. Fig. 7.29 shows the transmission of 
the 4.15 m RR under this condition. In (a) the input SOP was aligned with the slow 

fibre axis producing a high finesse resonance, and in (b) with the fast axis. The 

differential phase delay can be seen to be A (p ~ 90°. The response shows the same 

basic features with those of Fig. 7.28, except from an irregularity which can be 
observed in (b). A small peak appears at the resonant point of the high finesse ESOP 

(which itself is not excited at a distinguishable level). The level of this peak varied with
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the loop birefringence, attaining its maximum value for A 0 = 0° (maximum level of 

non-orthogonality of the ESOPs) and its minimum for A0 = 180°. It is stressed that no 
output polariser was used to obtain the transmission, which means that the small peak 
represents a term additional to the superposition of the independent resonances of the 
two ESOPs. This effect could not be easily observed for light launched on the slow 
axis, since it only reduces slightly the resonance depth. Nevertheless, for larger levels 
of cavity anisotropy the presence of the non-orthogonality term could not be visually 
detected.

7.4 Polarisation Induced Drift in Hi-Bi RR Gyroscopes

Although in principle this work does not aim at a particular application of the 
resonator, it is interesting to evaluate the performance of the various types of hi-bi RRs 
examined so far in a specific system. The optical fibre passive ring resonator gyroscope 
(OPRG) was chosen for this purpose. The choice was motivated by the fact that this 
sensor perhaps receives the greatest attention among all the resonator applications, and 
also by the peculiar kind of polarisation induced drift it exhibits.

The OPRG uses the relativistic Sagnac effect [14], [15] to measure the rotation 
rate of an inertial system. A detailed description of the sensor as well as of its 
dependence on various system parameters can be found in references [16] - [23]. Only 
a brief description is included here which is necessary to introduce the drift produced 
by polarisation effects. If light of wavelength X is launched in both directions in an 
optical fibre ring resonator, then the two beams will exhibit the same phase delay due to 
reciprocity. If now the RR is rotated around an axis normal to the plane of the fibre 
loop at an angular velocity Q (measured in rad/sec), the two counter-propagating 
lightwaves will experience a different phase delay due to the Sagnac effect. This phase 
difference is known as the Sagnac phase shift and is proportional to the rotation rate 
according to the formula

A &  = M S a a  (7 60)
cX

where L is the fibre ring length, Rr is the fibre loop radius and c is the light speed in 
vacuum. The implication of the Sagnac phase shift is that the resonant points of the 
interferometer will differ in the two directions by an amount A(j)s. The OPRG uses this 
phase shift to measure the rotation rate. In practice the resonant point in each direction 
is identified as the point of minimum intensity transmission of the resonator.
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Figure 7.30 Polarisation induced drift in the optical fibre passive ring resonator gyroscope.

The presence of a minor resonance dip distorts the shape of the major one affecting its 

minimum transmission point <t>0. If the level of the minor dip is different on the two counter- 

propagating lightwaves (Jr, ), then a differential phase shift = (p0jt - <t>o£ between the 

two resonant points occurs, which is indistinguishable from the original Sagnac phase shift

The mechanism of the polarisation induced drift in the OPRG is illustrated in Fig. 
7.30. The presence of the minor resonance dip in the transmission response of the RR 
distorts the shape of the major resonance (on which the gyroscope operates) shifting the 
exact phase point 0O of minimum transmission. In principle this does not introduce any 
error as long as the input SOP is identical in both directions. In this case the level of the 
unwanted dip, and thus the induced resonant point shift, is the same for both the 

counter-propagating fields and no difference is detected by the system: <I>o,r  = 

(subscripts R and L denote right and left circulating fields). However in practice there is 
always a mismatch between the two SOPs entering the RR, which makes the shift of 
the resonant point to be different for the two counter-propagating lightwaves, as 
exaggerated shown in Fig. 7.30. The apparent phase difference between the resonant 
points in the two directions (henceforth refeiTed to as resonance drift), is given by

A = (jbjt ~ (fbjL (7.61)
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and is indistinguishable from the Sagnac phase shift A$y. Therefore A(j)Q is erroneously

in the OPRG has been given by Iwatsuki at al [2]. Recently, evaluations of this drift in 
usual polarisation preserving RRs have also been reported [24], [25].

In what follows the example of the RR used throughout this chapter is considered 
(A = 633 nm, L = 1 m, fibre loss: 8.5 dB, kx -  0.97, yx -  0.03). In one direction (R) 
the input SOP is assumed to be linear and aligned with the x  fibre axis, while in the 
other (L) a small component is also present on the orthogonal y axis. Therefore the two 
input Jones vectors have the form

where angle H can be interpreted as the misalignment angle of an input polariser with 
respect to the fibre axes. Note that a phase term exp(/yO also appears in the y 
component of E l L expressing the effect of birefringence in the fibre lead. The 
mismatch between the two input SOPs can be expressed in dB as 201og(tan//). The 
value of angle H used in the following examples is 1.81°, which corresponds to a 
mismatch between the two SOPs of -30 dB. To examine the polarisation induced drift 
of this OPRG, first the resonant points of the major resonance in the two directions 

) were calculated using a numerical analysis computer program based on 
Eq. (7.21). It is clarified that the resonant point is considered to be the point of 
minimum transmission, which is actually detected by the system. The resonance drift 
was then calculated according to Eq. (7.61). The gyro drift in rad/sec can be directly 
obtained from Eq. (7.60).

Fig. 7.31 shows the variation of the resonance drift with the loop birefringence 
A<j> for three different values of coupler misalignment angle a. No cavity anisotropy is 
present (hdB = 0 dB). In the absence of polarisation cross-talk -curve (a)- the drift 

increases with reducing A(p, exhibits a peak value of ~10-5 rad close to A(j> = 0°, and 

then reduces rapidly to zero for A 0 = 0°. This behaviour can be explained by noting 
that the largest shape distortion is produced when the two resonances partially overlap, 
so as the maximum slope of the unwanted dip to coincide with the resonant point of the 
major resonance. For sufficient resonance separation the effect of the minor dip is 

minimal and for A0 = 0 or 180° the resonant point is unaffected due to symmetry. This 
response is actually similar to that met in ordinary fibre OPRGs [2].

Curves (b) shows the drift for a  = 3.22° (Q = 25 dB). The response now 
becomes strongly dependent on the ellipticity of the mismatched input SOP. For

interpreted by the system as rotation. A general analysis of the polarisation induced drift

E i ,r = [ 1, 0]T

El'L = [ COSH , (7.62b)

(7.62a)
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minimum ellipticity ( y  = 0) the drift varies as in the case of a  = 0°, and interestingly it 
is suppressed. However for maximum ellipticity of the mismatched SOP ( y  = tt/2), 
the drift is one order of magnitude larger than in the case of a  =0°, and also the 

maximum drift is now attained for A0 = 0°. This discrepancy can be explained by 
recalling the non-linear variation of the resonance separation with A0 (see Fig. 7.8). 

For A0 = 0° the resonance separation attains the minimum value of 2a. Therefore as 
the two resonances partially overlap, the shape distortion does not vanish but on the 
contrary becomes pronounced. The explanation for the zero drift when y  = 0 is that the 
mismatched SOP in this case is linear, thus the circular ESOPs are excited at the same 
level in both directions irrespective of the polarisation mismatch. Therefore although the 
shape distortion is large, being the same in both directions it does not produce any drift.

A somewhat unexpected effect occurs when increasing the coupler isolation, as 
shown by curves (c) (a  = 1.15° or Q = 33 dB). One might intuitively expect that the 
drift should be smaller. However on the contrary the drift now increases, reaching a 
maximum value as large as 10 2 rad. The explanation of this effect is that as the 
minimum resonance spacing reduces with a, the two resonances are allowed to drift 
closer to each other increasing the shape distortion. Therefore, there is a particular value 
of a  for which the drift is maximized and beyond which the drift eventually reduces. 
This value depends on the finesse of the RR, and in the present example (F = 100) it is 
a  = 1.15°. It is interesting that increasing the finesse of the resonator will make the 
maximum drift appear at even higher values of polarisation isolation. Clearly, the large 
excitation of the unwanted resonance together with the non-linear dependence of the 
phase variation with loop birefringence increase substantially the gyro drift. In a hi-bi 
RR exhibiting a finesse of 100 this drift was shown to be even up to three orders of 
magnitude larger than in the ideal case of perfect polarisation isolation.

Fig. 7.32 shows the resonance drift of the same hi-bi RR as in Fig. 7.31, but in 
the presence of a cavity anisotropy hdB = -10 dB. The anisotropy is assumed to be due 
to differential coupling constant in the coupler, and the polarisation isolation is 25 dB. 
Curves (a) were obtained neglecting the non-orthogonality term of Eq. (7.21). This 
drift can be considered as that of an ideal anisotropic hi-bi RR (a  = 0°). The drift is 

now several orders of magnitude reduced (< 2x i0 '8 rad), indicating that a cavity 
anisotropy can be a useful tool to tolerate the accuracy in matching the two input SOPs. 
Note also that the drift curves do not exhibit a sharp maximum, which is due to the 
degraded finesse of the unwanted ESOP. However in the presence of polarisation 
cross-talk ,the appearance of the non-orthogonality term of Eq. (7.21) is the price to 
pay for the suppression of the unwanted resonance. Although this term was shown to 
be very small, its sharp variation around the resonant point can still be the source of 
significant drift, as shown by curves (b) which were obtained using the full Eq. (7.21).
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The drift has now increased even up to three orders of magnitude (< 2x1 O'5 rad), 
reducing the anticipated benefit from cavity anisotropy and indicating that the 
polarisation isolation is still a crucial parameter in such high sensitivity systems.

7.5 Conclusions

The performance of practical polarisation maintaining optical fibre ring resonators 
was investigated for the first time both theoretically and experimentally. The description 
of the interferometer was based on a Jones matrix formulation of the cavity, and 
encountered any polarisation cross-talk by means of an equivalent misalignment angle 
a  in the coupler, as well as the possibility that the fibre axes exhibit different coupling 
constant and loss.

The inevitable polarisation cross-talk was found to make the performance of the 
resonator strongly dependent on the loop birefringence, producing unexpectedly large 
polarisation drift. It was shown that the ESOPs can deviate significantly from the fibre 
polarisation modes, even becoming the two counterrevolving circular SOPs when the 
loop birefringence attains the value of 2m;r (m: integer). For a fixed input SOP aligned 
with a fibre axis the unwanted resonance can be excited at unacceptably large levels, 
and also large power exchange between the fibre polarisation axes can occur. 
Moreover, the resonance separation is a non-linear function of the loop birefringence 
and attains a minimum value which was calculated as 2a.. This separation can actually 
be used as a measure of the polarisation isolation in the cavity.

To suppress the polarisation drift extremely high polarisation isolation levels are 
required which cannot be achieved in practice (e.g. more than 50 dB for a hi-bi RR 
with a finesse of 100). This, together with the very small environmental perturbations 
which are sufficient to produce the polarisation drift (e.g. 1°C temperature variation in a 
1 m RR made of stressed-induced hi-bi fibre), render the device unsuitable for any 
practical use. Theoretical calculations of the polarisation induced drift in gyroscope 
applications showed a performance degradation of several orders of magnitude.

Two ways were suggested to suppress the polarisation drift. The first is to 
incorporate a 90° misalignment angle either in the coupler or in a splice in the fibre ring. 
In this case an input SOP along a fibre axis always excites both the ESOPs at similar 
levels. However, the two resonance dips are kept almost equally spaced irrespective of 
the loop birefringence, reducing this way the effect of one onto the other. This property 
can be of special importance in sensors applications.

The second way to suppress the polarisation drift is to introduce a cavity 
anisotropy. This can be done by one of several means such as by using a coupler which
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exhibits polarisation dependent coupling constant or loss, by inserting an in-line 
polariser or by fabricating the RR using single-polarisation fibre. The presence of a 
moderate only cavity anisotropy, such as that produced by a 10 dB in-line polariser, 
was shown to greatly suppress the drift of the ESOPs, and also reduce the excitation 
level and finesse of the unwanted resonance, restoring the suitablility of the device for 
most applications.

An inevitable consequence of the presence of cavity anisotropy was shown to be 
the loss of orthogonality between the ESOPs. In this case the two resonance dips of the 
resonator response become interdependent, and an additional "correction" cross-term 
appears in the expression of its intensity transmission. This non-orthogonality term is 
generally very small, however its effect on the performance of the resonator was found 
to be important in highly sensitive sensors such as gyroscopes. In such applications the 
loss of orthogonality of between the ESOPs reduces the benefit from employing a 
cavity anisotropy.

Very good agreement was observed between theoretical predictions and 
experimental performance. A hi-bi RR exhibiting coupler anisotropy was successfully 
fabricated by inserting a nematic liquid crystal interlayer in the coupler. The intensity 
transmission of this resonator consisted of a single resonance dip and remained 
unaffected by usual environmental perturbations, demonstrating for the first time a RR 
with polarisation stabilized response. Experimental evidence of non-orthogonal ESOPs 
as well as of the non-orthogonality term were also produced for the first time.
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Chapter Eight

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis investigated both theoretically and experimentally optical fibre 
components which exhibit polarisation sensitive operation, and also the effect such 
components have on the performance of polarisation maintaining optical fibre ring 
resonators.

Two different methods to produce large polarisation sensitivity in the operation of 
components were suggested and demonstrated. They were based on evanescent-field 
interaction either with a liquid crystal (LC) or a thin positive permittivity metal film.

In the former approach the polarisation selective element was an aligned layer of 
nematic LC, the ordinary refractive index of which was lower than that of silica. By 
using such a birefringent material as overlayer on polished fibres, high quality 
polarisers with measurement limited extinction ratios of -50 dB were realized at a loss 
of as low as 0.2 dB. Polarisation selective couplers were also demonstrated using a LC 
buffer layer between the two polished fibres which form a coupler. A polarisation 
selectivity of 17 dB was obtained at a loss of 0.3 dB.

The performance of these components relies significantly on the optical properties 
of the available LCs, mainly on the value of the ordinary refractive index as well as the 
mismatch of the temperature dependence of the refractive index between LCs and glass. 
In the case of polarisers it was shown that suitable LC alignment and polishing depth 
can tolerate temperature-induced refractive index variations, the temperature range of 
operation being purely determined by the nematic phase of the LC. High performance 
operation was demonstrated over the whole temperature range (10 - 53.5 °C) of the LC 
used (BDH 14616). In the case of polarisation selective couplers, the resonant 
mechanism which is used to separate the orthogonal polarisations renders the device's 
operation sensitive to temperature variations. Optimization of performance requires 
either temperature control or using LCs with temperature dependence of the refractive 
index matched to that of silica. The extinction ratio could also be significantly improved
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by engineering LCs with an even lower ordinary refractive index. The loss in these 
totally dielectric components originates from light scattering in the LC and tends to be 
very low, primarily being determined by the quality of LC alignment. The polariser loss 
is the lowest reported for such a high extinction ratio.

The latter approach for producing polarisation sensitive operation relies on a novel 
type of metal interaction with a thin positive permittivity metal film which is deposited 
on the surface of polished fibres. The metal film was shown to act as a lossy planar 
waveguide, which for metal thicknesses of a few tens nm only supports the 
fundamental TE0 and TMq modes. Suitable combinations of metal thickness/overlayer 
refractive index can synchronize either of these modes with that of the fibre, resulting in 
resonant coupling, and thus absorption, of the corresponding fibre polarisation in the 
the metal film. Coatings made of Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) and Cr were investigated as 
representatives of metals with respectively small and large optical absorption. The 
former was found more suitable for polariser applications, and polarisers with 
extinction ratio again measurement limited to -50 dB at a loss of 0.8 dB were 
demonstrated even under non-optimized device parameters.

This type of polarisers offers more flexibility in fabrication requiring a smaller 
polishing depth to produce a given extinction ratio compared to the LC polarisers. It 
also allows tailoring of the required overlayer index to values where dielectrics are 
available, and offer the attractive possibility of even using air as the required overlayer 
dielectric. The loss performance is determined by the unavoidable absorption which 
occurs even for the transmitted polarisation, and can be further suppressed by 
optimizing the combination of metal type, thickness and polishing depth. Both types of 
polarisers were shown to have the potential for low loss, high extinction ratio 
performance which meets and even surpasses the performance of polarisers based on 
other approaches followed in the past.

Polarisers made of polarisation maintaining fibre were also demonstrated using 
both the above techniques. The unavoidable polarisation cross-talk was found to limit 
the maximum extinction ratio that can be produced in this type of polarisers to typically 
-30 dB. The cross-talk is mainly caused by the unavoidable misalignment of the fibre 
axes in the glass substrate, thus further development of the fibre axes aligning 
technique could drastically improve the extinction ratio performance. Due to the smaller 
extinction ratios practically required, the loss of hi-bi fibre polarisers realized by either 
of the above approaches was kept at excellent levels, approaching values as low as 0.1 
dB.

The type of metal interaction suggested in this work is not restricted only to 
polariser applications, but opens up possibilities for a variety of other all-fibre
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components which could not be envisaged before. Two such possibilities related to 
metal electrode configurations for electrooptic applications and semiconductor coating 
were investigated.

ITO coatings of sufficiently small thickness were shown to leave the transmission 
characteristics of the fibre almost unaffected, only producing a small tolerable 
attenuation. This property was used to build thin film electrode configurations right on 
top of the polished fibre without significantly disturbing the fibre mode. The attractive 
features of this layout are that the active cell takes a layered form, while the electrode 
spacing can be reduce even to a few Jim. These features create new possibilities for all
fibre electrooptic components such as intensity modulators. High speed electrooptic 
materials which could not be used with previous electrode configurations can now be 
considered, and also high electric field densities can be applied under moderate 
operating voltages. An enhancement of 1-2 orders of magnitude in the applied electric 
field was produced compared to previous electrode configurations.

The properties of the modulator configuration were experimentally investigated 
using nematic and ferroelectric LCs as the electrooptic material. Intensity modulation of 
20 dB contrast, 0.55 dB loss was demonstrated using a low refractive index nematic 
LC at a modulating signal of only 5 V rms, which is 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller 
compared to previous reports, confirming the potential of the device for electrooptic 
modulation applications. At the time, the realization of practical intensity modulators is 
limited by the fact that fast electrooptic materials have refractive indices higher than that 
of silica, preventing low loss, high contrast modulation. Engineering of electrooptic 
materials such as Ferroelectric LCs or nonlinear polymers with suitable refractive 
indices should lead to modulation performance similar to that obtained using nematic 
LCs, at frequencies extending to the |isec or nsec regime. To confirm this argument, a 
ferroelectric LC modulator was demonstrated for the first time performing at room 

temperature a switching time of 35 |isec for ±35 V pulses, which readily is 2-3 orders 
of magnitude shorter compared to the case of nematic LCs. The possibility of designing 
the electrodes so as to improve the loss and modulation depth performance even when 
using high refractive index electrooptic materials was also suggested.

The polarisation sensitivity of the above electrooptic modulators was also 
examined. In this kind of application any polarisation dependence is in principle 
undesirable. The polarisation sensitivity due to the metal electrode was shown that can 
be suppressed by a suitable choice of the metal film parameters. However, the 
birefringence of the electrooptic materials used, always produced modulation only for 
one of the TE or TM-like fibre polarisations. The metal electrode was shown that can be 
used in this case not only to apply the external electric field but also to polarise the fibre
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mode along the axis for which the modulation action occurs, which can be a useful 
feature in polarisation preserving systems. Such a dual operation modulator which 
simultaneously acted as a 17 dB polariser was demonstrated.

A second exciting possibility related to positive permittivity metal-coated optical 
fibres is that of using semiconductor coatings. The optical absorption of these materials 
can be tailored to a required value by doping, offering additional flexibility in the 
aforementioned applications of metal-coated fibres. However, perhaps the most 
promising possibility envisaged for semiconductor coatings is to realize high-speed all
fibre modulators by varying the semiconductor optical absorption by external means, 
such as incident light intensity or injected current. The present semiconductor 
deposition techniques as well as the composite structure of the polished blocks 
prevented a successful coating with semiconductor materials. However this is not a 
fundamental limitation, and further development into these two aspects should confirm 
the theoretical predictions.

The way polarisation sensitive components can affect and, ultimately, enhance the 
performance of polarisation maintaining optical fibre ring resonators (hi-bi RRs) was 
also investigated aiming at the realization of a polarisation drift free interferometer. The 
response of real hi-bi RRs was theoretically modelled by employing a Jones matrix 
formalism. The analysis included the possibility the fibre polarisations to exhibit cross
talk, differential loss or differential coupling constant, and the general expression for 
the intensity transmission of the resonator under these conditions was derived. The 
unavoidable polarisation cross-talk was experimentally shown to occur mainly in the 
coupler, and was modelled by introducing an equivalent misalignment angle a  between 
the fibre axes in the coupler.

Both the theoretical and experimental investigations of hi-bi RRs showed that the 
simplistic consideration of approximating the eigenstates of polarisation (ESOPs) of the ■ 
cavity with the fibre polarisation modes is highly inaccurate. The unavoidable 
polarisation cross-talk was found to render the ESOPs strongly dependent upon the 
fibre loop birefringence. This drift was shown to be maximized when the loop 
birefringence attains the value of 2m;r (m: integer), in which case the ESOPs become 
the two counterrevolving circular polarisations. Consequently, large excitation of the 
unwanted resonance as well as significant power exchange between the fibre 
polarisations is produced, rendering the device unsuitable for any practical use. 
Suppression of the polarisation drift requires excellent polarisation isolations in the 
cavity which cannot be realized in practice (e.g. more than 50 dB for a hi-bi RR with a 
finesse of 100). A unique feature of the polarisation drift is that the resonance phase 
separation becomes a nonlinear function of the loop birefringence, and attains a
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minimum value which was calculated as 2 a . In fact, this minimum separation provides 
a direct measure of the polarisation isolation in the cavity.

Introducing a cavity anisotropy, which may have the form of differential coupling 
constant or loss between the fibre polarisation modes, was shown that can be used to 
suppress the polarisation drift. A moderate only anisotropy such as that produced by a 
10 dB polariser or polarisation selective coupler is sufficient to eliminate the 
dependence of the ESOPs on the loop birefringence, and also deteriorate the resonance 
characteristics of the unwanted resonance. This possibility was successfully 
demonstrated by fabricating a hi-bi RR using a version of the polarisation selective 
coupler based on LCs. For light launched on the unperturbed fibre axis, the resonator 
performed a stable response consisting of a single resonance notch over the free 
spectral range, with a finesse of 70 and resonance depth 0.78. This was the first 
demonstration of a ring resonator with polarisation stabilized response.

An interesting consequence of the presence of cavity anisotropy is that the ESOPs 
become non-orthogonal. This has the physical meaning that the resonance 
characteristics of the ESOPs become interdependent, and the response of the resonator 
is no more a simple superposition of two resonance dips but an additional "non
orthogonality" term appears. The level of this term was found to be generally small. 
However, investigations into the polarisation drift of optical fibre ring resonator 
gyroscopes showed that its effect on the performance of highly sensitive systems can 
still be significant. Therefore, in such applications the non-orthogonality term should 
always be taken into account.

A second possibility to suppress the polarisation drift in hi-bi RRs was also 
suggested. This approach uses a 90° misalignment angle between the fibre axes either 
in the coupler or in a splice in the fibre ring to desensitize the resonator performance 
from the loop birefringence. For a linear input polarisation along a fibre axis, the 
resonator response consists of a pair of resonance dips over the free spectral range; 
however, the two resonant points are always separated by approximately 180°, 
eliminating the shape distortion produced by each of them onto the other. This property 
can be of particular importance for sensors applications.

Finally, the effect of phase modulation in the fibre ring, which is inevitably related 
with any coherent use of the resonator, was investigated. Two phase modulation effects 
related to high-rate and nonlinear phase modulation were shown that can severely 
distort the resonator response, and the conditions to avoid them were suggested.
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Recommendations and Future Work

Significant enhancement in the performance of components based on liquid 
crystals could be achieved by engineering these materials with optical properties better 
suited to fibre optic applications. The desired properties mainly concern the ordinary 
refractive index which should be lower than that of glass and ideally as low as possible, 
and also the temperature dependence of their refractive index which should be matched 
to that of glass. Of particular practical significance would also be fast electrooptic 
materials such as nonlinear polymers with low refractive index, which should easily 
lead to low loss, high speed modulation using the suggested configuration for all-fibre 
electrooptic devices. In principle there is no fundamental limitation in meeting this tasks 
and engineering of the materials with suitable optical properties is feasible. In the case 
of passive components, such as polarisers or polarisation selective couplers, these 
requirements are easier to implement as no specific electrooptic properties have to be 
met.

More work needs to be done to fully exploit the potential of the novel type of 
metal interaction suggested in this work. Two topics which appear to be especially 
attractive are: (a) the possibility of using the metal electrodes in electrooptic modulators 
to produce low loss, high contrast modulation even with high refractive index 
electrooptic materials, and (b) semiconductor coatings. Semiconductors receive an 
expanding interest in optoelectronics due to their unique optical properties which 
include fast optical processes. Semiconductor-coated optical fibres offer the possibility 
of exploiting the optical properties of these materials in conjunction with optical fibres, 
and are expected to become a major area of research in the next years. Modulating the 
absorption of the semiconductor coating to produce all-fibre intensity modulators is one 
of the most exciting possibilities and needs to be experimentally investigated.

In the case of polarisation maintaining optical fibre ring resonators, further 
experimental investigations into the various schemes of suppressing the polarisation 
drift need to be performed. Research should be focused in the feasibility of employing a 
90° misalignment angle of the fibre axes in the cavity, and also in evaluating the 
differences between the various types of cavity anisotropy proposed. The implications 
of non-orthogonal polarisation eigenstates on the performance of the resonator in 
systems needs also to be further explored.
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APPENDIX A

Multilayer Waveguide Model

The model described in this section analyses the waveguiding properties of the 
general multilayer configuration which is shown in Fig. A.I. The structure consists of 

a stuck of N layers, where N > 2, arranged perpendicular to the x  axis. Each layer 
extends to infinity in the y and z directions. The first and last layers extend also on one 
side to infinity to bound the configuration, and for this reason they will henceforth be 
referred to as semi-infinite layers. The thicknesses of the intermediate layers are dj

(2 < i < N-l). Each layer is characterized by a complex refractive index wt- (i.e is 
allowed to exhibit loss), and is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear. The 
limiting case N = 2 concerns the possibility of the interface between two semi-infinite 
layers to support surface electromagnetic waves.

The model calculates the complex propagation constant p  and normalized field 
distribution of all modes supported by the structure, both guided and leaky, and of both 
TE and TM polarisation. The analysis is based on the well-established matrix 
formulation of the layers, the basic elements of which can be found in references [1] 
and [2].

In a homogeneous, isotropic, linear and source free medium, the complex form 
of Maxwell's equations is

Vx£ = jcopH (A-la)

Vxtf = -jcoeE (A-lb)

V £  = 0 (A-lc)

v - / f  = 0 (A-Id)

where ( 0  is the angular field frequency, p  and £ are the magnetic permeability and 
dielectric permittivity of the medium, and E and H are the complex electric and 
magnetic field vectors, which are related to the real instantaneous electric and magnetic 
field vectors !£ and with the expressions
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Figure A .l Configuration of a multilayer waveguide consisting of N layers arranged 

perpendicular to the x axis. Each layer is characterized by a complex refractive index nx and is

assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linear. Waveguiding is examined in the z direction.

£  = %e {# exp(-/ar)} 

[h  exp(-jca)}

(A-2a)

(A-2b)

It is noted that the -jcot implicit time dependence of harmonic fields is adopted, and the 
rationalized MKSA units system is used. Eqs. (A-la) - (A-Id) yield the Helmholtz 
wave equation

V E + ccP-fje E = 0 (A-3)

the solution of which is known to be a plane wave propagating in the direction of the 
wave vector k , as depicted in Fig. A.2. The wavenumber k is given by

k = n f - (A-4)

where n = VF is the complex refractive index of the medium, and c is the light speed 
in vacuum. The expressions for the electric and magnetic field vectors have the general 
form

E = [ExxZ + Eyy0  + Ezz0  ) exp (j k r ) (A-5a)
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Figure A.2 Plane wave propagating in a random direction in space.
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Figure A.3 The wave vector km in layer m is inclined at an angle ±9m to the z axis, so as 

its z component equals the propagation constant of a mode.

H = [Hxx l  + Hyy ^  + / /Zz7) exp(j~lT ~r*) (A-5b)

where xl, T0 are the unit vectors of the coordinates system, and r is the position 
vector. Vectors H , E and k are mutually perpendicular as shown in Fig. A.2.

Let us now apply these results to the layer m of the configuration, which is 
shown in more detail in Fig. A.3. Without any loss of generality we shall examine 
waveguiding in the z direction, and thus all the parameters involved are y independent. 
Generally, the wave vector km in the layer can point in a random direction in the jc- z
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plane. However, for the field to contribute to a mode which propagates in the z 
direction, the z component of the wave vector must equal the propagation constant p  
of the mode. This situation is shown in Fig. A.3 where the wave vector is restricted to 
only two orientations inclined at an appropriate angle 9m either side to the z axis so as

where the positive/negative value of the root corresponds to the x wave vector 
component pointing up/down, kQ-  co/c is the vacuum wavenumber, and nejj is the 
effective refractive index of the mode

The electromagnetic field in the layer can therefore be expressed as the superposition of 

two plane waves propagating at angles ±0m to the z axis. Let us now distinguish 
between the TE and TM polarisations.

TE modes
For this polarisation the electric field vector has only a y component 

(Ex = Ez = 0), and Eq. (A-5a) takes the form

X  = [Emy + exp(/' <7m* ) + Emy. exp (-j )] exp(/'/fe) f 0  (A-9)

where Emy + and Emy _ are the electric field amplitudes of the two plane plane waves 
propagating at angles +0m and -0m to the z axis, and use was made of Eqs. (A-6) and 
(A-7). It is convenient to define these amplitudes at x = Jtm, (i.e. on the upper interface 
of each layer) and note them with am and bm. Applying this notation to Eq. (A-9), 
becomes

Em = [flm exp(j qm(x -xm)) + bm exp(-;' qm(x -jcm))] exp(/7?z) %  (A-10)

The advantage of Eq. (A-10) over (A-9) is that the electric field amplitude at the 
interfaces x = xm and x = xm.\ which bound layer m takes the simple form

E'm{Xm) — + bm (A-11)

(A-6)

The x  component of the wave vector of these plane waves is

qm = kmr o = ±kQ V n& - n}ff (A-7)

(A-8)
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(A-12)

/  9
where (a ^  , b m ) and (a m , b m) are interrelated as

f
am _

/
b mm

exp(-jqmdm) 0
0 exp(-yWm) . bm = Pr &m

bm (A-13)

Matrix Pm expresses the effect of layer m on the transverse propagation of the two 
plane waves. This formulation cannot be applied only to the first and Nth layer which 
are semi-infinite and thus no interfaces x  -  xq  , and x  = * n  exist. Note also that in the 
absence of the x  = jcn interface, amplitudes a N , Z?N in the Nth layer are defined at 
x  = x n - i.

Substituting now Eq. (A-10) into the first of Maxwell's equations (A-la), gives 
the expression for the magnetic field vector

Hm =
COfI

~Em X,m -*o Qm exp(/■ q m{x -Xm )) - ~ ~ ~ b m  exp{-; q m(x  -x m ))CufJ' OXl
exp( j p z ) z Q

(A-14)
Note that the only unknown parameters in Eqs.(A-lO) and (A-14) are the amplitudes 
am, bm and the effective refractive index of the mode neff which is incorporated in qm 
according to Eq. (A-8). For the expressions (A-10) and (A-14) to describe a field 
which is a solution of Maxwell's equations, the field continuity must be satisfied on the 
interfaces of the layers.

Let us examine now this condition at the interface x  = x m between layers m and 
m+1. The continuity of the electric field given by Eq. (A-10) yields

a m +  b m -  0m+1 + b m+l (A-15)

Restricting our interest on nonmagnetic materials (i.e. /i = fo ) ,  the continuity of the z 
component of the magnetic field gives

Qmflm " qmbm ~ <7m+l<Zm+i " <7m+l^m+i (A-16)

The continuity of the x  component of the magnetic field is ensured by Eq.(A-15). The 
boundary conditions (A-15) and (A-16) can be written in matrix form as

1 1 
qm ~qm bm

1 1 
<?m+l “*7m+l

a.m
(2, Om

bm — Qm+\
a.m

(A-17)
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Eqs. (A-13) and (A-17) allow a simple interrelation between the field amplitudes of the 
layers. In fact one can relate the field amplitudes between the two semi-infinite layers 
based only on the matrices Pm and Qm as

fli
b\ Q 'iQ i

<h

b '
Q1Q2P2 ai

b2
— Q\ Q2P2Q2 n-\Qn.\Qn

&n
bn

ai ^ i,i ^ 1 ,2 dn
b\. .72,1 72,2 . bn.

(A-18)

where

n -l

T = e i ' n  (QmPmQ ^)Q m (A-19)
m=2

Matrix T  is the characteristic 2x2 transverse transfer matrix of the multilayer 
waveguide, which is a function only of neff.

The determination of the effective refractive indices of the supported modes can 
be done by using physical arguments concerning the energy flow in the x  direction, 
and applying them to Eq. (A-18). Amplitudes a 1N correspond to waves propagating 
towards the positive values of axis x (upwards referring to Fig. A.l), while amplitudes 
&i n to waves propagating in the opposite direction (downwards). In the general case of 
a guided mode which has a complex effective refractive index, the flow of energy can 
only be from the semi-infinite layers towards the inside of the waveguide. Therefore, 
the amplitudes bj and aN must be zero. Applying these conditions to Eq. (A-18), it 
requires that

T2,i  = 0 (A .20)

Eq. (A-20) plays the role of the characteristic equation of the multilayer waveguide and 
its roots are the effective refractive indices of the TE guided modes. Similar arguments 
can be applied to the cases of leaky modes, in which the flow of energy has to be from 
the inside of the waveguide to one or both the semi-infinite layers, depending on which 
side the mode leaks from. In each case, one of the elements of matrix T has to be zero, 
providing the equation for the calculation of nef f . A comment must be made at this 
point concerning the special case of guided modes in dielectric waveguides, where no 
energy flow takes place in the x direction (#1>N can actually become purely imaginary, 
producing only an amplitude variation in the semi-infinite layers). The criterion now is
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Table A .l Conditions for the Existence of Modes in the Multilayer Waveguide.

LEAKY FROM BOTH SIDES 

T’l.l  =  0

LEAKY FROM BELOW

T \ . i  -  0

LEAKY FROM ABOVE

T 2.1 =  o

GUIDED 

T 2.2 ~  0

Matrix T is defined in Eq. (A-19).

that the modal field must decay in the semi-infinite layers, thus a\ = &n = 0, which 
necessitates 7^tl = 0. However for reasons of uniformity, even this case can conform 
to Eq. (A-20) by arbitrarily allowing VT = -j  , which makes the decaying evanescent 
field to now be produced by the waves represented by ax and b^. Therefore, using this 
mathematical convention, the four different cases of modes that can be supported are 
summarized in Table A.l

TM modes:
A similar analysis can be applied for the TM polarisation. In this case it is the 

magnetic field which has only a y component, and in analogy to Eq. (A-10) its 
expression is

Hm = [flm exP(/ <7rn(* -*m)) + bm exp(-j qm(x -xm))] expijp z)y*o (A-21)

Applying Eq. (A-21) to the second of Maxwell's equations (A-lb), gives the 
expression for the electric field

coe exp(j qm(x -xm)) - ~ r b m exp(-y q j x  -xm))l exp(jfiz) z0
LtUc QJ£ J

(A-22)
The continuity of Eqs. (A-21) and (A-22) at the interface xm now yields

am + bm -  am+l + bm+1  (A-23)

(Qmflm - Qmbm) = jA~r (^m+l^m+1 - <7m+l̂ m+J  (A-24)

Note that the only difference on the boundary conditions between the TE and TM 
polarisation is the factor l/« m,m+i appearing in Eq. (A-24). Therefore, the rest of the 
analysis is identical to that for the TE polarisation with the only difference that matrices 
Qm are now defined as
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Qm = ~  fl-m
1 1 

Qm ~Qm (A-24)

Summarizing, the formation of the characteristic matrix T of the multilayer 
structure for either the TE or TM polarisation, allows the calculation of the effective 
refractive index nejj of any mode (guided or leaky) supported by the structure.

To calculate the field distribution, the field amplitude either at interface x 1 or xN.j 
is first arbitrarily chosen. Note that only one of the amplitudes alt bx (alternatively aN.j, 
&n_i) is nonzero. Then Eqs. (A-13) and (A-17) are used to successively calculate the 
field amplitudes <zm, bm in each layer. Substituting these values in Eq. (A-10) for TE 
modes, or in Eq. (A-21) for TM modes, gives the analytic expression of the modal field 
distribution.

A final point which is raised concerns the number of modes supported by the 
multilayer waveguide. Although all the supported modes can be determined by finding 
the zeros of the appropriate element Tjj of matrix 7\ there is no indication about the 
number of zeros possessed by T^. This means that the number of supported modes is 
unknown. To surpass this ambiguity, it is of particular help to employ a 3-D plot of 
parameter 1/7^ as a function of the real and imaginary parts of the effective refractive 
index of the mode. In this plot every mode shows itself as a peak, allowing at a glance 
the determination of the number of supported modes. The suitable range of the real and 
imaginary parts of neff can easily be determined from the parameters of the waveguide 
under investigation.

References for Appendix A

1) M. Bom and E. Wolf, Principles of Optics , (Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1980).

2) P. Yeh, Optical Waves in Layered Media (Wiley, New York, 1989).
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APPENDIX B

Oscillatory Structure of the Dynamic Response of the Optical
Fibre Ring Resonator

The complex amplitude transmission function of the RR is given by Eq. (6.9) 
which is repeatead here for convenience

= jT u  + I ^ 2 i- X  (T2 2Tl  f  
£ 1 J H 1

x exp j  [n ( y  + ) + nqt - ” ^  qx j (B-l)

The part that is of interest for the the "ringing" is the infinite series which is 
approximated by the integral

S = J fc*expy(. 
Jo

dx = J exp|- 
J  0

jx 2q T - y/x dx
(B-2)

where a shift t ' - 1  = n/2q + pL/q - t /2  on the time axis has been considered and 
yr = | Inb | - jq t ' = p -jw  .

The argument of the exponential function in Eq.(B-2) can be brought in quadratic 
form as

■
i * + j qjqv J

dx
(B-3)

Allowing now

V?K£)- (B-4)

and substituting in Eq. (B-3), gives
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exp(- y2]dy
¥

-m  (B-5)

Eq. (B-5) can now be expressed in terms of the error function as

S = I exp (-^—| 1 - erij ^
V  2jq r  ^  2 qr) \V2^rJ

where use has been made of the definition of the error function

^  J  exp(- u2)du = 1 - erf(v )

(B-6)

(B-7)

Substituting y  = p - jw  in Eq. (B-6) and taking the modulus square, gives

|S |2  = 2 ^ e4 ? £ ) |1 - eri(A+yS)|2 (B-8)

where

A = and B =
2-fqT 2 f q T  (B-9)

The error function can be approximated by the infinite series [1]

erf(A + jB) = erffA) + ex^  ^   ̂[1 - cos(2AB ) + j  sin(2AB )]2tzA

+ 2 e x £ M £  ex£h ^ \ f n{At B ) + j gn{A, B)]  
n - \  n2+4A 2

+ e(A ,B )  (B-10)

where: fn {A, B ) = 2A - 2A cosh(nB )cos(2AB ) + n sinh(nB )sin(2AB )

gn (A ,B )=  2A cosh(nB )sin(2A5 ) + n sinh(wB )cos(2 AB )
\e(A, B )| * 10'16|erf(A + jB )|

If we neglect the series in the above approximation, since the magnitude of its factors 
are much smaller compared to the rest part, Eq. (B-8) becomes

15 F = 2 ^ exif ? r )
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X (I . er£4 - « s M )  + S E lJ d ! )  + i  1 - er£4 - cos( 2 A B
V 2 t l 4  /  / i  - n - 2 4  2 "  2 ^ 4  I 2 kA  ^27&4 / 4 k 2A 2 ' 2^4 i 2 kA

(B-ll)
The oscillatory part in this expression is cos(2AB ), where

'•mr _ P2- w2 _ '2-1In^l2
"  2qr (B-12)

Since | lnZ?|2 is small compared to <7 2f /2 (after some roundtrips) the final expression 
for the oscillatory part is

|S|2 ~ cos( ^ - )  (B. 13)

Thus, defining the half-periods of the oscillation as the intervals between its subsequent 
extremes starting from its first peak, the half-periods are the separations between the 
time points

tHp = y 2 m p L  m =  1,2...

Reference for Appendix B

1) M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, "Handbook of Mathematical Functions" (Dover, New York, 

1964), p. 299.
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APPENDIX C

Intensity Transmission of a Highly Birefringent Optical Fibre
Ring Resonator

We recall Eqs. (7.18) - (7.20) which interrelate the complex electric field 
amplitudes El at the ports of the coupler

£ 3  = ( 1  + s  + S 2 + S 3 + ...)c ,£ i = DC,E 1 

E 2 = FE%

( l-x )( |£ i |2 + |£ 2 |2) - ( r , -  xX|£i>I2 + |E 2, |2) = |£ 3|2 + |£4|2 

Substituting Eqs. (C-l),(C-2) into Eq. (C-3) and noting that

(C-l)

(C-2)

(C-3)

(»  - K)\Ely\2 = E \
0 0

0 ( Y y - % ) .
E i

we obtain after some simple manipulation

E \E i

-e\c]d  ̂ / - ( l - x ) f t £  +  £ +
0

(rv- %).
DC,Ei

(C-4)

= (1 -%)e \E i - e \ c }d '
0

DC,Ei (C-5)

where

7o = x + (y> - * ) N
£ 1 12

(C-6)
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Substituting now for F -as it was defined in Eq. (7.8)- into Eq. (C-5) we have

0 0 

0 jj
>C,E i

- (1 - ̂ ) ex^-2aoL)E i c Jd  *
0 0 

0 77
DCtE  i :B (C-7)

where

(C-8)

The product CtE l appearing in Eq. (C-7) is the Jones vector entering the cavity at port 
3. Let us now express this field as a linear combination of the ESOPs V1>2 (without 
any loss of generality we can assume a unit intensity input Jones vector 

|Z?i|2 = e \E \ = 1, thus in what follows the normalized intensity transmission of the 
resonator is calculated)

CtE  i = e\V\ + £2^2

where e1 2  are complex weighting factors which can be calculated as

[ e x , e2 ]T = [ Vi , V2 }a C,E

(C-9)

(C-10)

We will now work separately on the parts A and B of Eq. (C-7). Applying Eq. 
(C-9) to part A, we have

A = (l -%) -(1 - d) [  e \ v \  , e \ v \  ^ D [  , e2 V2  ] (C -ll)

where d = (l - k) exp(-2a(>E). Recalling now the eigenvector property

and applying it to matrix D we have

(C-12)

DVi'2 = (l + ^1,2 + ^1,22 + ^1,23 + ••• )^1,2 = ---  ^ 1,2
1 - Ai ,2

(C-13a)
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v l j D i  = (l + Ai*2 + A * / + X * J  + ... )v+2 = — V f1 2

1 “ Ai ,2

Substituting Eqs. (C-13a), (C-13b) into Eq. (C-ll), yields

(C-13b)

A = (1 - %) - (1 - d)\ kil \e2 l2  )
1-A il2 | l - A 2 p J

Following the same manipulation for part B of Eq. (C-7), gives

(C-14)

B = d e \v \  e*2v l 0 01
* * *

.  1 - Xi 1 - A-2 0  77J
e\V \ e2 V2  

L1 - Ai 1 - X2

= 7}d ^ H ^ l 2
e \e iV \yViy \

1-Ail
2 ■|^2y|2 + 2 % w  * /

1 -A2 P l(i-A r)(i-A 2)/i
(C-15)

Substituting now Eqs. (C-14) and (C-15) into Eq. (C-7), we finally have

12
T = (l - %) - (1 - d i ) ^ i —  - (1 - d2 ) ^ i —  - 22&/(l - d3)

1-A I-A2 P

e\e 2 v \ v 2

(i -a ; ) ( i -a2),; ( C ' 1 6 )

where

d\ = (l - e ) ( i  - n | ' / i>P)exp(-2a0L) 

di = (l - 2t)(l - i?|V2vp)exp(-2o^t)

*  = (l - *) 1-7] ViyViy

v t v 2 /
exp(-2 cLoL)

(C-17)

(C -1 8 )

(C-19)

Eq. (C-16) is the general expression of the normalized intensity transmission of a hi-bi 
RR under any combination of cross-talk, differential loss or differential coupling 
constant between the fibre polarisation modes in the cavity.
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